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EVENTS CALENDAR

Nederland Heritage Festival
Round Top Classical Music at Festival H113

Fredericksburg.. Easter Fires, 8:15 p.m.
Reserved seats in the grandstand at the Gillespie
County Fairgrounds are $4* General admission is
$3 for adults and $1 for children. To order tickets,
send a check or money order to Fredericksburg Easter
Fires Pageant, P.O. Box 506, Fredericksburg, TX
7*3624* Enclose a self-addressed, stamped envelope.

Moulton Czech-German Polka and Waltz Celebration

Brenham • Maifest

New Braunfels..........Kindermaskenball

Pflugerville Deutsches Pfest
Rockne Spring Festival, Sacred Heart Parish

Sorbin St. Paul Lutheran Picnic (Wendish)

Schwertner .Schwertner Festival

Boerne Berger Fest
Austin Ethnic Folk Festival at Fiesta Gardens

Fredericksburg International Volksmarsch and Schwimmfest
Schulenburg German/Czech feast and bazaar, St. Rose School

and Knights of Columbus

Fredericksburg Night of Old Fredericksburg

Fredericksburg Bundes Schuetzenfest

Austin Aqua Festival on Auditorium Shores
Schulenburg Schulenburg Festival
Castroville St. Louis Day (Alsatian)
Fredericksburg. ••• Gillespie County Fair
La Grange. • Fayette County Fair

Rockne .Fall Festival, Sacred Heart Parish
Taylor St. Maryfs Church, feast and bazaar
Moulton St. Josephs, feast and bazaar
Honey Creek. St. Joseph's, feast and bazaar
Sitdthville ...Grace Lutheran, feast and bazaar
Shiner • Sts. Cyril and Methodius Churches, bazaars
Granger Sts. Cyril and Methodius Churches, bazaars
Seguin. Guadalupe County Fair
Boerne. Kendall County Fair
New Braunfels Comal County Fair

- 1 -
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EVENTS CALENDAR - continued

September

12-13 LaGrange and Winedale...Third Annual Convention of the
GERMAN TEXAN HERITAGE SOCIETY (See details on page 13)

October

early October Giddings •••..Geburtstag
mid October Fredericksburg Damenfest

November

early November New Braunfels Wurstfest

Note: Many of the events listed in this calendar come from "The Calendar of Texas Events"
Published in April and October by the Travel and Information Division of the State
epartment of Highways and Public Transportation. Since the new Calendar was: not

available at the time of this printing, it was not possible to verify the dates of
the various events. To obtain the exact dates of the events listed, write to the
chambers of commerce for the individual cities.

ROUND'TOP - Pop. 117 - Alt. 390 - (To be visited during our Annual Convention)

General - Smallest incorporated city in Texas. Established 1835 as Jones Post Office. In
1854 Round Top Academy was founded; advertised tuition for the 5-month session was $10, with
board, laundry, fuel and lights to cost an additional $12 to $15 per semester. School
closed in 1861.

International Festival-Institute - Founded by internationally acclaimed pianist James Dick.
One concert weekend scheduled every month. For 5 weeks in early summer, students in re
sidence perform with visiting symphony orchestras and string quartets in outdoor setting on
Festival Hill. Texas 237, 5 blocks north of Henkel Sq.

Bethlehem Lutheran Church - Center of Lutheran faith in Fayette County; dedicated 1866.
Unique pipe organ of hand-shaped cedar. Stone construction and simple lines show German
architectural influence. One block west of Texas 237*

Henkel Square - In split-rail fence on town square, several dwellings and structures circa
1820-1870, with superb collection of Anglo- and German-American furnishings, utensils, and
quaint decorative art of the period. Project of the Texas Pioneer Arts Foundation. Open
10 a.m. - 5 P*m.; admission.

Moore's Fort - Built in 1823 by famed Indian fighter Col. John Henry Moore at bend in
Colorado River that is present site of La Grange. Moved to Round Top and restored, 1975*
Serves as information center for Texas Pioneer Arts Foundation. Open daily 10 a.m. -
6 p.m. On Texas 237

Winedale Historical Center - Restored 19th Century farmstead with plantation homes, log
cabins, fireplace kitchen, smokehouse and barns. Center for study of ethnic cultures of
Central Texas; operated by University of Texas at Austin. Open Sat. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.;
Sun. noon - 5 p.m. Group tours Mon. - Fri. with at least two days notice. Four miles
east of Round Top via F.M. 1457 and P.M. 2614 (not shown on most highway maps). Admission.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR: September 12-13 - GERMAN TEXAN HERITAGE SOCIETY'S Third Annual Convention
La Grange and Winedale
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SOCIETY FOR GERMAN- AMERICAN STUDIES
-3-

FIFTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM

IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE 1981 ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
TEXAS CHAPTER OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF TEACHERS OF GERMAN

April 9-11, 1981

The Society for German-American Studies and the Texas Chapter of
the American Association of Teachers of German will hold a joint
symposium at the Crockett Hotel and at the University of Texas In
stitute of Texan Cultures at San Antonio on April 9-11, 1981.

Interdisciplinary papers and slide presentations will be presented
by scholars specializing in German-American cultural, intellectual,
and social history. The welcoming addresses and opening session
on Thursday evening, April 9, v/ill be held in the Crockett Hotel.
The sessions, exhibits, and tours on Friday, April 10, are scheduled
for the University of Texas Institute of Texan Cultures, within walk
ing distance of the hotel. The sessions on Saturday morning, April 11,
and the general business meetings will be held in the Crockett Hotel.

There will be no pre-registration for the meeting. A registration
table will be set up at the hotel for registration late Thursday after
noon. On Friday morning a table will be set up outside the conference
meeting room on the lower level of the Institute of Texan Cultures
building. A $10 registration fee will be assessed to defray expenses
for program brochures, conference packets, refreshments, and tours.
Students are requested to register, but they are required to pay no
registration fee.

PROGRAM

Thursday. April 9. 1981

Registration, 4*7 p.m.
Meeting of Coordinator and Preside™, 5-6 p.m.

Opening of the Symposium, 6:45-7 p. m.
Glen E. Lich, Coordinator

FIRST SESSION, 7.9 p. m.
LaVern J. Rippley, Preaider
"Ethnicity and Region"

Crockett Hotol

Lobby
Restaurant

Travis Room

Travis Room

1. "Hier Oder nirgends 1st Deutscbland I Literary
Life among the Early Texas Germans" (20 minutes)
Theodore Gish, University of Houston
Two things are of particular interest in the
sketches, stories, and poems of Frlta Goldbeck,
Emma Altgelt, and Hermann Seele: the level
of genuine "artistic" creativity in their works,
and the way in which their writings reflect the
classical literary heritage.

2. "Ein Deutsch-Texaniahes Potpourri: Oas
gibt es nur in Texas I" (15 minutes)
Ingrid Kuehne-Kokinda, San Antonio
Slides and readings arranged for a German audionco
give an insight into German-Texan lifestyles.

3. "The Earlieat Anglicisms in Texas German" (20 minutes)
Joseph Wilson, Rice University
This study is part of a larger diachronic study of
the adoption of English words and usages into the
German of the immigrant colonies in Texas based
on early travel descriptions and church records
from the 1840s through the 1860s.

4. "German in Texas Schools, 1849-1939" (20 minutes)
Hubert P. Heinen, University of Texas at Austin
Memoirs, letters,and interviews reveal the conflicts
and accommodations engendered by a clash of cultures
as acculturation and education led toward destruction

of ethnicity.

5. "Der Cowboy: Another Look at German Fascination
with our WUd West" (25 minutes)
Meredith McClain, Texas Tech University
According to recent statistics in newspapers and magasinei
West Germany is being innundated by a "WUd West Welle. "
This paper reexamines the original surge of this wave in
the 1880s and suggests reasons for its tidal proportions
in the 1980s.

Friday, April 10, 1981

THIRD SESSION, 11-12 p#m> Conference Room

Dona B. Reeves, Presider
"Grants and Currlcular Development"

1. "Ethnic Studies Grant Writing" (25 minutes)
John Cooke, University of New Orleans
This workshop is an introduction to the basic funding
sources for public programs in ethnic and regional studies.

2. "German-American Curricular Development: A
Preliminary Reconnaissance" (20 minutes)
Hugh Meredith, Sam Houston StateUniversity
This presentation surveys innovative approaches to the
teaching of German-American studies and points
to some directions for the eighties.
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San Antonio Tour, 1:45-5:15 p.m.
Mary El-Bcheri and Ingrid
Kuehne-Kokinda

Departs from the Institute
and returns to the Institute
and to the Crockett Hotel

Saturday, April II, 1981

1. "Rationale, Selection, and Feasibility"
Ingeborg McCoy, Southwest Texas State University

2. "Creative Possibilities andTechnical Complexities
Peter Grune, Goethe Institute, San Francisco

3. "Goethe Institute Commitment and Support"
Richard Ttvoma, Goethe Institute, Houston

4. "The Video Pilot and Follow-up Discussion"
KJell Johansen, North Texas State University

FIFTH SEbSION, 8-9 a. m.
Crockett Hotel

Travis Room

Ingcborg McCoy, Prcsidcr
"The Video Documentary in Research and Teaching"

"Auf den Spurcn der Dcutschen: A Video Documentary
of the1 German-Texan Heritage" (60 minutes)
A documentary about German-Texan culture, the first
project of "Gruppe 80," is envisioned as a contribution-
to learningaboutGerman culture in Texas for audiences
in the United States as well as in Germany. The selection of
video as an alternative medium which has been interpreted
as a curiously mediated but serious critique of current
U.S. culture appears as the right choice to record and por
tray tho German-Texan heritage with its inception inthe
emigration from Germany, a statement in itself about the
culture being left behind in the search for alternative lifestyles.

ja.4. f/:«5"^*n Travis Room

5. "German San Antonio. 1850-1980" (25 minutes)
Susan Clayton and Mary tl-Beheri, MacArthur High School
This slide show, produced through a Youthgrant from the
National Endowment for the Humanities, depicts the influence
of nineteenth-century Germans onSan Antonio's cultural,
political, social, and intellectual life.

GlenE. Lich
Schreiner College
Coordinator

Symposium Committee

Mary El-Behrri
MacArthur High School
Local Arrangements

Anna Thompson
Crockett High School
Registration

San Antonio, the historic cultural and intellectual center of Texas1
sizeable German ethnic population, offers a multitude of attractions
from the city's Spanish colonial, Mexican, German, and Southern
Anglo-American heritages. In addition to the Alamo, San Jose and
other colonial missions, San Antonio features a beautifully reclaimed
River Walk and shopping area, the Witte Museum, the Institute of Texan-
Cultures and Tower of the Americas at He misFair Plaza, a Roman
Catholic cathedral and historic German Lutheran and Catholic parish
churches, the Hertzberg Circus Collection (a priceless gathering of
circus memorabilia from the 19th and early 20th centuries), and the King
William Historic District (a neighborhood of restored Victorian and
early German-Texan homes), with its showplace--the fashionable Steves
Homestead (circa 1874). Because a large number of renowned restaurants
within walking distance of the Crockett Hotel offer a wide selection of
international cuisine, no formal luncheons or banquets have been planned
for the conference.

The Crockett Hotel, around the corner from the Alamo, is located at
320 Bonham Street, San Antonio, Texas 78205. Telephone 512-225-4491.
The deadline for reservations is March 1, 1981. Daily group rates at
the hotel vary according to the accommodations: Motor Inn- $28 single,
add $4 per person extra in the room; Hotel -$22-25 single, add $4 per
person extra in room. Guaranteed reservations for arrivals after six
in the evening must be secured by deposit or credit card.

The coordinator for the joint meeting is Professor Glen E. Lich of
Schreiner College, Kerrville, Texas 78028. Telephone 512-896-5411
or 512-257-3439. Directing local arrangements is Mary M. El-Bcheri,
assisted by the German students of MacArthur High School in San An
tonio. The current presidents of SGAS and the Texas Chapter of AATG
are Dr. LaVern J. Ripplcy of St. Olaf College and Dr. Anncliese
Duncan of Trinity University, respectively.
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NOTES PROM THE EDITOR

After more than two years of
gathering dust, Glen Lich's
book about German-Texans will be
published by the Institute of
Texan Cultures. They say they
will have it out in May, but I
would not start looking for it
until summertime. It is the
first revision their ethnic
series, which is a complete
study. The Institute will have
them for sale and we don't know
yet where they will be available
around the state. I was a
reader for the book and I
recommend it heartily. It is
interesting, informative and
factual. This is the first
publication produced by the
Institute which has real
scholarly significance.

Bob Robinson has been ill and is
recovering at home. For this
reason he is behind with his
correspondence. If you are in
a hurry to hear from him,
call him on the telephone.
Gute Besserung, Bob!'.

wwwwk Mxiootif mmn

I'll be in S.A. over Fiesta Week
this year, if you are coming to
town for the King William Fair,
let's meet there. *jr**ft

NEWSLETTER TO EXPAND

Beginning with this year and this issue our NEWSLETTER will
appear three times annually. Why? We are getting so many
wonderful "things" from you that we need more contact and more
space. Many articles become "dated" when we print only twice
a year. NEW plan for publication!

Summer issue....deadline June 20,1981
Fall issue deadline October 20, 1981
Spring issue....deadline February 20, 1982

A newsletter will then appear at the end of July, November
and March. How does this sound to you? Please keep
sending those articles, cards, letters, announcements,
newspaper clippings, genealogical inquiries, reunion dates,etc.

Please type or print(write carefully) on 8l/2" by
11" paper with a 1/4" margin on all edges. SINGLE SPACE.
Our printer takes care of the rest.

Send articles from newspapers and other publications
to the editor.

Send dates and information for festivals,
reunions, other German-related events to Anna
Thompson.

Send genealogical inquiries, materials,
family histories,etc., to Theresa Gold.

Send information and/or updates about your
personal projects to Dona Reeves.

inmrlrnr^nSS ??!* ^ "^ cate«ory you* article and/orinquiry would fall under, just send it to the editor.

S+^of fddre?S labels' They were computerized by the^essi? ciass at MacArthur High School. If yW
address is not quite right, please let us know.

«wwwmn(mmnt)nnu .n

Keep your articles and letters coming'. ^>fV

You were kind enough to inquire how I have been* 1
• wish I could report that all is well here. Unfortu-

.\\nately Ihave had several painful and handicapping
1)jr %" illnesses during the last half-year of so (bursitis
™ xt* in a toe, of all thing; shingles in my right hand and

arm!), and — though I continue to teach three sections
of English at UT/Arlington, I must admit that I have
done little else* The job, labeled park-time,occupies

most of the days of the week ( I am on-campus three mornings and part
of one afternoon, but the grading of papersUi)j what is part-time is
the pay, above all. Nevertheless, I am glad not to have the commit
tees and such that are the lot of full-time faculty. This way I can
teach and learn, which is what I really wish to do, and — in what
spare time I have, keep up with some other interests (granddaughter,
translating, needlework, research, gardening, etc«)» I hope to have
good announcements to make soon about publications that seem to be
on the brink of appearing* Also, I am about to begin in earnest a
translation that promised to be very challenging, this at the behest

of the New Braunfels Conservation Society: some correspondence between Ferdinand
Lindheimer and Georg Engelmann_durine the years 1835>-18U£o'

take place, but "so geht»s»n

*$>.Wa**

TCE (Texas Christian University) Press IsTi^T^? ^ teUln* Lhem th*<<nation with acco^ying ^£^J%^ £«*Jlett

Iregret very much not"being" nearer where GTHS meetings
I have no objection to

vil War
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G.T.H.S. Convention Dates and Places

The San Antonio meeting last fall was
very successful for everyone who
attended. We were all enriched and
inspired by the many enthusiastic
speakers. Our attendance was well over
200 people. Before the day comes
when we are such a big group that we
will have to go only to the big cities
because of facilities, we want to
take advantage of the wonderful
German-Texan communities and their
rich cultural tradition. Through
1985 our conventions will be held in
smaller cities.

+haB . , We are grateful to
the members in these cities who have
offered to plan and make arrangements
for ub. As You can see, the 1981
meeting is well underway and with this
exciting time in Winedale, Round Top,
IaGrang area, we will look forward to
A982 in Frederirff^irr-ft, where Margaret
Bracher, Ella Gold and the Gillespie
County Historical Society will be our
hosts. let me list, once again the
rest of our dates for youi
1983 - Galveston Ted Frank
1984 - Kerrville Glen Lich
1985 - Seguin Marilyn Collins

Who wants to invite us to their city
in 1986? *

Book Review Section

WHO CAN TEACH US TO PLAY

SKAT?

Every February on the
Southwest Texas State
University in San Marcos,
high school students from all
over Texas join together to
compete in £5 different
German-related events. In
the afternoon we want to have

some hobby groups, such as
dominoes, checkers, chess,etc.
If anybody knows how to play
any of these games, please
come and help us. But if
you can play SKAT, we are
especially in need of your
expertisetT The 1982 contest
will be on February 13» a
Saturday. If you are interested,
please contact Mary El-Beheri
or Dona Reeves. Thanks.

SPECIAL THANKS

to Theresa Gold for her hours
of work reading and typing the
genealogy and family history
section.

to Marilyn Collins for her
patience in indexing all of those
names. This is really a labor
of love.

to Thecla and Dianna our topic
indexers. And also an apology
to Thecla for misspelling her
name.

to all of you who keep our
pages filled. jU|»$~

Vera Flach. A Yankee in German America. San
Antonio: The Naylor Company, "19/3. 175 pp.

Flach, a college instructor from Chicaqo, visited
the Gnraian coinimmity of Hill Country Villaqe, Texas inT923,
and returned six months later to marry Ernst Kapp Flach,
the grcat-grandsGn of the geographer Dr. Ernst Kapp
who emigrated from the Ruhr district to Texas in 1849.
Much of this volume is devoted to descriptions of daily
life in the early twentieth century, but a brief history
of Germans in Texas is interspersed.

The author writes vividly and with humor of her
adopted culture; she even includes German recipes and
an account of an annual sausage making day. Her retel
ling of the Kapp family's nine-week voyage to Texas and
their overland trek to the Hill Country makes for in
triguing reading, but here, as elsewhere in the work,
there is a significant lack of first hand sr.urcps; f*mst
Kapp's diary was lost, passenger lists had been destroyed,
and much of the author's information was gathered through
interviews with residents of Hill Country Village. How
ever, translations of extensive letters are provided, even
though Flach admits to a lack of proficiency in the
German language. Nonetheless, the author's attempt at
a personal account of her life in the area has resulted
in an excellent "folk history."

The style of A Yankee in German America is quite
casual and sudden changes of topfcTflaw the continuity of
this history. A lack of attention ho detail is reflected
in a failure to fully identify many persons; e.g., the
first German to arrive in Texas was a Herr lieins, who
accompanied Robert Cavelier, sicur de LaSalle, in 1685 -
no further details are given. According to Flach, many
characteristics of the original German settlers of the
area are still evident in the Hill Country today. They
are solid, hardworking people, valued family life, loved
music and dancing, and had little u.e for religion or
sentiment. In spite of its technical drawbacks, the
book is an interesting and informative excursion into
German-America.

&»»/%£$&**'*££&£<&%*fafl$AAA4~»

Carol Woodfin
Wake Forest University
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1980 PATRONS (June 1-Dec. 31. 1980)

Mr. & Mrs. John H. Dallmann, San
Antonio

Mr. & Mrs. Clarence E. Dietert,

Boerne

Ruby Flach Upshaw, Canyon Lake
Lorene Froehner Windle, Houston
Mrs. Miriam York, Giddings

1981 PATRON MEMBERS (as of Jan. i)
You will notice many of the same
names that have appeared for three
year8 in this column. Wir bedanken
uns sehr!

Mrs. Edith Bondi, Houston
Mr. & Mr8. Richard J. Burgess III,

Round Rock
Mr8. Thecla Dallmeyer, Brenham
Mr. & Mrs. Clarence E. Dietert,

Boerne

Mrs. Ralph L. Doran, Seguin
Nelson D. Durst, College Station
Ms. Mary M. El-Beheri, San Antonio
Dr. & Mr8. H. Tristram Engelhardt Jr.
Chevy Chase, MD

Ft. Worth German-American Club, Ft.
Worth

Marvin H. & Dorothy Gohlke, Yorktown
Minetta & A.V. Goyne, Arlington
Louis A. Hartung, San Antonio
Erwin Heinen, Houston
Lisa Kahn, Houston
Marian H. Kelley, Melrose Park, PA
Rev. Mr. Kenn Knopp, Fredericksburg
Elizabeth Lehmann, Brenham
Mr. & Mrs. Glen E. Lich, Kerrville
Carolyn Lindemann Overstreet, Hondo
Dona Reeve8, Buda
Walter Hoppe Richter, Austin
Elsie Zwahr Robinson, Lubbock
Robert R. "Bob" Robinson-Zwahr,

Lubbock

Charles W. von Rosenberg, Dallas
Ken L. & Vicki S. Sage, Suffolk, VA
Curt E. Schmidt, New Braunfels
Carroll & Dorothea Schulze Shaddock,

Houston

1980 CONTRIBUTING MEMBERS (Jun-Dec.1980)

Baylor University Library, Waco
Naomi W. Fry, College Station
Alfred E. Herbrich, Houston
Marian H. Kelley, Melrose Park, PA
Walter Kuraner, San Antonio

Mr.& Mr8. H. LeQuang, Houston
New York Public Library, NY, NY
Mr.& Mr8. Kenneth A. Raabe, Flores-

ville

Edgar & Elizabeth Karger Seidensticker,
Burnet

1981 CONTRIBUTING MEMBERS (as of Jan.l)

Valeska Suche Anderson, San Antonio
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert J. Bilhartz, Medina
Joe M. Clark, Jr., Houston
Mrs. J. R. Collins, Seguin
Edward R. Dedeke, New Braunfels
Eakin Publications, Burnet
Dr. & Mrs. H. T. Engelhardt, New

Braunfels

Mr. John H. Engelhardt, San Antonio
Mr8. John H. Engelhardt, San Antonio
Fayette Heritage Museum/Library,

LaGrange
Naomi W. Fry, College Station
Theresa Gold, San Antonio
Mrs. Betty Goodwin, Houston
Rev. & Mrs. H. Lee Griffin, Corpus

Christi

Mrs. V. T. Griffin, Pasadena
John D. Guenther, Katy
Dan J. Hartmann, Lakewood, CO
Hubert & Ursula Heinen, Austin
Gilbert J. Jordan, Dallas
Dr. Rudolf M. Klein, Wichita Falls
Melton Koch, San Antonio
Quincy Garrison Kothmann,

Fredericksburg
Gladys Froboese Kuhn, New Braunfels
Mr. & Mr8. H. LeQuang, Houston
David M. MacDonald, PE, New

Braunfels

Mrs. Olivia Larimert May, Katy
Helmuth Mayer, Baytown

Dorothy L. Miller; Albuquerque, NM
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur W. Nagel, Boerne
Nancy Carol Roberts Memorial Libr.,

Brenham

Herbert Emil Oehler, CPA, Kerrville
LaVerne S. Pearce, San Antonio
Julia Penn, Austin
Dora Pinkert, Slaton
Pioneer Memorial Library, Fredericks-

burg

Katharine G. Powell, Houston
Mr. & Mrs. William F. Reichert, Jr.,

San Antonio

Rosenberg Library, Galveston
Verne Schmidt, New Braunfels

Arthur E. Schulze, Houston
Mrs. Egmont Schulze, Seguin
Gary D. Stobb, Houston
W. Frank & Helgard Suhr, New

Braunfels

Mrs. R. W. Sundstrom, Sioux Fall,
SD

Mr. & Mrs. Otto W. Teinert, Austin
•Leola K. Tiedt, LaGrange
Jerald Uecker, Germantown, MD
Gertrude L. Vogt, San Juan

-7-
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MEMBERS' INTERESTS AND PROJECTS

Ella Bowles, Schertz, reports success
at our September meeting: she met
relatives from her mother's side of
the family she had not known before,
thanks to the keen eye of Anna Thomp
son who not only puts names and faces
together, but also names and names.
Evelyn Braden, Floresville, is
working on the Teltschik Family Band.
Paula Gunther Cogswell, Houston, is
also a second generation German-
Texan whose German-born parents
settled in Sherman. We need more

research on the Germans in that

area of Texas.

More authors: Members May H.
Bourgeois and Frances Brandenberger
Cole have completed They Chose Texas,
and Eva Duke Brandenberger and
Frances Brandenberger, Bellaire, com
pleted Brandenberger, A Family History
in 1975.

More Germans from Sherman: Mrs.

William W. Collins, Jr., Ft. Worth,
cites her grandfather, Bruno H. Zauk
in Sherman before 1880.

Here'8 an idea that should grow:
several members have presented gift
subscriptions and memberships in the
GTHS to their local high school
German clubs. They are Fredericka

DeBerry, Houston, to Clear Lake High
School, Arliss Treybig, El Carapo, to
the El Campo High School and Elizabeth
Lehmann, Brenham, to Brenham High
School.

A. E_. Preacher, Houston, is writing a
family history on the Drescher-Bubel-
meier and Schutz-Hegar families who
came to Texas between 1846 and 1872.

William A. Ellis, Bandera, is re
searching early muzzle loading rifles
which were either homemade or brought
over from Germany. He is looking for
sources of information.

Anne A. Fox, San Antonio, prepared
Historical, Architectural and Archae
ological Investigations at the Steiner
Schob Complex, Victoria County, TX,
for the Guadalup-Blanco River Autho
rity, 1979. Her special project is
German farm sites. She is an

archaeologist for UTSA.
Chris Gelin, Lubbock, gave us some
very fine publicity in the South
Plains Genealogical Society News
letter. Thanks, Chris!

Jane R. Raeke, Austin, is interested
in the Raeke family, Germans who
came to Texas in the 1860s.
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Ernest G. Fischer, New Orleans, can
exchange information on families such
as Fischer, Spiegelhauer, Dlouhy, Dusek,
Steglich and Friedrich. He is the author
of the recently published (Eakin Press)
Marxists and Utopias in Texas.

On October 23, 1980, a very special
event was held in Floresville. On that

day the Mary C. Forlster Center was
dedicated there to the service of special
children. The center houses an early
childhood unit, a hearing impaired unit,
two multihandicapped units, a speech
therapist and a nurse; it is administered
by the Wilson County Special Education
Cooperative. Mary is a charter member of
GTHS and serves as an example for human

concern. She richly deserves this —
great honor! q

Ted Goedeke, Houston, sends us a
number of government publications
that are of interest to US travelers

going abroad. 1. Income Tax Benefits
for U.S. Citizens Who Go Overseas,
Dept. of Treasury, IRS Publ. 593;
2. Information for Travelers, State
Laws on Importing Alcoholic Beverages;
3. Travelers' Tips on Bringing Food
etc. into the US, US Dept. of Agri
culture; 4. Pocket Hints, US Customs
Service; 5. Customs Hints for Re
turning US Residents; Know Before
You Go, US Customs Service; 6. Travel 3J*
Tips for Senior Citizens, US Dept. of
State, Bureau of Consular Affairs;
and 7. Your Trip Abroad, US Dept. of
State, Bureau of Consular Affairs.
These publications are revised fre
quently and we advise you to obtain
them for a small charge before you
plan a trip abroad.
Roy Addicks, Eagle Lake, is writing
a genealogical paper on the Addicks
family of Lavaca and Colorado counties.
Hans Joachim Hoppe, our valued
Cultural Attache at the German Con
sulate in Houston, is being trans
ferred in Feb. 1981, to Turkey. We
will mi88 him; may he wear Texas deep
in his heart wherever he goes!
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The father of J.T. Jaeggll, Jr.,
Kerrville, operated a general store
in Moulton, Lavaca county, for 50
year8. He was the son of Rudoph
Jaeggli, Swiss Lutheran missionary.
Juanita Jones, Lubbock, is researching
her grandfather, Charles V. Meyers,
from Erfurt, Germany.
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Members' Interests and Projects

(contd.)
Lisa Kahn and Dona Reeves will be

sharing an NEH grant workshop at New
Mexico State University in Las Cruces
in June titled "Strengthening and
Maintaining Ethnic Languages in the
United States." Goals of the pro
ject are to prepare materials for the
German-speaking community and to im
plement community activity. Please
•send your ideas to either Lisa or Dona.
You will be hearing more about this
project, without a doubt.
Ted Lammert, Katy, is past president
of the Texas Wendlsh Heritage Society.
We urge you to join this fine organi
zation, whether you have Wendish roots
or not. Dues are $5.00 per year,
payable to TWHS, P.O.Box 311, Giddings,
TX 78942.

Donna Dean Lannie, Mesquite, has as
dissertation project folk medicine in
German society, Gillespie county. We
wish her well and will be interested

in her findings.
Leonard J_. McCown, Irving, reads and
collects anything about Indianola and
the Texas Germans of Calhoun county.
The Southwestern Historical Quarterly,
Vol. 84, i, 89-93, gave tribute to
three retiring archivists well known

to Texana researchers: Chester

Kielman, UT Texas Collection, Catherine
McDowell.Library of the DRT at the

Alamo, and Carmen Perry, UTSA. While
they were not members of the GTHS in
the strictest sense of the word, they
were fellows in the quest for histori
cal truth and, as the Quarterly states,
"all outstanding figures on the Texana
scene."

Irene Scharf, a librarian at St. Mary's
University, is also a book collector
interested in Ferdinand Lindheimer and

the Latin settlements. She is com

piling a bibliography of German-Texana.
Mrs. Arthur L. Schuette, El Campo, has
made available some of her husband's

correspondence while he was researching
the Cat Spring agricultural society.
We hope to publish that correspondence
soon.

Arthur E. Schulze, Houston, writes
regularly to related amateur historians
in Northern Germany. His family
immigrated to Washington and Fayette
counties between 1860 and 1885.

Wer sich auf andcrc verlasscn
muss, crKhrt, wie mverlttssig er
selbst ist.

Lore Senseney, San Antonio, was corn
in Germany and is interested in others
tracing their roots to Pommerania.
Her hobby is needlework, particularly
whitework embroidery and fine French
handsewing. She is a member of the San
Antonio Needlework Guild and the Em

broiderers Guild of America.
Otto Tetzlaff, San Angelo, spoke to the
San Angelo Genealogical and Historical
Society on German Emigration in Texas
at their December meeting.
Mrs. Don F. Tobin. Chairman of the
Bandera County Historical Commission,
has compiled Bandera County "Oaths of
Allegiance." She has kindly offered
to furnish names and dates of nineteenth
century German immigrants to Bandera
county. Her other interests are hand
made furniture,quilts and architecture.
LET US KNOW WHAT YOUR PROJECTS AND
INTERESTS RELATED TO GERMAN-TEXANA
ARE. GIVE US A PROGRESS REPORT FROM
TIME TO TIME. Share your successes
and let us help you!

Ingeborg McCoy, Austin, is chairing
a National German Video Committee
under the auspices of the Goethe
Institute, Munich. The first major
project of the committee will be the
creation of a 75 minute video tape
exploring the German Texan heritage.
We hope many GTHS members will be
come involved in this project. Inge
is a charter member of GTHS. Viel
Gliick!

COMING: DEUTSCHE WOCHE, 1981. On
the campus of Southwest Texas State
University, San Marcos. In October,
1981. Sponsored by the Goethe Insti
tute, Houston. Exhibits. Films.

Discussions. Performances. Readings.

NO COMMENT: New local law in Dade

County (Miami) FL, enacted by referen
dum, "The expenditure of county funds
for the purpose of utilizing any language
other than English, or promoting any
culture other than that of the United
States, is prohibited."

[Austin American-Statesman, 28 Nov.80]

Werbung
"Werbung muss seln", sag! Leo.
"Ein Beispiel: Hiihner legen

Eier, Enlen auch. Aber HUhncr
gackern, Enten nicht. Na — kaufl
jemartd EnteneierT"
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Nasse Angst
Der Voter fragt:"Uwe, was wills!

du einmal werdenT' — "Auf kei-
nen Fall Ant, Paplt Der muss sich
zu oft die Hande waschen."
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Back issues (1979, 1980) are still available at $2.50 per issue for
members, $5.00 per year.
Our poster is a great favorite with everybody. You should have one, too.
Or think of one posted wherever German-Texans come together. Just $1.00
for each poster, plus $1.50 mailing cost to each address.
Order back issues and posters from Dona Reeves, Rt. 2 Box 239A, Buda,
TX 78610.

pas gelobte Land*

Getrost—rief es nach Texas hin,
Ueber See'n, Fliisse, Meere,
Da 8ehnte sich mein freier Sinn

Nach jener Hemisphere
Dort kannst Du wie im Paradies,
Wie Adam, Eva wohnen
Und brauchst dabei noch liberdies

Kein extra Baum zu schonen.

So sang man mir in jeder Weis1
Vom Gliick der Antipoden,
Da macht ich flugs mich auf die Reis',
Liess Firlefanz und Moden.

Ich fuhr zur Matagorda Bai
Und bis zum Colorado,
In dem Vertrauen, dass es sei
Das wahre Eldorado.

Ein Land wo Milch und Honig fliesst,
Worauf sich freu'n die Kinder,
Und wo der Mais von selber spriesst
Fur alle faulen Sunder.

Viele NUsse giebt's viel Trauben,
Wie es schon oft beschrieben,
Die Sage von gebrat'nen Tauben
1st auch nicht iibertrieben.

Schlafst sorglos du im Wieaengrund,
Unter Mesquitbaumen ein,
Wenn gahnest Du, thust auf den Mund,
So fliegen sie Dir hinein.
Die Flur 1st wie die Braut geschmiickt,
Im blumenreichen Kleide

Und urn die Kuh tanzt wie verriickt
Das Kalb auf fetter Weide.

In jedem Busch, an jedem Baum
Stehn Hirsche zahm am Wege,
Laut kullernd lauft am Waldes Saum
Der Truthahn ins Gehege.
Reptilien giebts ein ganzes Heer,
SpStfrSste, Advokaten,
Die thun beim heil'gen Lucifer
Dem Land am meisten Schaden.

1st unser Leben oft vergSllt
Durch Calomel und Pillen,
So 1st doch uns're Texaswelt
Voll herrlicher Idyllen.

Die ewig griinen Ceder-Hoh'n,
Von Fluren umringt und Wald,
Wo wundervolle Blumen stehn,
An Pracht, Farbe und Gestalt.

Und unter ries'gen Cypressen,
Erwacht das Traumen, Lieben, n
Von Todten die wir nicht vergessen V
Und Freunden, die una blieben. "/

Und wie dort klagt die Nachtigall
Mit wehmuthssussem Hauche,
Grusst hier mit tausendstimm'gem

Schall

Die Lust im griinen Strauche.
So zaubert einst die Phantasie,
Die Mimen und das Sehnen;
Da storte ihre Poesie

Die Welt mit ihren Thranen.

[from Eifeler SchlehdomblUthen,
gerelft in den texanischen Ge-

Geblrgen, by Ludwig Vogel]

Two verses from a poem, "Sprich
deutsch", by H. Engelbach, quoted in
F. H. Lohmann's essay, "Die deutsche
Sprache," 1904....

Sprich deutsch!
Red' deiner Eltern Sprach' und scham

dich nicht,
Wenn sie auch nicht so glatt vom

Munde rinnt,
Gebrauch' sie langsam, deutlich, klar

und schlicht,
Wie du es tatest, als du noch ein Kind.

... Sprich deutsch!
Denn unsre scheme Sprache 1st es wert,
Das8 sie erhalten bleibt im fremden

Land,
Nicht nur, dass man sie in der Schule

lehrt,
Auch ausserhalb sei sie das feste

Band...

Wer schrieb was?
Wer kennt sich in europaischen 7. "Der Traum ein Lebcn"?

BUhnenwerken aus? Hier sind
einige Fragen, die jeder. der glaubt
"Bescheid zu wissen. bcanlworlcn
sollte. Wer schrieb folgcnde
Slucke?

I.* "Das KSlhchen von Heil-
bronn"?

2. "Emilia Galotli"?
3. "Kabale und Liebe"?
4. "Rose BerniT?
S\ "Der Hauptmann von Kope-

nick"?
6. "Der Besuch der alien Da

me"?

8. "Dantons Tod"?
9. "Ein Sommernachtsiraum"?
10. "Trauer muss Eleklra Ira-

gen"?
11. "Die Wildentc"?

12. "Die Mdwe"?

Auflosung siehe unien.
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GERMANY IN TEXAS LANGUAGE PROGRAM

When Otto Tetzlaff, Professor of German and Head of the Department of Modern Languages at
Angelo State University, held the office of President of the Texas Chapter of AATG, he and
Barbara McCord, then a colleague of his, began preparations in holding a German Language Summer
Camp in a unique setting. Barbara McCord served as the first camp director on the campus of the
Texas Lutheran College in Seguin, Texas.

This first camp in 1973 attracted as many as 16 students and two years later it almost tripled
its enrollment. Since the summer of 1975, the camp was held at the Texas Tech Center at Junc
tion. Due to the closing of this center, the camp, under the leadership of Pam Warren, Houston,
was moved to the Prude Ranch near Fort Davis.

Since 1975, a teacher training program was also added providing up to three hours of graduate
credit in methodology for high school teachers and university graduate students. For the summer
of 1980, however, not enough teachers could be recruited to offer such a course.

Over the years, the number of individuals and schools served by the Germany in Texas Language
Program has expanded from 16 students representing half a dozen school districts to an average
of 60 students representing school districts all over Texas.

Two years ago, the Germany in Texas Language Training Center was incorporated as a non-profit
corporation under the guidance of Professor Wolfgang F. Michael, University of Texas at Austin.
When Professor Michael went into semi-retirement, he asked Otto Tetzlaff to become the coordi
nator once again.

The future of this unique program is in jeopardy due to the fact that it is not located cen
trally enough to attract more students and more staff. Members of the German-Texan Heritage
Society are urged to support this program to the best of their ability. At the present, there
is no active board of directors and an effort is being made to find interested people, teachers
of German, and other qualified individuals who are willing to serve and to help in this under
taking.

A place, reasonable in cost, somewhere in the Hill Country is desperately needed where the
summer camp can be continued for two or three weeks each summer. Wouldn't it be a shame if,
in the future, history buffs would find out that there existed once a German Language Summer
Camp for eight summers and then failed?

The new director for the next summer camp in 1981 will be Kay Bouska, German teacher at Austin
Junior High School, who needs everyone's help. A successor for Kay Bouska is needed for 1982.
Recommendations and suggestions on how to continue this summer camp successfully will be gladly
entertained by Otto W. Tetzlaff, Department of Modern Languages, Angelo State University,
San Angelo, Texas 76909.

Walter flichter, 3901 Ave. G, Austin 78751 fed Gieseeks. 1801 Lavaca 13K, Austin 78701
(512) 452-5117 (512) 478-6594 '

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE 1980 SMACK-KLAPPENBACH-LUNGKHITZ-FUCHS REUNION
(SMACK stands for Shovel Mountain And Cypress Kinfolks)

Location: Ed and Helen Giesecke's house on the south shore of Lake Marble Palls
just east of the Hwy. 281 bridge.
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Location:

s
Prude Ranch
Fort Davis, Texas

TtZ.XCIS

np
Dates: August 3-15* 1981

Cost: $265.00

Eligibility: Any student with at least one year of junior or senior
high German (or German learned at home)

Students between the ages of 13-18 (inclusive)

Activities: -horseback riding
-trip to Fort Davis
-camping
-folk dancing
-German language
instruction

-stained glass painting

ALL CONDUCTED IN GERMAN!!

-cooking
-swimming
-volleyball
-German newspaper editing
-films

-soccer

-German holiday observances

Camping at the "Germany in Texas" summer Camp is a two seek

vacation in Germany without leaving the state of Texas. Mornings
are spent receiving formal language instruction in loosely structured
ability group sessions. Sports and arts and crafts fill up the
afternoon hours. Evenings ,are reserved for special events, such as
a Weihnachtsparty, Fasching celebration, and folk dancing. Constant
use of German during the various activities of the Camp makes campers
feel they are in Germany rather than in West Texas.

Try something different! Reinforce and improve your German
while enjoying two weeks in the beautiful Davis Mountains!

For further information about the Camp and availability of scholar
ships, mail this form to:

Kay Bouska - 7920 Mullen Dr. Apt. 201 - Austin, Texas 78758

Name Age

Address

Nome of School

Grade in Fall, 81.

Level of German

in Fall, 81

~H-
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GERMAN-TEXAN HERITAGE SOCIETY MEETING 1981

WINEDALE ROUND TOP LAGRANGE and area

September 12 - 13

We will be exploring the German heritage of Payette County
and the surrounding area. This is the oldest German-Texan
settlement in Texas. We are thrilled to be invited'.

FRIDAY. SEPTEMBER 11

LaGrange...River Valley Motor Inn
(a brand new motel)

There will be a meeting room for
Friday evening so that early
arrivals can socialize.

A block of rooms has been reserved

in this new motel for us.

SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER 12

8i30....Registration begins

9i00 - lOt15...Winedale Tour
IO1I5 - lli45..Winedale Tour

Three presentations will be given
simultaneously with the times for
the tours. Each presentation will
last about 25 minutes and each will
be given twice. This way, everyone
can go on the tour and then also
take part in the presentations.
Presenters will be announced in

the next Newsletter.

12t00 - 1pm Lunch
served in the hall at Winedale.

It will be barbecued beef and

sausage with all the trimmings.
The bar in the hall will be open all
afternoon and evening. "Kegs" will
be on hand for lunch.

Displays, hobbies, books can be
seen in the hall.

Ii30 - *H30 .

Tour 1 - Henkel Square
Church tour

Tour 2 - Festival Hill

includes concert by James Dick,
extra cost ca. $5*00

Covered wagons and buses .will be used
for transportation.
For those who don't like tours, we
will have workshops and slide
shows,etc.

4i30 - 6t00....Time to rest

6i00 - lOiOO
Winedale Hall

Dinner...that famous Winedale stew,
open bar. Live singers, dancers,

SUNDAY. SEPTEMBER 13

9i30 - 10!00 Ecumenical Church Service
all in German (hand-outs)

10il5 - 12t00
FOLKLORE PRESENTATION!

including eyewitness reports about
life in Fayette County and area in the
very early days, in the not so distant
past and today. What has happened to
the German heritage in Texas' oldest
German area? Moderator» Ingeborg
McCoy (Inge is making a movie about
this subject for airing on German t.v.
and she will share her treasures with
us) This presentation will include
many residents of the area.

12t00 Closing Remarks

The July NEWSLETTER will include full
details about the meeting. Names of
session leaders and a detailed schedule
will be included.

mmmmmmmmmmmm

For Your planning!
Pre-registration fee - $12.00

(incl. two meals, coffee breaks,
transportation and tours)

Registration at the meeting - $15.00
MM mm KM MM KM MM »

Policy on booths where sales are made!
members...free

non-members....$10.00
MMMMMMMMMMMMMM

The executive board of the GTHS met on

January 5 in Winedale with the steering
committee for the meeting. If you have
further questions, comments, suggestions,
please direct them to the 1981 Meeting
chairperson! Ms. Leola Tiedt

510 N. Franklin
LaGrange, Tx. 789^5

Leola asks that everyone make a costume
like the pioneers wore. She is making 10
bonnets and aprons for the hostesses. If
you need ideas on this matter, contact her.

In the next Newsletter we will feature an

article by Walter P. Freytag "Why the

Fayette County Area is an ideal place for
the GTHS to meet...."
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©
Hazel's Lone Oak. This typical
Texas dog-run dwelling house
of the 1850's was moved from

a site just south of Round Top
and restored for use as an office

and visitor center. Guided tours

of the buildings begin here.

®
Winedale Inn. This is a two-

story dog run farmhouse, with
an upstairs parlor decorated by
a local German artist in the

1850's. The wide porches and
covered dog runs provided sum
mer living space in the Texas
heat.

®
Log kitchen, smokehouse, and
garden. Open fireplace cooking
was done in a detached building
for both comfort and safety
before the iron cookstove came

into general use in Texas. Meat
was cured and preserves stored
in the smokehouse. A nine
teenth-century vegetable and
flower garden faces both build
ings.

©
Theatre Barn. This hay barn
was built in 1894 from timber

salvaged from an earlier cotton
gin. The interior of the building
has been adapted for use as a
theatre and is the site of a
spring and summer program of
concerts and plays.

ADMISSION

Adults fi>cr°
Students $ (ifO

Free to organized student
groups who have made advance
arrangements

Sif^

A|0£-rV«^

WINEDALE INN IS AN OUTDOOR MUSEUM OF

cultural history administered by the University of Texas at
Austin. It is located about eighty-five miles east of Austin, near
Round Top. The history of the Inn begins in 1831. when the
Mexican government granted the land to William Townscnd, an
Austin colonist. Townscnd probably built the oldest portion of
the Inn in 1834. In the mid-1840's Samuel Lewis, a rising
planter, bought the Townscnd farm. He expanded the Inn to
its present size and developed a thousand-acre cotton farm
around it. In 1859 the main road from Brenham to La Grange
was moved to run by the Lewis farm and it became a stopping
place on the Sawyer and Rishcr stage line from Brenham to
Austin—hence the name, Winedale Inn. In 1882 the farm was
purchased from Lewis' widow by Joseph George Wagner, a
German immigrant who had come to Round Top in Ihe 1850's.
He and his descendants lived in the Inn until 1960. when the
property was purchased by Miss Ima Hogg. Miss Hogg restored
the Inn and its outbuildings to their nineteenth-century condi
tion and presented them to the University of Texas in 1967.
Since that time, three more restored structures have been moved
onto the 190-acre site.

Tours of the buildings leave from the office at Hazel's Lone
Oak every thirty minutes on Thursdays. Fridays. Saturdays, and
Sundays. Special group tours may be booked in advance on
Tuesdays and Wednesdays.

WINEDALE INN:

A MUSEUM OF CULTURAL HISTORY

Box 11
Round Top, I'cxas 78954

713-278-3530

HOURS

May through October
10:00 AM to 6:00 PM;
Sundays 12:00 to 6:00

November through April
9:00 AM to 5:00 PM; Sun
days 12:00 to 5:00

Open every Thursday, Friday.
Saturday, Sunday, and
Labor Day.

Closed Thanksgiving Day,
Christmas Day. New Years
Day, Easter Sunday, and
Independence Day.

©
Four Square Bam. This is a
typical southern transverse-crib
log barn which was part of the
Lewis farm buildings before
1869. It was used for storing
corn and houses a blacksmith

shop and tool collection in two
of its corners.

©
Lauderdale House. A Greek-

revival farmhouse, built in 1858
by a Somcrville, Texas planter,
this structure represents an
elaboration of the house type
seen at Hazel's Lone Oak. It
was moved to Winedale and re

stored for use as a dormitory
for visiting scholars doing re
search at the museum. It is not

open to the public.

©
McGregor-Grimm House. A
two-story Greek revival farm
house built in 1861 by a Wash
ington County planter and land
holder, Grcgor McGregor. This
elaborately decorated home re
flects the wealth brought to this
area by the land boom of the
I850's. Restoration is still in
progress and the house is not
presently open to the public.

©
190-acre site. The museum

grounds will eventually include
nature trails and an arboretum
of native Texas trees and plants.
Picnic facilities are available

but. due to the danger of fire,
visitors arc asked to refrain
from outdoor cooking.
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Round Top was first
known as Townsend
because five families by
that name settled in this
vicinity. Later it was
named after the "House-
with-the-round-top," an
early stage coach mileage
designation on one of the
three stagecoach lines
passing through the
community. The main
stagecoach line between
Houston and Austin later
determined the town's
present location.

The early settlers of the
Round Top area were
active participants in the
struggle for Texas free
dom and independence.
They fought in nearly all
the battles and played
important roles in gov
ernment.

John C. Robison, a
member of the first Texas
Congress, was scalped by
Indians in 1836. His son,
Joel W. Robison, helped
to capture Santa Anna
after the Battle of San
Jacinto. For extending his
hand to the defeated
dictator and lifting him on
the back of his horse to
carry him before Sam
Houston, Joel received
Santa Anna's gold braid
ed vest. It became
customary for young men
to borrow this vest on
their wedding day.

In the San Jacinto

campaign, the Townsend
family of Round Top had
a larger representation
present than any other
family in Texas. Three
men of the Hill family
fought bravely in the
same battle, and after the
Battle of Mier. young C.
(". Hill became the
adopted son of Santa
Anna in order to secure

the release of his father
and his brother from the
notorious Castle Perote
Prison at Mexico City.
John Refus Alexander
escaped from prison in
Mexico and became the

last survivor of the Mier
Expedition. John Rice
Jones was the first
Postmaster General of

Texas

After Texas became a

state in 1845, the farmers
and the leaders of the

large surrounding area
which contained no early
towns organized a Mas
onic Lodge at Round Top.
Florida Lodge No. 46.

The final meeting place of
this lodge before it was
dissolved in 1878 after
most of its members had
moved away was the
native stone building
above the 14 foot cellar
which housed the Carl

and Herman Schulze's

Brewery.
The early pioneers

worshipped in the Pres
byterian Florida Chapel
Church and educated

their children in the

Round Top Academy.
When this school closed,
leading citizens of Round
Top helped to organize
Rutersville College in
Rutersville and sent their

children there.

Count Boos-Waldeck, a
cousin of Queen Victoria
of England, purchased
the Nassau Plantation of

4428 acres below Round
Top for $3321.75 in 1842
for the "Adelverein" of
Germany to promote
German colonization in

Texas. The dwellings, the
barns, and the slaves
increased this price to
$22,000.

Itinerant German mis

sionaries preached at
Nassau soon after settle

ment. In 1853, Pastor
Otto Haun became the

first local Lutheran min

ister. Pastor J. G. Lieb
came in 1855 and built a

crude Lutheran Church

two and one half miles

south of Round Top.
Pastor Adam Newhard
came to Round Top on
January 13, 1861, and
combined their congre
gations. Pastor Neuthard
supplied the spiritual
strength and the educa
tional needs that the 120

German families of the

Round Top area received
during the trying years of
the Civil War.

During the war. Round
Top served as a recruiting
station for the northern

half of Fayette County.
Two companies, the
Round Top Mounted In
fantry, commanded by
Captain G. F. Ernest, and
the Round Top Guerillas,
commanded by Captain
J.C. Gaithers, were or
ganized here. Federal
troops were stationed in
Round Top when the
South was defeated.

After the, war ended.
Pastor Newhard com
pleted his two and one
half story native stone
home and boarding
school building in early
1866. The cornerstone of

the native stone building

/? 7, //.S. Cd*J [/£ATf/oa/
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Early Round Top Residents Important
of the Bethlehem Luther
an Church was laid on
May 6. 186B.

These buildings, as
well as many other native
stone buildings in Round
Top, were built by a
master stone mason. Carl
Siegismund Bauer and
members of his family.
Johann Traugott Wantke
constructed a pipe organ
out of native cedar for the
Bethlehem Church. It is
still used occasionally. He
built six other cedar pipe
organs for Lutheran
Churches in Texas.

After the war had
ended, lawlessness
prompted the citizens of
Round Top to organize a

community Militia and to
apply for a town charter
in 1870. which was not
approved until 1877. The
Round Top Rifle Associa
tion applied for and
received a state charter in

1873.

Information passed
from father to son

indicates that the early
pioneers who settled in
Round Top Community
celebrated the Fourth of

July as their indepen
dence day soon after they
arrived in 1826. The first

recorded celebration

which received wide

spread publicity was in
1851. the 75th anniver

sary of the Declaration of

Independence of the
United States.

After the parade on
this occasion. Isaac La
Fayette Hill, the orator
for the day and a hero of
San Jacinto, predicted a
glorious destiny for his
country, for his state and
for his own little town.

The Fourth of July parade
and the public orations
have become traditional

in Round Top. This year
the town will celebrate

the Fourth of July for the
129th time.

The trail ride will begin
at Ledbetter at 6:30 A.M.

Long-time Mayor Don
Nagel will welcome the
visitors at ten and

•/••'•'/
•V

introduce John G. Banik.
who will again address
the crowd as he has done

for the past 43 years. .
The parade will begin at
10:30 and then everyone
will slowly find his way to
the Round Top Rifle
Association Hall for the
presentation of awards,
eating barbecue and
listening to more public
speaking of dignitaries
and others at 1:30 p.m.

On the centennial of

our independence, on
July 4, 1876, Joel W.
Robison, who transported
Santa Anna to Sam
Houston on the back of
his horse, spoke to an
overflowing crowd of his

fellow Texans. In 1936

and again in 1938 Round
Top had exceptionally
large crowds here for the
celebration of the Texas

Independence and the
Centennial of the organi
zation of Fayette County.
Then on July 4. 1951
Round Top celebrated not
only the centennial of the
inwn's Fourth of July
celebration at Round Top.
but also the 175th
anniversary of American
Independence.

Many old houses of
Round Top have been
restored by Mrs. John
Nielson. Mrs. Hazel
Ledbetter, Miss Ima
Hogg, and Mrs. Charles
L. Bybee and the Texas
Pioneer Arte Foundation.

German art was displayed
in numerous homes of the

area. The best examples
are to be found in
Winedale Inn restored by
Miss Ima Hogg and
donated to the University
of Texas.

James Dick's Interna

tional Festival-Institute
this year inaugurated its
own independent festivi
ties at Festival Hill. Over

sixty student artists are in
residence and the sym
phony Orchestras of the
leading cities will give
concerts at Round Top
before the end of the

season on July 4.
Thousands of visitors

honor this little incorpor
ated town each year.
Mayor Don Nagel and his
town councilmen, Milton
Schlabach, Curtis Quade,
Dennis Sacks and Wess-

ley Albers. give citizens
and visitors the benefit of
their guidance. Mr. Ron
nie Sacks and the officers
and memberspf the Rifle
Association provide en
tertainment and food for

those who seek it. Mrs.

Milton Schlabach and the

members of the Do Your

Duty Club add the
feminine touch to the

general impression the
visitors get from this
historic town. These

leaders and the many
other leaders and citizens

of this little incorporated
town make Round Top a
pleasant place in which to
live.
(Compiled by John G.
Banik)
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••An entire weekend at
Round Top is a true
delight."

DAVID ANTHONY
RICHELIEU,

San Antonio Express
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By. Lisa Kahn

The following interview introduces
James Dick who is internationally
known asabrilliant pianist, and who is
also the founder and artistic director of
the Festival at Round Top. The
conversation took place inthe gracious
William Lockhart Clayton House
which was moved from LaGrange to
the Festival Hill at Round Top and
restored there. It has been furnished
with Victorian period furniture, and the
restoration which is still going on
reflects one of the main concerns of
James Dick: Conservation ofTalent.

Mr. Dick, you are an internationally
known pianist who has been highly
acclaimed by music critics. Your
musical brilliance isalsowellknown
to Houstonians whohave heard you
perform on anumber oftimes with
the Houston Symphony Orchestra.
How did you become a pianist?

-/£-

PORTRAIT
I grew upon a Kansas wheat farm, in
Hutchinson. On my father's side the
grandfather was German and the
grandmother came from the Ukraine.
They met inthis country. My mother's
family areGerman all theway back to
Pennsylvania. Then they moved to
Iowa, from there to Kansas. My
mother was a musician. I decided to go
to the University of Texas in Austin
and studiedunder masterpianoteacher
Dalies Frantz. He providedforme the
impetus and the environment from
which, slowly, my love for Beethoven
and Mozart and Schubert and Brahms
grew. You might say the Festival at
Round Top. in this tiny German
community, had it beginnings in
classical German music. Let me
elaborate a little: you see, after my
graduation from U. ofTexas in1963,1
received "a Fulbright scholarship to
study abroad, and1went to London to
study at the Royal Academy ofMusic
under Clifford Curzon. Now, Clifford
Curzonin his timewasa studentof the
famous Arthur Schnabel who studied

with Leschetitzky, who was a student
of Czemy whose teacher was
Beethoven himself. Thus the
pedagogical lineage goes all the way
from Curzo to Beethoven, or, the other
way round, from Beethoven to the
Festival at Round Top. There you have
the entire German tradition.

Mr. Dick, am I correct that you also
were a winner in the Tschaikowsky
competition in Moscow?

In 1966 I was a finalist in the
Tschaikowskycompetition,and within
a periodofeightmonths,I won alsotop
prizesintheLevintritt inNewYork and
the Busoni piano competition in
BJbzano, Italy. But I am especially
proud of the fact that I am the only
Tschaikowsky finalist who was ever
invited back to Moscow to serve as a
judgefor the competition. That was in
1974.1 was the youngest jury member
in the history of this coveted prize.
Later, when we'll take a tour through
thebuilding I'll showyouthecertificate
as juror which is signed by Ekatarina
Furtzewa who was then Minister of
Education.

DM you ever perform in New York?

Yes, a number of times. My debut was
in 1975 at Carnegie Hall. The last time
was in January of this year.

After London, Moscow, New York,
how did you hit upon Round Top
which calls itself the smallest city in
Texas? It is really not a city at all, but
avillage and not even known to many
Texan*.

I feel strongly that everbody needs in
spiration. We all need stimulation.
Audiences in Round Top are as
important to me as the audiences in
New York and Cleveland and London
and Philadelphia. Then, the pastoral
setting here was very congenial to my
own very strong rural roots. The
verdant rolling country side appeals to
my aesthetics, there is something
serene and charming about these old
and so well-kept little houses, it all
seems so unspoiled, and the people
around here have a strong artistic
tradition, it may not be in music, but it
is in their crafts, look at the woodwork
at their houses. In this setting here you
have time to think and time to work.
Our young artists are not lost among
huge numbers of students. Everything
happens on a small scale. Every detail
is important.

Whatroledid MissIma Hogg playin
yourdecisiontomoveto RoundTop?

Oh, the rumors! You would not believe
it! But it is true that Miss Ima who was

herself a fine pianist wanted me to
perform at Winedale which I did in
April of 1968. At that time the rest
orationworkat Winedalewasgoing on
under her protection, and she was
interestedin makingthis area a cultural
and pivotal artistic point in Texas. As a
German teacher, you must have
attended one or more performances of
the plays which the German
Departmentof the University ofTexas
performs annually at Winedale. So I
inquired from her whether an institute
for students of piano could be made
available at Winedale or in Round
Top, and she agreed.
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Immer die Post
Ein Mann bekiagl sich: "Das isi

doch eine Schlampcrei (negligence)
bci der Post, Vor drei Tagen habe
ich meinem Onkel einen Brief ge-
schrichen, unci jeizl findc ich ihn in
der Mantcllasche."

Beschwerde

Fallsrhirmvcrkkufcr (salesman for
parachutes), "der sich Liner cincn
mchi aufgegangenen PalbcMrm be-
schwen
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Leon Hale
A lesson on playing Muhle

At Winedale, the Germany-flavored' rural
community in Fayette County near Round
Top, I stopped in at Wagner's Store and got
Lee Warner to give me a lesson on how to
play Miihle.

M\mle is the German noun for mill, such as
a machine for grinding grain. It's also the
name of an old beer-drinking game that immi
grated to Texas from Europe, long ago when
German settlers came here.

Wagner says just the old timers play it now,
around Winedale. It's a good example of a
folk game once popular in parts of Texas
where the German Influence is strong.

Muhle is played, tike most folk games, with
whatever materials are handy around a home
or farm or local gathering place.

First you need a diagram, or a board,
which you can draw with any kind of marker.
Sometimes you find Muhle boards chalked on
the bars of country taverns. Wagner showed
me how to draw one to go with this little
Muhle report.

At first the game seems to be a combination
of checkers and tick-tack-toe. But it gets pret
ty comlex. Toward the end it takes on some of
the characteristics of chess.

Two play the game. They begin with an
equal number of men, or pieces. Say nine
pieces each. The pieces can be buttons —
white for you, black for me. Or they can be
corn kernels — yellow for you, white (or red)
for me. I wonder if this use of corn isn't a
clue as to the origin of the game's name.

You take turns placing buttons on the board.
They may be placed anywhere there's a cor
ner or an intersection, and they may also be
moved, one space at a time. The object Is to
get three buttons in a row. Then you've
"made a mill," and captured one of your op
ponent's buttons.

Take a look at the drawing. A mill could be
made, for example, by placing buttons at
Points A, B, and C Also at Points, D, E, and
F. Your buttons must be lined up at con
secutive points. What I mean, you couldn't
make a mill with buttons at D, F, and B.

Lee Wagner contemplates his next
move in the old German folk game
of Muhle. Right, diagram of the
board. —Post photo

When a player is reduced to only three but
tons left on the board, he is given a defensive
advantage. That is, he can jump those three
buttons anywhere on the board, to block his
opponent. That's when the game gets pretty
deep, and you see a lot of head-scratching.

You've lost the contest when your opponent
leaves you with only two buttons. No way you
can make a mill, with just two. There are oth
er refinements to this game I haven't got
room to tell you about.

Wagner's da- ' 'er-in-law Marilyn was in

£
f B

C

the store and the two of them played another
old German game, with one die {halfof a pair
of dice. I mean) and a homemade board that
looks something like a Monopoly setup.

You toss the die and the number of spots
that comes up determines how many spaces
around the board you can move your button.

Most interesting thing to me about this
game is its name. Wagner wrote it down for
me as he thought it would read in German —
Mench Arger Dicht Nich. lie said that would
translate in a loose way to "Friend, Don't Get
Disappointed."

The name comes from a situation a player
faces in the game, when he's about to win and
one toss of the die can send him back to the
beginning to start all over.

While I was at Winedale I met Delphlne
Hinze and he told me about some of the Ger
man outdoor games he used to play when he
was a boy. One is Sautreiben, which means
sow-driving.

In this one a circle of players (any number)
are equipped with sticks and they're defend
ing a hole in the center of the circle. The sow
driver, or the man who's "it," tries to drive
the "sow," a rubber ball, through the defend
ers and put it in the hole in the ring.

Action gets pretty wild. Sautreiben Is not
played much any longer because it's apt to
produce too many busted shins and skulls,
from all those heavy sticks flailing away in a
crowd.

I think I'd prefer the Indoor game of Muhle,
if I could get good at it. My first game, Lee
Wagner needed only about five minutes to
take all my buttons away from me.
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The obscure name and enigmatic number above held the answer to the year of death
of ay four-times-great-grandfather in 1809 in Vienna,in a document from the Archives
of Vienna,requesting transfer of the silk manufacturing business by Anna Marie
Ltthmarm,widow, to the Honorable,Royal,Imperial Mercantile and Trade Council in Feb
ruary,1810,in Vlenna,Austrla.

The name and number shown on the document as above,were translated as t Amts
Hornung 870,or,0fflcial Number 870. The translator,a doctorate in 18C German liter
ature,which proves the rarity of the knowledge of the use of the above terms* This
document was meaningless.

In A GENEALOGICAL HANDBOOK OF GERMAN RESEARCH by Larry O.Jensen,this informa
tion is given,and was a partial answer. The German name of months established by
Charlemagne in 800 and used to 1600s and 1700s»

January •.Hartung May.•• .Maien
February. Harming June .Brachet
March Lenzing July Heuert
April •.Ostermond August Brntlng

September. Scheidling
October. ••Giebhard

November.•••••••••.Nebelung
December .Chrlstmond

So the date was February (?)• In more research with the remaining 69 pages of
documents from the archives it was learned that occassionally both methods of
writing Anna Domini and other dates was used,in the documents proper and in the
signatures. The number i and other numbers were written in one stroke.The Anne
Domini not written as 1810 but as 810, and so forth...

The number abovei.A*kl3 February 1810

This bit may save some time and energy for someone who has similar problems with
archaic German! Elizabeth Lehmann

TOUR DEPARTS IN JULY

The fifth German Heritage Tour will depart for Europe on
Thursday, 16 July 1981. The German Heritage Tours, in operation
since 1977, feature group rates on regular airlines and charter
buses, excellent hotel accommodations, paid meals chosen from the
specialties of each region and country, wine and beer tasting, dancing,;
cruises on the Rhine and in the Alps, and excursions into the hinter
lands of Austria, Switzerland, Liechtenstein, and France. The tour
will cover a distance of approximately 2, 200 miles in fifteen days,
much of it off the beaten track.

These are not tours for people who want to see as many
famous places as possible in two weeks. Instead, the itinerary is
specifically planned for a small, cohesive group of people interested
in observing first-hand the authentic and traditional way of life of<
those countries where German is spoken.

Anyone interested in further details should contact Mr. and
Mrs. Glen E. Lich, 718 Jackson Road, Kerrville, Texas 78028.

ephone 512-257-3439.
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Anglicisms in Texas Geraan by Joseph Wilson

(Excerpts iron a talk given at the aeeting of the Society in San
Antonio in Sept., 198C)

Texas German is relatively very good German and it uses
relatively very few English words. "Good German" and "few
ingiish words" are, of course, relative terms. If you're newly
arrived from Germany and listen for "mistakes" against standard
German, you may at first think it's poor German, with a lot of
English words mixed in at random, but try to be fair: note that
the lexas German is understanding your German without serious
problems and you are understanding him or her equally well; this
fact alone proves that this German is relatively good. To put it
another way: if we listen for what is "correct" instead of what
is "incorrect," we will see that the grammar "mistakes" and the
English words used are surrounded by a lot of very correct
German-- rather amazingly much if we remember, first, that the
lexas Germans have been over here for well over a hundred years
now, and second, that they are rural people without the
advantages of much education.

People who use two languages always mix them, even it they
consciously strive not to. Even college professors of German use
lots or Anglicisms, some of which they are aware of, as when they
say sia h&£ einen £eder.ai Grant bekonmen. or wie ist das
Enrollment in. aein em Department?, and some they ,re~often not
aware of, as when they call a faculty meeting a Fakultatssitzung
(which in German means a divisional meeting) or~when they say
Prttfung for the endless little tests we give.

The mixture of German and English, natural as it is, often
strikes us as beint, funny, even though it's often not so
intended. However, it also opens up new possibilities of
intentional humor, such as the bilingual pun. Probably the best
known example of such punning is the familiar answer to the
greeting Hie ^ht's?: The gates a^e okay, out £he. hjlnges are
rusty.. Another example is afforded by the fact that the critter
Anglos usually call an arnadiller is often seen dead by the
roadside, so that this name seems very appropriate to the
German-speaker, who says, Ja, armer Diller! h'hen television was
new, it, too, evoked a German-English pun: the common question
was Habt ihr Television?, which a lady allegedly misunderstood,
answering, Ja, wir tun dicatig Teller wischen. And it must have
been a long time ago that a German anecdote originated which
told of a person who had heard his first English sermon;
"answering the call of the gospel" was naturally prominent in it,
and when a friend later asked, liber was der Pastor gepredig^?.
the man said, Ich hab nicht viel verstanden. aber er hat gesagt.
HIE sollen die Gasbill bezahlen. Then again, very ""recently-!,
heard. They voted for Reagan 7«hich sounds like the German word
for 'rain') and we've already had a few showers.

Let us leave the category of bilingual puns, leaving
unresolved the question as to whether they are worse than the
usual ones, and look at a few examples of the kind of
unintentional humor, due to Anglicisms, one encounters when
reading old German letters, newspapers, or such. I recently
read, in an old letter. Frag Schmidt ifrr Mann ist so koaisch, e.£
?j,t2t i»l2§s da und gagt eiji kej.n Mort, aber wenq blqss so g,ifl
anask Amarikaner komrnt, aajjn. ist e£ freundlich (there isn't
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anything particularly funny about this, but os hat mich
3£&icke.i£, as the common Anglicism says it) . Even the learned
Rev. Kilian, first pastor of the Vends in Texas, writes in an
official notice in the earliest Serbin records, Schule wird
tjfchaj.ten von, Pfinqslffn bis zym Cottonpjcken. Cotton was new to
the Germans, as was the practice of letting the children out of
school to help with the picking, but they evidently learned fast.

Let me give a few examples now which will be familiar to
anyone who knows Texas German, and which are only meant to show
the types of Anglicisms one encounters. They are not meant to be
humorous, but I car.'t guarantee their effect. From a church
publication: FUr, den Pes£tag wurde ein grosses Barbecue m^t
allerlei Erfrischuugen vorqesehen. And from a letter from 1961
(not so very long ago): jJTr habt ejjfi schwarizen breJ.te_Q Jtelt liigr
lj el ass en. barbecue was a new concept, but were belts unknown?
—Perhaps they were, I'm not sure. Among my acquaintances the
word GUrtel is unknown; when I said it they thought I meant I was
wearing a girdle. Not ail new words were as pleasant as das
barbecue: there were also der. Ngrder. d.ie Mosquito, and die
Moccasin (both to step in and to step on). Such new""things are
the most obvious source of English words taken into German, but
are not at all the only type of word or usage borrowed. One
mignt also say that such new concepts are so obviously going to
be oorrowea that they are of little linguistic interest. I agree
with this to a certain extent, and for my own racords I do not
list such obvious items as clutch, carburettor;, sparkplug, etc.
(wuich did not exist at the time the Texas Germans left Germany)•
However, even such things are more linguistically interesting
than one might at first thin*. In the first place, each such
word has to be given German gender (der. di,e, or da,s) , for the
word to be used even once in German, so it is interesting to note
which gender will intuitively be assigned to a certain word; then
we can try to aecide what subconscious factors have influenced
the choice. Words which were used frequently, such as di.e Penz,»
M£ Stoye. der Creek* etc., show an astounding stability of
gender, even to the extent that other German immigrant groups,
and from as far away as Canada, not only have adopted the same
English words but have given them the same gender.

Another thing to be noted in regard to such new concepts as
parts of an automobile is that the corresponding new German
words, e.g., Kupplunu ('clutch'), Zttndkerze ('sparkplug'), etc.,
frequently also became known, surprisingly enough. The reason
for this is that the Germans in Texas were not completely
isolated from contacts with Germany. There were a number of
corrective influences which tended to keep their language like
standard German, and supplied the previously unknown new German
words; chief among these were the local German newspapers the
people read and the German sermons they heard every week without
fail. The old German pastors were well educated and spoke
beautiful standard German (and this is, of course, still true for
those few who still preach in German). Th*y prided themselves on
the purity of their German, so they were constantly searching
for the correct German equivalents of new English words. I
experienced a good example of this just about two years ago when
I visited the German service conducted by Pastor Robert Koenig in
Giddings. The German of his sermon was excellent, and I was
especially impressed by the fact that in an anecdote he told as
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part of the sermon, which had to do with a lady cleaning her
house with her vacuum cleaner, he used the correct modern German
word, Stauftsauoer. adding, "Wir wllrden wohl meist vacuum cleaner
sagen." This clarification was the only English used in the
sermon. The newspapers were the other major corrective factor,
ana, while there were enough English words used in them to make
them interesting to people searching for Anglicisms, they, too,
were constantly striving for pure German, so that while the folks
at home might well say d§£ Passenger Train, the Giddings
Ueutsches VolksbJ^tt said Passaqierzug. It even was a kind of
game of wits with people, who would say to each other, Hei&s£ du,
wie sparkpliig hejsst aur deutsch? The newspapers frequently
carried letters or even poems to the editor, in which the readers
exhorted their fellow Germans to be faithful to the German
language, and to try to avoid English words, because, as one
person said, Englisch und Deutsch zusammenqebraut. schmeckt wj,e
Icecream und sauei;kr.aufc. Such calls for purity, which were not
always as good-natured as this example, probably were
counterproductive ana contributed to the loss of the German
language, for it was clear to most people that keeping English
words out was impossible, so some of them simply gave up and
turned to English altogether.

There is of course no reason why a bilingual person should not
mix his languages. Why should a Texas German not say clutch and
carburetor, why shoula, indeed, a Texas farmer speak German like
a professor in Berlin? Furthermore, it should be remembered that
there are different levels of speech: the pastor who is careful
to say Staubsauger from the pulpit should feel free to say vacuum
cleaner at home. This illustrates another point: the fact that~"a
Texas German uses an English word does not necessarily mean that
he or she does not know the German word. Thus, for example, der.
Train and der River are commonly used, but in these cases the
German words (der Zug and der Fluss) are well known. On the
other hand, understandably, for the more specialized terms creek,
and branch (in the sense of 'arm of a creek'), no German term is
readily available. Pitchers and buckets were certainly nothing
new, but here the English words have all but displaced Krug and
Eimer. which are known but nearly forgotten. There may7~ to be
sure, have been enough difference between the Texas and German
varieties of these things to cause the German words not to quite
fit the new objects. At least, however, with this category of
words, the occurrence of words like Kruu and Eimer in Biblical
German insured that people would not forget them completely
(unfortunately there are no sparkplugs in the Bible). These
words also illustrate two of the basic principles governing
gender assignment: der Zug. (masculine) causes der Train, and der
Fluss causes der Biver. Also, River and Pitcher end in -erT
which is usually masculine in German, i.e., the~~ending of the
English word may tend to cause it to take a certain gender.

Sometimes German words were close enough in sound and meaning
to new English words that they were adapted to the new meaning:
thus G£ad came to mean 'grade,' as in mein Junge is£ ia vierten
GTrad. Grad. of course, means 'degree' in German,""and is""still
used in this meaning, too, in Texas German, as in temperatures of
neunzig G£ad.. We thus have here a merger of a German and an
English word, (Grad and grade), rather than a simple adoption of
an English word. Consequently, we have to be very cautious in
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labeling even what may seem to be the most obvious cases as
simple borrowing from English until we have researched each case
thoroughly, oecause often a German word is at the basis. Thus,
if we hear e£ tut schnoken for 'he's smoking' or sie haben sich
e.ia* ague. Car qekau.ft or tu aie Eier in. (lie Eierbox. we~cannot
help but think that these are simple Anglicisms, straight out of
English. But if we study the history of these usages more
closely, we find, first, that schaoochen is a dialectal variant
of the German word schmauchen,. meaning 'to smoke' (besides the
usual rauchen). Here the English word smoke coalesced with this
German schmoochen/schmauchen in the same way that grade and Grad
did (by the way, rauchen and rttuchern are also very well-known)",
similarly, tue English word car. evoked the German word K^rre.
which meant 'cart,' so Kargg changed its meaning and merged with
£a£, i.e., in Texas German either could be said (and even in
moaern standard German, a car is sometimes jokingly called a
frarre) . This example also demonstrates why die Car is firmly
feminine in Texas German: because Kajcre is feminine? The word
&£. B°* again has a history all its own: it is indeed a loan from
English, but it was borrowed into standard German long before the
emigration to Texas. Die Box was and still is used in standard
German in certain specialized meanings like 'horse stall' or
'parking place,' i.e., specific types of box-like things, so that
when the Texas Germans found the word box in Texas it was not
really new to them. Its German pronunciation (sounding in this
case like the British pronunciation), its feminine gender, and
its Germanized plural (&£§, Boxen) had already oeen adopted
before they left Germany.

Another such merger is behind the very common wun,der. wo §.£
ist? for 'I wonder where he is.' The standard German jcfe
wundere mien 'I am amazed' seems at first to be very different,
but in many cases it approaches the English idiom, as in icfc
wundere mj.ch. wo er bieibt, so that it was readily adaptable to
the rendering of the English. This example now also brings us
from the category of "new words for new things" to the category
of "handy idioms•" I wonder; is so frequently used in English
that it must have been among the first English phrases
encountered, and yet, as every German teacher knows, it has no
single handy standard German equivalent, but corresponds to such
varied expressions as ich. mCchte wissen. ich fraqe mich. or
simply ob, as in on e£ wohj. mitkommt. For the monolingual German
there is, of course, no problem, and it is not that the English
expresses anything any better or easier than the German; but if
you switch between English and German, you like to have
one-to-one correspondences. The wider range of meaning of the
English wonder makes the different German expressions seem
cumbersome, so the German wunder was adapted as a single handy
equivalent. This occasional wider range of an English word,
mailing it seem handier than tne various German equivalents, also
lies behind the very common usages of fix in Texas German. When
speaking English, we don't normally realize it, but to fix supper
is very different from to fix a flat: and to be. in a fix,"to b§
aiJL fixed u,p. etc., are all quite different. Not surprisingly,
no one German word covers all these ambiguities, and so we hear
in Texas German: sie h.at Supper, oefixed. er hat den Flat
gefixed. ietzt sind wir in ein schOnen (pronounced scheenen. but
written as in Standard German) Fix and sje war sehjr fein
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ay*9$JkJrKedi (iR writing, qef ixed of course alternates with

The situation of relative handiness (i.e., wider range of
meaning) is naturally sometimes reversed: thus, Scfrale in German
means 'shell, peeling, rind,' etc., conveniently designating any
Kind of external covering of a fruit, and it seems cumbersome to
a German speaker to have to distinguish between the shell of a
nut, the peeling of a potato, etc., when the one German word
Schale is used for all of them. If we lived in Germany very
long, we probably would become confused about the differences in
English, and, under the influence of the German Schale. apply the
English word shell wherever SchajLe is used, thus saying, in our
then contaminated immigrant English, the shell of th.e. nut and
the shell of %he potato. It is easy to understand that the Texas
Germans have a hard time keeping these straight when they talk
English, and so you often hear them talk aoout peeling pecans
and shelJL^ng potatoes.

Other common examples of the "handy idiomatic" type of
Anglicism are Plenty and sure, as in wi£ haben Plenty A£b§i£ and
the common interjection das is£ sure wahy. £o move., again, in
English has a large range of meanings; it should suffice to note
that don't move! can mean either 'stand still,' 'don't buy a new
house,' or 'don't touch that checker.' The various German
equivalents —!L§iLQ£jJ3£Jl» umstellen. sich rfthren. bewegen. Ziehen,
etc., are all well-known to the Texas German, and —contrasting
with the adoption of fix into German— still actively used, with
one exception. For some reason, the English word move.
Germanized as mu.f.en. soon became the common German term for the
one sense of 'moving one's dwelling,' as in sie sind nacfr
£ilive.££2J! £££]&£ or sie woolen in ein neues JUui mufej^T Even
though the standard German ziehe.n can still be used "for this,
mufen is much more commonly used, it is, indeed, so common that
it has been completely adapted to German pronunciation and
spelling, as these examples show.

I hope that this brief discussion has been amusing, but that
it nas also demonstrated some of the rather complex subconscious
linguistic factors at work in the mixing of languages: Anglicisms
in German are runny but they are not stupid; they are natural and
necessary. If German-born professors of German cannot keep
Anglicisms out of their speech, why should they laugh at the
Anglicisms of Texas farmers? Remember, too, that there are
different standards for different levels of language: I say mejn
Wagen for 'my car' when I talk to my colleagues and when I'm in
Germany, but when I talk German to Texas farmers it is
inappropriate —then l say meine Car. And finally, it is not as
though just any English word is stuck in, any place, in a German
sentence —there are very definite linguistic processes at work
which govern the choice of whether an English word will be used,
plus how it then is used. Es ist ein sehr serious Subject. t. \

t>fri'ut.ul 6«/ PoptAfavMgue^t-i Joe.** p+tstetcUdietv at*uuo$zjdt. /fruUug .

Please put under queries in some publication*

Collecting information on descents of Heinrich GhettiPf

1B&2-I92J}} tttann r R. Guettler,. 13730 HamBIeton. Houston
Tex.* 77069 PHDNE (743) Wf-7572 CfcyrtSEuKaTSSSS.)
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The Museum
that Beer Built

You could say that the San Antonio
Museum of Art Is what it is today
because Jack McGregor needed a
house.

There was a little more to it than

that, of course; Adolphus Busch of
Anheuser-Busch fame played a
substantial part, as did Prohibition, a
soft drink called 'Tango/' the boll
weevil and World Wars I and II. The

San Antonio Museum Association did

its part, along with the Economic
Development Administration, the city
of San Antonio and a host of other

friends and benefactors. But if you had
to pick a day when the museum
building, formerly the home of the
Lone Star Brewing Company, stopped
being simply a rundown warehouse
and a haven for pigeons and down and
out transients and started becoming a

museum, then that day in 1971 when
Jack McGregor set out in search of a
house by the river is as good as any
other.

It happened like this: Ten years ago
Jack McGregor came to San Antonio to
start his new Job as director of the San
Antonio Museum Association, and like
many newcomers to this dry he was
charmed and fascinated by the river
and the riverwalk. He decided he

wanted a house by the river, so he
started looking around and making
inquiries, and then one day in August
he was driving down West Jones
Avenue when he noticed that behind

the old Lone Star brewery building
there was an old structure — it turned

out to be the old brewery "hops house"
— that backed right up to the river. It
wasn't McGregor's idea of a dream

home; the roof was falling in, the back
wall was crumbling and It was filled
with the detritus of five decades of

neglect But while he was nosing
around the other buildings in the
brewery complex, particularly the
main brewery building, McGregor
started getting an Idea.

LUo0k

"It was beautiful space," McGregor -
recalls of his first look at the main
brewery building, this despite the fact
that the current tenants of the building
were using it to store several thousand
foul-smelling hides. "The human scale
was there," he says, "and I was just
amazed at how beautiful it really
was."

McGregor might have simply left it
at that, except that he knew the San
Antonio Museum Association, then
suffering from a grievous lack of space

at the Witte Memorial Museum, was

looking for a site for a new art
museum. At the next board meeting
McGregor mentioned that the brewery
complex might be available and might
be in good enough condition to
renovate. Museum board trustees

Nancy Brown Negiey, Gilbert Denman,
Jr. and Betty Coates Maddux decided it
was worth considering, and a few days
laterthey went out to take a look.

That was the start of the Lone Star

brewery's second life. The brewery's
first life began in 1884, just a year
after Mr. Edward Hoppe of St. Louis
and several prominent San Antonio
businessmen decided that lager beer
could be brewed in the warm south as

well as the cool north, and had formed
the Lone Star Brewing Co. for the
purpose.

The Lone Star brewery prospered
during the 1880s, supplying beer to
"thirsty souls" throughout the
Southwest. In the early 1890s
Adolphus Buschof St. Louisbought out
the local investors and became
president of the Lone Star Brewing Co.
Busch launched a major expansion of
the brewery complex, constructing
several new buildings and making
plans for a new brewhouseto replace

. the wooden one the city had been so
proud of back in 1884. By 1803 the

'Wooden brewhouse was gone and a
new, masonry construction brewhouse,
the same one that stands today, was
built in its place. Designed by E.
Jugenfeld and Co. — a St. Louis firm
that specialized in brewery design —
the new brewery featured two-feet
thick masonry walls, two towers
reaching to four stories,rows of arched
windows and enough battlements to •
warm the heart of the most devout
Romanesque revivalist.

O p£uEf> -a</-

ro& RcW i-

"Splendid buildings," a reporter
concluded a few months later. "No

expense was spared in their
architectural beauty," he added, and he
was right. For about $1 million Busch
had constructed a beautiful building
whose grandeur remains undiminished.

Consider the advantages: The old
brewery building was close to
downtown; the San Antonio River
formed the rear boundary, thereby
allowing for future Improvements to
the riverbanks and connecting the

museumto the rest of the river system,
and the buildings were close to
freeways and other traffic arteries. The
Interiors of the main brewery building
offered long expanses of wall,high
ceilings and depth while still
preserving what McGregor called "the
human scale."

EXHIBITS: More than 1,500 art
works are currently on display at the
San Antonio Museum of Art, in such
diverse fields as contemporary and
18th and 19th century art; pre—
Columbian, American Indian,
Spanish Colonialand Mexican folk
art; photography and Texas
furniture, crafts and decorative arts.
A number of traveling exhibitions,
beginning with a display of realist
and super—realist art, also will be
featured.

LOCATION: The San Antonio
Museum of Artls situated at 200 W.
Jones Ave., in what was once the
main brewery building of the Lone
Star BrewingCo.The Museum of
Art is one of three museums
operated by the San Antonio
Museum Association. The others are
the Museum of Transportation at
Hemisfair Plaza, and the Witte
Museum at 3801 Broadway. With
the opening of the new Museumof
Art, the Witte will concentrate on
history and natural history
exhibitions.

HOURS, ADMISSION,
PARKING: The Museum of Art is
open from 10 a.m. until 5 p.m. seven
days a week, except between June 1
and August 1, when the museum will
remain open until 6 p.m. daily.
Admission is free from 10 a.m. until
noon on Saturdays and Sundays; at
other times admission is $2 for
adults and $1 for children 12 and
under. Parking is provided on Jones
Avenue
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/TheHouston Post/Sun., Sept. 14, 1980

Third-hand church
Ahistorical marker —after 65 years ofbeing passed like offering plate

Fredericka Ce2erry —<5[£>
f>23 Kemberton Dr.
Houston. Tx 77062

The Heritage Presbyte
rian Church, which was
moved last March from
near Tomball to Copper-
field, a new community on
Highway 6. is about to get
some recognition.

The little white-frame
church has been passed
around like an offering
plate for the past 63years,
having known three loca
tions and two denomina
tions of worshipers. That's
to say nothing of its
devastation by a hurricane
in 1915, and subsequent re
building.

At 3 p.m. Sunday, the
congregation and the State
Historical Commission will
dedicate an official Texas
Historical Marker at the
church, which is on High
way Sbetween interstate 10
and U.S. 290.

The church actually
dates to the 1840s, when 16
German immigrant fami
lies built a small chapel on
the banks of Cypress
Creek. The small Lutheran
congregation grew until it
became necessary to build
a new chapel a few miles
away.

That structure was de
stroyed in the hurricane of
1915 and was replaced with
an almost exact duplicate.
Pews salvaged from the
storm were used as models,
by an early resident, Her
man Mueller, who carved
new ones.

For the next 46 years,
the church was known as

( "From pagel )
structure was erected by
the congregation. In 1915, It
was destroyed by a disas
trous hurricane and re
placed by a duplicate
structure. It Is this struc
ture that was moved three
times and now rests on
Highway 6 in Copperfleld.

St. John Lutheran Church,
but the congregation out
grew the building and
eventually sold it in 1962 to
the Windwood congrega
tion. They moved it eight
miles to Tomball, making
it the first Presbyterian
Church there.

Recently, the Windwood
congregation outgrew it

Apparently, thechurch's
eventful life has been the
result of Its simple charm.
The box-shaped building,
with a gable roof, white
clapboard siding, a
projecting porch, and
Gothic windows has re
peatedly appealed to more
people than it could
accommodate.

Each of Its many con-

and sold the church in
another group of Pres
byterians, which moved
the church to Copperfleld.

Copperfield.asubsldlary
of Friendswood Develop
ment Co., provided funds
toward the church's
restoration.

Nancy Quayle, a land-
planning analyst with

gregatlons outgrew it and
found It necessary to re
place it with a new build
ing. But with the designa
tion of a Texas Historical
Marker, scheduled to be
dedicated by the Texas
Historical Commission in a
ceremony this month, the
enduring church will be
honored for its historical
integrity and assured a

Friendswood Develop
ment, did much of the re
search on the church and
traced Its history. She said
the objective of the •resto
ration was "to sa'Ve and
enhance the historical and
structural integrity of this
enduring building."

- TOM OVERTON

permanent home in
Copperfleld.

Located in the heart of
the Uaditional community
of Copperfleld, the chapel
will be a symbol of stability
to its neighbors and an es
cape to long-passed sim
plicity for its members.

Copperfleld is located on
State Highway 6, off U.S.
290.

Old church finds sanctuary
After devastation by

hurricane, reconstruction,
three locations and two
denominations, therugged
little Heritage Presbyte
rian Church has finally
found a permanent home In
Copperfleld.

Friendswood Develop
ment Company's new
community has often been

referred to as a "tradi
tional new community."
How appropriate it is, then,
for the sanctuary's journey
to end in a neighborhood
that is being built on a solid
foundation of traditional
values.

Copperfleld was care
fully planned by Friends
wood to blend fine homes,

high-quality schools,
abundant leisure oppor
tunities, community and
private recreational facili-
ties plus, of course,
churches. The development
company has gone one step
farther and contributed
funds toward restoration of
the church in recognition of
its historical significance.

Originated along the
banks of Cypress Creek,
the church's congregation
was beRun by German
immigrants in the 1840s.
After many years of meet
ing in private homes and
small chapels, a larger

An annual German Hymn Festival is held at Monthalia United Methodist
Church at Cost in Gonzales County on the first Sunday afternoon in
November. To date there have been fourteen festivals. The twelfth
was dedicated to the memory of my father, Benno A. Froehner, who was
instrumental in organizing and planning the previous festivals.

I enjoy singing in the Houston Liederkranz. During the past Christmas
season the group sang at a number of places around the city, including
a German Christmas church service and historic Sam Houston Park during
the annual Candlelight Tours sponsored by the Harris County Heritage
Society.

I am also interested in collecting German Ausdrucke. Almost everyone
who speaks German relates to this subject and can usually add to my
list of expressions.

TJcn^JZ^, jy.ff 77079 Lorene Froehner Windle
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THE YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS AND DIE GELBE ROSE VOW TEXAS

By Gilbert J. Jordan

Many people in Texas know "The Yellow Rose of Texas" as a familiar
folksong, and many of them can sing the song, but not so many know about
the history and the background of the song and its variants. Even fewer
know the 1906 German version. Thanks to.Professor Martha Anne Turner
of Sam Houston State University of Huntsville and her monograph THE
YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS: THE STORY OF A SONG (El Pase: Texas Western Press,
The University of Texas at El Paso, 1973)» the interesting facts about
the song are available now. i-iiss Turner has also issuer! a more compre
hensive treatment of the material in her book THE YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS:
HER SAGA AND HER SONG (Austin: Shoal Creek, Inc., 1976).

Professor Turner presents the historical background, including the
story about the Mulatto girl Emily from Morgan1 s Point. This girl was
with Santa Anna in his tent at San Jacinto immediately before and during
the Battle of San Jacinto, and she may have been the chief cause of the
iiexican defeat. She was the girl who inspired the song, which was com
posed anonymously soon after the Battle of San Jacinto. Professor Turner
prints several of the older versions, including the handwritten version of
"The Yellow Rose of Texas," as well as some of the later variants, in
cluding the Mitch hiller adaptation of 1958.

Of special interest to the readers of the German-Texan Heritage
Society's NEWSLETTER is the bilingual version with notes and words in Eng
lish and German, arranged by William Dressier, who also made the German
translation. This early twentieth-century version in English and German
was published by Wm. A. Pond & Co. in 1906.

With Professor Turner's permission, I am reproducing this 1906
English-German text:

The Yellow Rose of Texas Die gelbe Rose von Texas

There's a yellow rose in Texas *S giebt 'ne gelbe Ros1 in Texas,
that I am going to see; die ich jetzt gen' zu seh'n,
no other darkey knows her, kein andrer Neger kennt sie;
no darkey, only me. sie 1st mein Liebchen schon.
She cried so when I left her, Sie weint' beim letzten Abschied,
it like to broke my heart, mir wards im Herzen schwer.
and if I ever find her, Und finde ich sie wieder,
we never more will part. wir scheiden nimmermehr.

She's the sweetest rose of color, Sle'st die siisste farbige Rose,
this darkey ever knew, von schlank und upp'gen Bau';
her eyes are bright as diamonds; hat Augen wie Diamanten,
they sparkle like the dew. sie funkeln wie der Tau,
You may talk about your dearest May, Ihr mogt singen von der,Nellie Bly,
and sing of Rosa Lee, und. von der Rosa Lee,
but the yellow rose of Texas doch die Texas Ros' ist schoner
beats the belles of Tennessee. als die Schonst' in Tennessee.
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THE YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS AND DIE GELBE ROSE VON TEXAS, Page 2

The version of "The Yellow Rose of Texas," given below is similar to
the version presented above, and my German translation varies likewise:

The Yellow Rose of Texas DIE GELBE ROSE VON TEXAS

There's a yellow rose in Texas; In Texas gibt's 'ne gelbe Ros';
I am going there to see; Ich gehe hin zu ihr.
no other fellow knows her, Kein andrer Junge kennt sie,
nobody, only me. Gehort alleine mir.
She cried so when I left her; Sie weinte, als ich sie verlie0,
it liked to broke my heart; Zerbrach das Herze inein;
and if we ever meet again, Und wenn wlr je uns wiederseh'n,
we nevermore will part. So soil's auf ewig sein.

She's the sweetest rose in Texas Die su3'te Ros' in Texas ist's,
I ever, ever knew. Die ich auch je gekannt.
Her eyes are bright as diamonds; Die Augen glanzen wie der Tau
They sparkle like the dew. Und hell wie Diamant.
You may talk about your dearest maids,Spreoht nur von hubschen Madels fein
and sing of Rosa Lee, Und singt von Bosmariel
but the yellow rose of Texas Die Texas Ros' ist schoner noch
beats the Belles of Tennessee. Als die Schonsten von Tennessee.

And now try to sing the German words to the familiar melody.

on a personal note, we have a wood carving that is signed by
^dreas Lang, Oberamerqau. Do you know of any way we can get
^for^tion on this artist or the area where he lives? I under-
SSTSrtLr. is abig festival in that part of Germany (every
year?) and if possible, I'd like to hear more about it.

GALLERY PRESS INC. 98 NORTH MAIN ESSEX CONNECTICUT 06426

Last Spring the German Texas Heritage Society ran an article about our organi

zation. It was much appreciated, I hope wo were able to help people in the search

for their ancestral homes in Germany as well as else where in Europe*

The one problem was the address. We moved from Seattle about 3| years ago*

Fortunately we are able to obtain part of our mail* But not all of it is forwarded.

Thus I'm sorry we were not able to help everyone that wrote. ^StaBuropa
1801 So 17
Mount Vernon, Was*. 98273
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The jlst Kautz r'amily Reunion ./ill be

held in Carmine, '^ext;^, June I4, 1^81.

xhe ZJlh Annual Hcinsohn Family Reunion

Brill bo held at the V.F..7. Hall in

La Grange, i'cxas, July 1?, 1981.

Ella ^uutz
P.O. Box 96
Industry, Texas

78944

Die Ehrenburgermeister-Urkunde von San ^^^efcamObtf-
burgermeister Hans Fleischer gestem von Ingnd KUW;
Kokinda, die ihre Mutter HUdegard Feiler und £* J***™
Kinder Karm und Michael mit ins Rathaus brachte. Bild: Schmidt

Auf der Suche nach dem
groBherzoglichen Hofgartner

Ingrid Kuhne-Kokinda Hberbrachte Fleischer
Ehrenburgermeisterwurde von San Antonio

HOPPE

I seek Information on Hoppe in
Texas in general, and on
Frederika and Christian Hoppe
in particular. Whe, how, and
from where did they come to
Texas? They rest in New Ulm
cemetery, died ca. 1890's.
They are known to have been
in Texas before the removal
of the Indians to the
reservations in 1854. What is
their relationship to Louis
Hoppe, early Texas artist, Herman
Hoppe of Duff's Bluff(1852),
A.M.R. Hoppe who had patented
land prior to March 2, I836?
I am a Hoppe descendant.
Will refund postage and/or
time spent helping me.
Paul Freier, Rt. 1, Port
Lavaca, Tx. 77979

DaB er „auch in Texas be-
kannt" ist, wuBte Ober-

biirgermeister Hans Fleischer
bisher noch nicht - seit gestem
nachmittag ist er Ehrenbilrgtr-
meister von San Antonio/Texas
mit alien Rechten und Pflich-
ten. Fleischer kommentierte
seinen neuen Zweit-Job zu-
ruckhaltend: ,Jiann ja interes-
sant so in, aber das so lien dortja
rauhe Burschen sein." Die Ur-
kunde iiberreichte ihm im Rat
haus Ingrid Kuhne-Kokinda.
Die Deutsch-Amerikanerin ist
zur Zeit zu Besuch bei ihrer
Mutter in Oldenburg und
forscht zudem nach dem „Vater
der deutschen Einwanderer in
Texas", einem gewissen Friede-
rich Ernst, der um 1820 in Ame-
rika angekommen sein muB. Je-
ner Ernst soil zu Beginn des 19.
Jahrhunderts Hofgartner beim

damaligen Oldenburger GroB-
herzog Peter Friedrich Ludwig
gewesen sein.

Ingrid Kiihne-Kokinda stieB
in einer Schulbibliothek in San
Antonio 1974 aufeine Doktorar-
beit iiber ..Deutsche Samen im
texanischen Erdboden". Darin

!(,.-yah' 4W

GASTiZU W*V I IN
OLDENBURG

las sie, daB Friederich Ernst das
heutige Industry - in dcaaen
N&he Hbrigens ein 64-Einwoh-
ner-Dorf namens Oldenburg
liegt - gegrQndet hat Fasziniart
von den Nachforschungen,
grilndcte sie vorxwei Jahren zu-

sammen mit anderen Deutsch-
stimmigen die „Gesellschaft
zur Bewahrung des deutschen
Kulturgutes in Texas". Dabei
trafsie aufzwei Nachfahren des
Hofgartners Ernst, die „fast in
ihre Suppenteber Helen, als sie
hdrten, daB ich aus Oldenburg
komme". Diesen Nachfahren
versprach Ingrid Kilhne-Kokin
da, bei Uirem n&chsten Besuch
in Oldenburg nach Ernst zu for-
schen.

CANAAN NAIviED PRESIDENT OF GOETHE CENTER

Gershon Canaan, AIA, architect with J. L. Williams &. Co.
was elected president of the Dallas Goethe Center for
1980-1981.

He is the founder of the center and serves as Honorary
German Consul here since 1962.

Also elected were Mrs.Gerda Neel, first vice-president;
Mrs. Friedl Lake, second vice-president; Mr. Teddy Trept,
treasurer and Mrs. Sibylle Frnka, secretary.
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Klettern

Sie doch mal
auf Direm Stammbaum herum

Jtxaben Sic sich jemaUgefragt.obSicrin direkter Nachkomme
vonKaiser RotbanoderKdnigin Luiscvon Preuflen sein Iconn-
tcn? Ob vcrwcgenes Eroberer- oder eher stilles Forscher- und
Dichterblut in Ihren Adem flieflt?

Nun, vcrsuchen Sie doch dnmal, Ihren Altvorderen auf die
Spur zu Icommcn. Wtr hdfen Ihncn mit dnpaarTricks und
Knifren, den Wegzuriickzuverfolgen. Sie werden viel Spafi dar-
an haben. Ahnenforschung ist cine unterhaltsame Frrizdtbc-
Mrhiiftigung. Spannender als ein Kriminalroman, denn Sie selbst
miissen jadabri Detcktivspiekn.UndGeduld haben.

Machen Sie sich auch aufOberraschungen gcfafit! Ein Ahn-
herrhinterGirrcm,vidleichtein Pferdedicb,oderderunehdiche
Sprofieines Adligen kann ebenso inIhrem Stammbaum auftau-
chen wie cine Anderung Ihres Nachnamens durch einen
Schrribrchkr in den Kirchenbiichern. Der brave Landwirt J.

-OicfcksamderLurtebuigaHddezumBdspidentdeckteunter
seincn Ahnen den 1402 inHamburggekopften Seerauber Klaus
Stortebeker.

BcginnenSiezunachst mit Ihrcrunmittdbarcn Familie. Gra-
benSiein denEdnnerungen Ihrcr Eltem,Gro&dtem und An-
verwandten. Audi dieIdeinsteAnekdotekannwichtig sein. St5-
bern Siein alten Papkren, Koflfern und auf dem Dachboden.
Wenn Sk cineaire Familienbibd ausfindig machen, haben Sie
schon halbgewonnen. Dennfriiher wurden alle Familknerdg-
nissewtcGeburt.Tod, Hochzciten usw. audi in die Familienbi
bd etngctragen.

Die Irdbrmationen iiber Ihre Eltem, GroBdtem und Ur-
grofidtem werden das Gerust Dires Stammbaums. Notieren Sic
Geburtsort und-datum,warm undwogehriratet wurde. In den
jeweOigen Hciratsurkunden oder Eintragungcn der StandesSm-
ter finden SiedannwiederdieDaren (Geburt, On, Hdrat) iiber
dkEltemteiledesPaares.

EinTip,wennSiecinmal nichtwdterkommen: Fragen Sie
nach dem Geburtsort der nErstgeborenenu. Vielfach sind Ehen
amGeburtsortdescrstenKindcsgcschlossen.

Sden Siebd alldiesen Datcngenau, und priifen Sieimmer
kririsch nach. Dasist dieerste und grundkgende Bedingung
bd derAhnenforschung.

Tragen Sie neben den Lebensdaten auch Angaben iiber die
Familien undihreUmwdt zusammen, fragen Sienach denBeru-
fcn, dem Aussehen. Das rundet dasAhnenbild ab, lafit es zum
Lebenerwachen.

Die jiingeren" Ahnen-Daten konrtcn Sie im allgemeinen
zuriidcbts 1875 urjerdieStandesamterverfolgen.

Fruhere Aufiwchnungcn bis1808 enthalten diekirchlichen
Familicnregistcr. Siewerden bd denStandes- und PfarrMmtcrn

aufbcwahrt. Vor dicserZdt habendie Pfarrer Geburten, Hdra-
tenundTodcsfilk indieKirchcnbflchereingctragcn. ZumTdl
sindsicbisin das 17.Jahrhundert erhalten, ingiinstigen Fallen
sogarbiszurMinedes16.Jahrhunderts.

Wo Kirchenbiicherversagen,hdfenoftdieUrkundensamnv
lungen der Gemdnden water. Im Frankfurter Stadtarchiv bd-
spidswdse lagem liickenlose Aufzdchnungcn iiber Geburten
und Heiraten der Einwohnersdt 1333.

WdtereWegeaufderjagd nach den Ahnen:
Fragen Sie in Bibtiorheken nach hisrorischen VerdfTentli-

chungen aus der Zdt der Vorfahren. Stadtarchive kdnnenim
Besitz von Kopien derGeburts- undSterbeurkunden sdn. Na-
ttonalarchive bewahren Unterlagen iiber Volksziihlungen auf,
militarische Ranglisten und Pensionsanspriiche. Scheuen Sie
auch vor den Aktensammlungcn der Amtsgerichte nicht
zuritck. StudierenSie Akten und Urkunden, wo immer Sie sie
finden, Steucrlisten, Erbvertrage, Hochzdtsgedichte, Ehekon-
trakte,Taufregistcr,Testamcnte,Auswandererlistenusw.

Harrnackigkdt, Zufall undGruck fuhren zum Erfolg. Und
vid Sdueibarbdt! Wenn SieanamtlicheStelkn schrdben,std-
kn Sie nurpraztse, kkrcFragen, undlegen Sieeinen adressiertcn

Am schneUsten kommen Ahnenforscher voran, fur deren
Vorfahren sich schon ein anderer interessiert hat. Wer GHick
hat, stdflt bd seincn Nachforschungen aufeinen Familkn-Ver-
band, dersich ehenfalls derAhnenforschung verschrieben hat.

Suchen Steauch in Ihrem Tdefbnbuch nach derEintragung
.Bund der rarnilienverbande" unddenAibdtsgemeinschaften
der „Gcnealogischen Gesdlschaften4'. Zahlrdche Verdnein der
BundesrcpubUk, in der Schwriz und Gsterrdch fbrdern die
unterhaltsame Ahnen-Suche.

ZumSchlufiein Zahlen-Spkl der hauptberuflichen Gencalo-
gen. EsbeweistdieWahrschdnlichkdt, dafi auch SieeinenVor
fahren habenkonnten,derGesdiichtegemachthat.

„Nach vorsJchrigen SchStzungen diirften nahezu cineMil
lion Nachkommen Karb des Grofkn kben", haben die beruf-
Hchen Ahnenfbrscha,dkGeneak)gcn,eixechner.

Aufkrdem:Jeder Mensch hatvkr GroQdtem, acht Urgrofi-
dtem undsechzehn Ururgrofidtem. Wenn mannun von did
Generationen proJahrhundert ausgehtundbisumdas Ende des
dftenJahrhundem zuriickrechnet, dann ergibt sich nach einer
mathematischen FoimddkungbubticheZahl von 134 217 728
Vorfahren fur jeden Menschen. Zu dicser Zdt lebten in
Deutschlandabahocfistens4Millionen Menschen.

Die Schlufifolgerung der Gencalogen aus dicser Rechnung:
J>kmcistenMittdeuiopaersmdnutcinandervcrwandt!H
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A VOYAGE ON TH3 FRANZISKA

When the Franziska dropped anchor off Galveston the morning of 6 December 18U9,
a voyage that began 8 October at Bremerhafen ended* But the goal.of few passengers
had been reached, for most transshipped to Houston, Indianola, or Quintana, at the
mouth of the Brazos iiiver, from where they would go farther inland*

This being an account of the voyage, I must begin at the beginning*

There seemed no future for me in Germany, and despite news of disappointments,
letters from some in Texas gave glowing accounts* These fixed my determination to
go there. Only after arguiaents and tears was thero agreement that I, like a bao
scouting for a new swarm, should search out a place for settlement and report to
the family whether they should follow.

Thus it was that I began correspondence with a Bremen shipping broker for emi
grants, F. :.7. Boedecker, Jr., concerning conditions of passage, price, and dates*
lty- attempt to haggle price resulted only in my being told the ships ho had earlier
mentioned were already filled and that the last ship to sail for Texas in 18U9 was
the Franziska, under Captain Hagedorn, scheduled from Bremerhafen on 1 October* The
price would be 80 louis d'or per adult, bO for children under age 12, plus two louis
d'or as contribution to the poor from each passenger, cliild or adult* Earnest money
of 20 louis djtar was required to reserve this cabin-class passage*

Heeding the broker's caution that space rather than weight dictated the allow
ance of what might be taken aboard, I carefully packed, measured my trunlc, boxes and
bags and dispatched them to the broker before I departed by train to Bremen*

On arriving in Bromon, I called at the broker's office* There I learned that
the departure date was not firm, as weather or other impediments could cause delay*
In my presence the baggage was measured by an authorized official, vino gave me a re
ceipt certifying my baggage did not exceed the allowed 20 cubic feet to be present
ed at the ship to which I would later bo taken by steamer. Riverboats would take
the baggage to the ship in Bremerhafen. I then settled accounts with the broker, in
cluding an unexpected charge for bis storing the baggage I had forwarded*

After ascertaining the ship would not sail, at the earliest, before 2 October,
I remained in Bremen* On Sunday, I attended church there* In the congregation
apparently there were other emigrants, for the pastor asked blessings on emigrants
in his benediction.

The steamers began taking passengers down the Weser to the Franziska on 2 Octo
ber, as did the riverboats carrying the baggage along with steerage passengers* On
arriving at the sliip, we found others had boarded earlier and had already selected
their berths.

Let me describe the Franziska. She is a bark whose three masts, when fully rig-
Ged, can sport 22 sails. She is listed at H20 tons (210 Lasten) and has previously
sailed to Galveston* The topmost deck is only partially covered* Below are tvro cab
in decks which accommodate ih and 32 berths respectively* Between the cabin declcs
and the hold is the "middle deck", or steerage, which holds more than 200 passengers
as well as its dining area in a single open area off which sleeping cubicles open*

The cabin quarters are comfortably large with berths alongside which are enter
ed through doors which can be locked* liach such cabin sleeps four persons, tvro be
low and two above on either side* Each berth is long and wide enough but we had to
get used to the low headroom they provide*
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There were about 200 vessels of all sizes and sorts in Bremerhafen* This
presented a problem as no fire is permitted aboard while a vessel is in harbor,
and all must do their cooking ashore in tvro little huts designated as cook houses
and the food brought to the passengers who eat and sleep aboard while awaiting
departure* The result is that with so many boats to be accommodated, the cook
houses are overcrowded and food is seldom served warm*

Passengers and cargo continued to arrive for several days, probably because
the strong northeast wind delayed the riverboats bringing them from Bremen. Mean
while it interested me to watch as the riverboats discharged their loads onto our
ship* Even though Bremen laws require a ship to carry a three-month supply of pro
visions for its passengers, many bring along their own in addition* I saw pigs and
chickens being loaded, but there must have been other animals already aboard for
there were quantities of straw and hay being loaded* In addition there were crates
and bales which, I later learned, contained artisans' tools, furniture, coolcLng uten
sils, books, musical instruments and even seeds and fruit trees, heavily protected
against damage from sea water.

Finally, loaded and with the wind favorable, on 0 October, the Franziska with

a pilot aboard upped anchor and headed toward the North Sea* There the pilot left
us taking with him last-minute letters written aboard for mailing*

Hardly had the pilot boat left us when passengers began to become seasick*
Seasickness affected individuals differently; a strong man might become ill while
his wife and little child did not; some succumbed at slight motions, others not
until the heaving had become violent for somo time. However, as the wind grew into
a storm and the waves fought the ship's intrusion, every movable tiling foil or was
tossed about in the cabins, and by late night almost if not all had taken to their
beds* The storm raged all night. In a way, the passongers were fortunate in their
misery, for it kept us from realizing our iwminent danger of being driven ashore*

The next day the sea was calm* Then came adverse windsj next strong east winds
brought us to ihe English Channel on 12 October, which we cleared in two days of
very heavy seas that again bought on the dreaded seasickness* Having withstood
the perils of the North Sea and the Channel, considered the greatest of the voyage,
we headed southwestward toward the Azores in order to reach the trade wind as soon
as possible. By now the rains and hail had stopped. From 16 October, when adverse
winds again struck, until 28 October, we sailed a zigzag course, at times actually
being driven back, almost becalmed at others, andbetween times progressing south
west of the Madeira Islands*

By this time we had become acquainted with some fellow passengers and learned
of others we had not yet met* There were many cultured people among us, including
passengers in the 3teorage, Most noted was Br. Ernest ICapp, a university professor
from ianden. He had been released from imprisonment for his political views and
and was emigrating with his wife and children voluntarily. It was otherwise with
two legislative, deputies, Dr. Theocipr Iterzberg of Halberstadt (some said FrariiiSurt)
and Titus Harecke of Graz (some called him "Marek"), both being fugitives from pros
ecution . Mrs. Harecke made a grand impression in her mantilla and yellow silk dress
which, swept the stairs as she ascended.

Then there were three former emigres, now living in Texas returning there
after a visit to Europe; namely, ^leasers. Friedrich EngelldLng of Austin County,
Julius Jagner of DeWitt County, both farmers, and Friedrich Niemann, a merchant
of Galveston. Among the others, I recall three "vons"—Loehr, Rosenberg, and Stein--
as well as Bruns, Dietz, Hahn, Hildebrand, Kuhlmann, Meitzen, Moureau, Reinback,
Rienter, and Strube.
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Many of the passengers were in families; of the single men and women, some
were going to join family members in Texas; others were going without specific
destinations or plans. Among the many single young men there were some only 1£
to 19 years of age.

Occasionally mild seasickness continued. Otherwise we had adjusted to routine.
On Sundays, weather permitting, steerage and cabin passengers alike were summoned on
deck by the sounding of a bell for a service conducted by the Captain. The first
was held soon after the North Sea and Channel had been cleared. A few water barrels
on deck, festively draped, served as a pulpit behind which the Captain stood. He
read a song from a protestant hymnal followed by a poem, "The Storm", in a loud
clear voice. The poem from "The Temple of the Sea" depicted the circumstances of
emigrants, from the frailest child to the strongest man, the dangers of the soa,the
storm, the rescue, and the often sad situations in the new homeland. It was most
fitting to our experience and touched us all. The steerage passengers, some poorly
dressed, faces pale from their seasickness, who sat at the Captain's feet seemed
the most affeoted, although it is doubtful all fully understood the grandiloquent
language in which the poem was written. Of all the services held, this first was
the most moving and many wept.

Meals were an important event of each day. They began with a first breakfast
of coffee, bread and butter followed later by a second breakfast which included
meat, cheese, or eggs. (I speak of the cabin passengers). Those in the steerage
probably had but one as they received their main meal at noon while the cabins pas
sengers did not eat until U p» m. 'Hie evening meal was a light supper. A3 the
voyage progressed, first cream, then butter and eggs, later still white bread (sea
biscuits were substituted), and beef were dropped from the following menus:

Brealcfast: coffee with sugar and cream; white and black breads,
rusk (zweiback), cake; ham, roast, cheese, eggs

Dinner: bcef, chicken, barley, pea, bean, wine soups; roast
beef, sauerbraten, bacon* dried codfish, herring,
smoked sausage; potatoes, fresh cabbage, sauerkraut,
turnips, beans; cakes, figs, almonds, raisins, stewed
dried fruit, rice pudding; wines

Supper: meats, breads, tea.
Steerage passengers did not have this variety. They seem to have had principally
pea soup, salt bacon, cabbago or sauerkraut, and turnips.

.Among all there was always speculation as to what there would be served at the
next meal. Aid as I have mentioned some passengers in both cabins and steerage had

brought their own supplies with which they eked out the meals served and from which
they provided a private feast on a special occasion, such as a birthday. These
stores also served when they found the food unpalatable—whether because they did not
like the manner of preparation or because the food itself was stale, rancid or at
worst, spoiled. Especially after a bout of seasickness they ate herring, ham,
pickles, prunes and apples (which had been heavily wrapped in paper to conserve
them). The fruits served a second purpose by relieving the constipation which
followed a long spell of seasickness.

The ship's company was well-mannered and disciplined. From Captain Hagedorn
and his two mates through the stewards to the least seamen, there was never an- in
stance of.discourtesy or foul language observed. With the rest of us, only after
we crossed the Tyqgpic of Cancer on 28 October and became becalmed from U November
through 11 November, when we made no appreciable progress, was there a general dis
play of irritability among the passengers.
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Until then there hadbeen boredom at times; for some, most of the time.
Certainly mothers with young children had had much to do, andthe seasick as well
as a few with other ills needed to be attended. There were those attempting to
learn English—from books and from those who knew, or professed to know, the lan
guage. A number who had brought books for the purpose of reading aboard did so.
Letters and journals were faithfully recording experiences. One passenger had
brought a music box to which some listened for hours. Some nights the men gather
ed to sing in chorus and in solos for which others gathered to listen. At first
many spent much time watching the provr cut through the waters or watching the ship's
spumy wake and found great amusement when a mountainous wave broke overboard, dous
ing unfortunate ones. Later in the course of the trip, fewer and fewer found their
pastime thus. There were seemingly endless conversations, especially with those
knowledgeable about Texas; they discussed the best areas in which to settle, the
price of land, the crops to be planted, the weather, wild anirals, danger from In
dians, and so on and on. Information so obtained was passed on to others.

But now in the doldrums, after a month at sea, even those who had suffered
most found little consolation in the calm. Thirst was unquenchable, for the warm,
foul tasting and smelling water from the barrels on the open deck was undrinkable
without adding something; even vinegar improved it—lemons or fruit juices would
have been better, tfater had to be used sparingly as we had lost two barrels of

water in the North Sea storm and others had sloshed some of their content. In the
heat we sweated copiously; clothing became sopped and washing was necessary. The
cabins were hot, sleep in them impossible, and the only relief to be had was under
the awning on deck, but there only 15> seats were available for the U5 cabin passen
gers* Pity the passengers in the middle deck!

Everyone was in low spirits, liinor frictions arose between the passengers.
Previous grumblings among them now crew into confrontations with the Captain. In
dividuals complainod of the quality and quantity of the food, also of interpreta
tions of the terms of their contracts made with the ship's brokers. The Captain's
rebuttal was that the planners of this emigration had done a very poor job; the
ship was overcrowded and the trip was taking longer than any in his experience.
Realizing the captain rules at sea, the passengers no longer complained to him but
aired their grievances to each other. They fulminated about the vague phrases in
the contracts, cited the laws of Bremen requiring sufficient store£to serve all
passengers for three months and speculated as to"what aid they might receive in Gal
veston to secure redress. Moreover, they accused captains in general of hoarding
supplies to sell them in Galveston.

Gossip too surfaced. It was whispered, not too quietly, that the Captain had
a wife in Galveston as well as in Bremen. (The basis for this may have been that
his wife, now in Bremen, had lived in Galveston at one time). Nor was present
company excepted. The conduct of several ladies aboard became targets of criticism
because of their "free and easy" behavior.

.iJhen favorable winds again set in, the ship scurried, except for a few days,
toward Santo Domingo and tempers cooled in the stirred air. tin 22 November when
"Land ho1" was called as Santo Domingo was sighted from afar, I olimbed the rope
ladder to the crow's nest for a glimpse of our landfall. There the sailors good-
naturedly bound me until I paid my ransom with a taler, a custom of the sea for
one's first ascent to the lookout post. On the 2Uth, we could see the mountains
of the southeast tip of Quba in the distance and expeoted to round its western tip
in just a few more days.

A new mood aroused by anticipation showed throughout the ship as we entered
the Gulf of Mexico and recrossed the Tropic of Cancer northward. AlasI a strong
adverse wind struck the night of 1 December, blowing us off course, slowed progress

~3<f-
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and developed into a storm* The ship which only days earlier had displayed her
beautiful white sails now showed only her skeleton* The ash-grey sky and the
whistling wind dashed hopes which our impatience to reach Galveston in a day or
two had raised. During this disheartening period a baby was born aboard. Just
before we reached Galveston, she was baptized Alvina Franziska Ocoana by the
Captain*

On the morning of 6 December as we approached Galveston, we saw three fine
ships steam out to sea* To us they appeared like floating small towns with their
several stories, galleries, and towers. The low tide necessitated our anchoring
in the roadstead about a mile offshore. The happy disorder of preparing to dis
embark began. Some passengers were taken ashore in small boats that afternoon.
Cthers remained aboard to await the unloading of their belongings from the hold.
Prom shore-orews handling these matters, we learned that two recently arrived
ships which had left Bremen before us, the Canapus and the Reform, had taken nine
teen days longer than our Franziska.

After tipping our steward, the first money I spent after leaving Bremen, I
too left the ship to make my way with a friend made during the trip to go to
Austin County.

From areas as widespread as those along the Rhine on the west, Hannover* Prus
sia, and Brunswick on thenortib* Sasffc Prussia and Silesia on the east, to Baveria,
Stiermark, Wuerttemberg, and Baden on the south, the emigrants who had left their
homeland nine weeks earlier, like others before and after them, -were to sow the
seeds of their heritage among the alien corn of Texas.

to to to to to to

The above account is compiled from letters written by four passengers who made
the voyage on the FranaJska in 18U9. From a ship broker's letters, the day-to-day
map-log, a partial roster of the passengers, subsequent accounts by descendants of
passengers, a picture of the interior of a ship of the period, corrections of mis
spelled names, omitted dates and addition of dotalIs were made.

Three events which the fictional narrator attributes to himself—attending
church in Bremen, the crow's nest episode, and departing with a shipboard friend-
are from letters of a passenger on the Ohio* which sailed from Bremen on 31. October
18U9 for New Orleans from where he transshipped to Galveston. Otherwise all of
the events related are based on the documents cited* Ctaita w B .

" &J**i&»2**^
°«n*». tx teas

Charles W. von Rosenberg 4ms McKiaMjjSi*
tx %

Drs. Edward C. Breitenkamp and Jack A. Dabbs have xeroxed the
three volumes of the nineteenth-century records of the Ebenezer
Lutheran Community of Berlin, Texas. Berlin is located about
three miles west of Brenham. Breitenkamp and Dabbs, retired
A&M language professors, are translating the records and pre
paring a typescript for publication. The records of the fol
lowing familiesare presently being processed: BLUMBERG, BODE,
BOORTZ, CHRIST, CONSTANTIN, DIETZ, ENGELAGE, FISCHER, FRANK,
GAJESKE, GRASSMUCK, GREGER, GR8NE, HAUCH, HENRICHSEN, HERING,
HOFMANN, HOLD, HtfSKE, HURTIG, IMHOFF, JAHNKE, KOSTER, KORTH,
KRAMER, LEHMANN, LINACK, LtfSCH, MENK, MOHLBERGER, MOLLER,
NEINAST, NIENSTXDT, PESCH, PFLUGHAUPT, REPPENHAGEN, SCHULZ,
SCHttRENBERG, SIECK, STERNBERG, and ZEISS. Interested persons
may write to Dr. Breitenkamp, 313 Fairway Drive, Bryan, Texas
778ol; or to Dr. Dabbs, 28o6 Cherry Lane, Austin, TX 787o3.
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NOW SHE IS SATISFIED

In the latst issue, Christine Gold of Violet requested help in finding the
second, third, and fourth verses to a song that was her fathers favorite—
"Freund, ich bin zufrieden." Now she is happy to report that she is satis
fied, since she has found all the verses and would like to share the words
to the song with all our other members and friends.

FREUND, ICH BIN ZUFRIEDEN

Freund, ich bin zufrieden geht es wie es will
Unter meinem Dache lebe ich froh und still
So ein mancher doch hat alles was sein Herz begehrt
Da£ ich bin zufrieden das is Goldes wert.

II

Und leuchten keine Kerzen mir beim Abendmahl
Und funkeln keine Weine mir im Korporthal
Hab ich was ich brauche nur Zeit der Noht
Suesse schmeckt im Schweisse mir mein Stuecklein Brot.

Ill

Geben auch Palaeste mir mein Obdach nicht
Unter meinem Dache scheint die Sonne nicht
Doch ich bin zufrieden was mir Gott beschert
Denn es mird hernieder selt ein Glueck bewarht.

IV

Keine Pyramiden ziehret einst mein Grab
Und auf meinem Sarge prangt kein Marschallstab
Wenn der Frieden wohnt unter dem Leinentuch
Und ein paar Freunde weinen und das ist dann genug.

The NEWSLETTER o0 the TexoA
Wendcolt HVittagz Society l&
pub&t&fted quaAtznZy.

tdLUoi: Rev. Jolin J. Socha
SOI S. CaXdrnJUL St.
GUdbbiQ** Texo67S942

7I3/542-39J9 on. 3455

Vuu ajit $5.00 pet pvuon pvi
yeaJi, payable, to T*eaAu/Le>i,
Ttt'HS, P.O.Box 311, Gidding*,
Tvul6 78942

4 'LOOK/NO BACK' iCMBBOOK FOR
CALHOUN COUNTS A#0 MATAQORDA
BAY, TEXAS. 1979. By Paul H. FREIER,
loute #1, Tort Lavaca, TX 77979. Soft
:over, 8'/ix11 inches. 290pages, itlustrated.
ndexed. $17.50 plus tax and postage.

Looking Back" is a collection of articles
*bout the Matagorda and Lavaca Bay areas
jublished by the Port Lavaca Wave as a pre-
xcenlcnnial project to stimulate and
provoke interest in local history. The series
was written in a narrative form of the
'shade tree" historian and makes mighty
interesting reading. The stories make
known something about the land, her
people, and the events which shaped their
lives, how they coped in their environment
and with one another. The articles appear
under the following headings: Discovery
and Colonization; Period of Frontier
Instability, an Indian Series; Calhoun
County in The Civil War; The Epidemics:
Port Lavaca. Texas: Dynamics Pattern of
Economic Transitions on Matagorda Bay •
Immigration • Towns. Settlements, and
Colonies • Explotation of Resources Trade.
Commerce. Banking, and Transportation:
Churches of Calhoun County; Feuds,
Hangings, Ship-Wreck; The Emancipated
Black People of Calhoun County: Strange
People, Strange Animals, Strange Days,
and the Storms. The book also contains an
appendix with various rosters, an index and
iii.iny pmlinent photographs.

Drumhefler$Beks
Information For
Family History

Copies of Volumes I and II
of Pioneers In God's Hills are
now a part of the collection
in the Waynesboro
(Virginia) Public library
after they were donated by
William M. Drumbeller Jr.
who ordered them from
Main Book Shop.

Publiflhed by the Gillespie
County Historical Society
and Commission, the books
contain •biographies and
accounts of local history and
traditions. Mr. DrumheQer
is compiling a complete
familyhistory,andbe hoped
that the two books might be
of some help to him in his
search.

In a letter to the Standard,
he told about the many

.-phases his search-has in
volved, and how unex-

. pectedlysome kinshipshave
been uncovered. He has
corresponded with persons
in 20 states, Canada,
England and Germany.

While he said he was
disappointed to find no
names even close to
Drumheller in the two loeak
volumes, be feels they will"
be of help to someone else in
the Virginia library. He was
hoping that there might be
some Standard readers who
are familiar jtilh the
Drumheller name, or
possibly a similar name'
which might be spelled
differently, but belong to the
same family tree.

He w eta o m e s
correspondence fro™
anyonewhorafgnVWofhelp.
His address fs "W. M:
DrumbeUtr Jr., 456 Cherry
Ave.WaynesborovVa. 22960.
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THE BOERNES VISIT BOERNE

Citizens of Boerne, Texas, turned out in 100-degroe weather to honor the
family of Ludwiq Borne. German revolutionary writer for whom their town was
named by its early Forty-Eighter and Forty founders. The occasion was a visit
to Texas of BSrne's great-nephew, Anselm Ludwig Boerne, a native of Berlin and
a resident since 1933 of Cape Town, South Africa.

Mr. and Mrs. Anselm Boerne reached the German Hill Country, appropriately
enough, on Bastille Day (July 14) and remained in the town of Boerne until the
seventeenth as houseguests of Mayor and Mrs. Art Howell. One of the purposes
of the Boernes' visit was to present the town with an early edition of collec
ted works of the earlier Ludwig Borne.

The Boernes of South Africa first learned of the existence of a town in
Texas named after his great uncle when the town celebrated its centennial in
1949. Since then they had contemplated this visit.

Entertainment planned for the Boernes included an official reception, a
luncheon by members of the Boerne Area Historical Society, a tour of several
ranches in the county, dinners, and an informal evening of folk dancing and
singing on the town plaza. From Texas, the Boernes continued to London for a
short visit with their daughter, a British actress, before returning to Africa.

'REuvtovst G. E. L.

Areunion of the descendants of Franz Glueck (GlUck, Glick) and Ludwina
Koy will be held on Sunday, May 3, 1981, at St. Koch's Catholic Church
hall at Mentz, Texas (approximately ten miles west of Columbus).
The Frank Glueck family came to Texas in 1853 from Kadlub, Gross
Strehlitz, Prussia (now Poland). The family settled in Austin County
near the town of Cat Spring.

The eight children, Theodore, Alvina, Pauline, Frank, Frances Marie,
Mary, Herman, and Matilda, married into the following families:
Therese Rentz, Frank Tipp, Andreas Braden Jr., Selma Lux, Johann Ramm,
Alois Koegler, George Adamik, Mary Jvorka, and Thomas Stasny.

This reunion will be the thxrd one in recent years. Anyone interested in
this family may contact Laura Mayfield, 1616 Vassar, Houston 77006;
Susie Land, 1700 Hermann Drive #501, Houston 77004; or Arliss Treybig,
112 West Norris, El Campo 77437.

1981
FAMILY KEUNION
The family reunion of the descendants of Adolph dunenil
and Ames Starcke will be held on Saturday, July 11 from
ll\>l until 5 Ftt at the Sons of Hermann Hall In Clear Springs
near Hew" Braunfels. Texas. Bring food for your family.
For more information contact Richard D. Culbertson. 6^-28 Arthur
Drive? tort Worth, Texas 7613^ or Raymond A. Baese. 12?8 Hillcrest,
New Braunfels, Texas 78130*
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Grassroots Commentaries ...

The Dynamics of Folklore by Barre Toelken, published in 1979 by Houghton
Mifflin, is one of the finest introductory folklore textbooks available in this country.
The three most commendable features of this book are its lively style, its emphasis
on the process of folklore, and its applications for fieldwork. It is a volume which
all teachers of cultural units in the language classroom or of multicultural courses
should consult.

The volume, divided into ten chapters, is arranged as a basic textbook (with
instructor's manual) for teaching folklore on the informative level. The writing is
interesting without being technical or simplistic. For secondary teachers without
recent training in folklore methodology and in the formulation of folklore projects.
The Dynamics of Folklore is a handy and easily incorporated 395-page reference.
For high school students working individually or in teams on folklore topics, the book
is a step-by-step guide that moves from folk groups through performance, dimen
sions of the folk event, community taste, connotation and cultural worldview to being
a folklorist and conducting and applying folklore research.

"Most folklorists, and most folklore textbooks, have paid more attention to
the items of folklore than to the live processes by and through which folklore is pro
duced, " author Toelken explains. "This book is an attempt to provide a partial
remedy for that situation by urging a basic attitude toward folklore study that stresses
'the folk1 and the dynamics of their traditional expression" (ix).

Toelken's second and third chapters specifically address the production of
folklore by examining the live context of all folklore, the multiplicity of tradition,
and performance and audience. These chapters prepare for a more detailed analysis
of ingredients and interpretive models in chapters 4-7. Toelken's last three chapters
culminate in significant discussion of what, stated in broad terms, should be the goal
of all liberal arts education: the interrelatedness of knowledge and knowledge as a
basis for action.

The instructor's manual (55pp.) is a very happy exposition of Toelken's
joy in teaching folklore. The topics and projects he suggests (branding, revivals,
ethnic slurs, and so on) combine valuable teaching points with content that stimulates
classroom discussion.

Students and teachers may well find Toelken's book and manual to be just the
kind of reference needed to add more content and more structure to projects of
topical or local interest. We can report good results with the book as a supplementary
reference in a college humanities course and a second-year college German course
as well as in high school American history.

Glen E. Lien.

Schreiner College,
and

Lera Tyler Lich
Ingram-Tom Moore High School
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BI-POCAL Minetta Goyne

Before turning my attention to books specifically concerned with the Germans of Texas, let
me mention several resources that will become available shortly, if they are not already on the
shelves in some cases. At least one is likely to interest many GTHS Newsletter readers. Hav
ing had access to none of the three, I cannot comment upon their quality. Scheduled for release
in December of 1980 is a three-volume set that is said to exceed greatly the scope of what has
until now been considered the definitive work on the subject with which it deals. Passenger
and Immigration Lists (Gale Research Co., Book Tower, Detroit, Mich. U8226) costs $180, too
much for the individual purchaser, but libraries ordering the set, as come of the larger or
specialized Texas libraries are sure to do, will receive free of further charge the preliminary
index (paperbound). This is said to be an essentially complete list of passengers arriving in
North America or the West Indies between 1600 and 1900, a period during which, we are told, the
intention to remain as permanent residents may almost be taken for granted. Each entry is sup
plied with date and place of arrival. Editor of the index is P. William Filby.

Two other Gale releases, both with special appeal for those interested in the Pennsylvania
"Dutch," obviously including many who now make Texas their home, are the Bibliography on German
Settlements in Colonial North America, Especially on the Pennsylvania Germans and Their Descen
dants (Emil Meynen, compiler-editor; $36) t covering the period 1603-1933* and The Story of the
Pennsylvania Germans; Embracing an Account of Their Hictory and Their Dialect, by William Bei-
delman ($20), which concentrates on refugees from religious and political persecution who came
over from the Rhine and Neckar regions between 1682 and 1770.

Closer to hone there is a new quarterly, Victoria —• Crossroads of South Texas, which is
sure to include much that relates to the Germans of Texas, many of whom have made the area
their home over the years, as our readership no doubt knows. To receive the quarterly, one
must pay the $10 membership fee of the Victoria County Genealogical Society. Its address is
302 North Main St., Victoria, Texas.

A very different sort of book, from all reports, is Sangers', Pioneer Texa3 Merchants
(Texas State Historical Association, 2-306 Richardson Hall, University Station, Austin, Texas
78712; $12.95)* Those familiar with Dallas or early-day Waco are acquainted rath the name of
this German family that emigrated to Texas early in the l8U0's, but it took Leon Joseph Rosen
berg of the University of Arkansas to illuminate its role in the business and social history of
our state.

For genealogists, Danny Ray Lammert's Along the Brazos; The Laounert P'amily in Texas should
be a treat. The privately published book contains, in addition to it3 index and preface, 275
pages of information and photographs connected with the family of Sophie Lammert, wife of Hein-
rich Hodde. Married before they left their native Gernany, the Iloddes made a far.n near Bren-
hair. (Washington County) their home. Sophie died in 1915, he in 1926. The author asserts that,
since*all data were provided by relatives and were not checked against official records, it is
not, strictly speaking, a genealogy, and attenpts at some length to justify certain idiosyn-
cracies in his style of recording the children born to a couple. Since I am not a genealogist,
mj' reaction is that he would have done well to use the more conventional "shorthand" of geneal
ogists, putting supplementary information elsewhere in the book. However, members of the large
family raay well find the chosen method more to their own tastes. Mailing addresses are provided
for many of the entries, and that of the compiler in Rt. 2, Box 52, Sagerton, Texas 795U8. Fem
inists will, no doubt, be pleased to see that the emphasis has been placed on the matriarch.

This is probably the best ti«ae to warn those producing genealogical works that they would
receive much more enlightened comment upon their books if they were to submit then to one of
several people who regularly contribute to the Newsletter and who make genealogy their central
concern. I do not feel qualified to judge such work, and other duties prevent my being able to
include such works in future in this column, lly comments and critiques must be directed at
works with more textual matter. The following, though primarily an index, includes considerable
other material, a fact that makes it more suitable for inclusion here than it might otherwise
be.

Leonard Joe McCown (217 W. lUth Street, Irving, Texas 75060) in 1979 published a paperbound
directory called Cemeteries of Indianola, Texas, which is available from the author for $10.
Because Indianola (also known as Carlshafen) served as port of entry for many of the Mainqer
Adelsverein immigrants, the once-thriving town, almost obliterated by hurricanes over a century
ago, is necessarily a part of German Texana. Listed are the graves in the Indianola Cemetery,
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the Cemetery on the Ridge, ana the Zirjnernan Cemetery, but I-.cCown acknowledges that many
pioneers' •names and graves are lost to us. Included are photographs of headstones, copies
of inscriptions, two shots of Lain Street in about 1873, a city plan from 1868, notes from
the minutes of the Indianola Historical Association, ami other pertinent information derived
from various published sources. Startling to me was the predominance of names not German in
origin, since family friends with Indianola connections were essentially all German by heri
tage. For example, anong the many non-Gerran listings were over one hundred for the Hospital
Cemetery, all colored servicemen who died in 1865 and were later rei oved to the i.'rownsville
National Cemetery for reburial, after the danger of spreading cholera was thought to have
passed. Indianola continues to interest us despite nature's and vanuals1 efforts to erase
it from memory.

Another recent book of which only a part touches upon German Texana is Ernest G. Fischer's
Marxists and Utopias in Texas; The Lone Star State's Pioneer Flirtation With Socialisni-
CoPimunisiti (Eakin Publications, P.O. Box 178, Burnet, Texas 78611; $1li.95). A native of Eell
County (Texas) and a German-Czech by descent, the author, according to the dust jacket, has
written two other books and a three-act play. Fischer's career was with Associated Press and
related endeavors, and — at the risk of sounding like the English teacher I am ~ I was con
stantly aware of his journalistic background while I read his book. The subtitle seems to
suggest that Texas as a state somehow toyed with the idea of socialistic or communistic gover
nance, which would indeed be uncharacteristic and a startling revelation. Since the author
clearly did not intend readers to draw any such inference from reading the book itself, he
would seem to be guilty of having deliberately created a sensational headline, so to speak,
that is not justified by the accompanying stories. 1 found the often choppy paragraphing a
distraction because it was illogical. In a ne..upaper, 1 understand, this maj be a ...eans of en
abling readers to skim a write-up hurriedly for salient points, but books are not meant to be
read that way. The injections of very contemporary expressions into material about the nine
teenth century were, to me, decidedly irritating. A "wheeler-dealer" is strictly a man of our
century, even if his type has existed throughout recorded history. J concede that not everyone
will react to these features as strongly as I, but all researchers anong our readers are likely
to suffer disappointment upon finding that little new infornation emerges from the two chapters
dealing specifically with Gerran communities. The other eight chapters, since they concern
less familiar undertakings, will consequently prove more rewarding to those who make German
Texana their special interest.

Chapter III touches on the undertakings of the Vierziger and stresses Friedrich Schenck's
part in the communit:^ of Bettina. Far .nore material is devoted to the often repeated account
of the Adelsverein's venture in Texas than our readers are likely to need, but some others of
Fischer's readers may need this generalized n.aterial as background. Chapter IV takes up Sister-
dale (also Tusculum and Boerne briefly), playing up especially Ottomar von Behr .^nd Dr. Adolf
Douai, the latter of whom was, undeniably, Marxist in his orientation. The Sisterdale community
probably never was a communistic colony, as Fischer states at the outset, but has sometimes been
so considered. What the "Latin farmers" there shared, apparently, were intellectual curiosity
and von Behr's liquor and library. As anyone who has been involved with a college faculty can
attest, it takes more than that to produce cooperation, not to say to make n Utopia. After
telling of the demise of Sisterdale as a community, the author ends the chapter with a cryptic
reference to the the Llano Cooperative Community founded in 1917 ~ in Louisiana! The connec
tion, if any, is left to one's imagination. At least once in the book, footnotes do not appear
on the page where they belong, but this is not such an instance. Nevertheless, what flaws the
book has do not deprive the material of its fascination, and many will unquestionably enjoy the
distinctive rubric under which the veteran newsman has assembled diverse facts. Probably more
surprising that* the French, English, Danish, Quaker, and Mormon undertakings described in the
book is the one by the "Sanctified Sisters" of Bell County, yet another instance in which femi
nists would surely find delight.

In bringing before the public Gilbert J. Jordan's Yesterday in the Texas Hill Country, the
Texas A&M University Press has added to its distinguished backlist another book to be admired.
For those of us with ties to the Central Texas areas that are to a large degree a cultural unit
because of their common German element, it is also a book to be treasured. If circumstances
were ever to force me to give up my periodic visits to that area, I might very well kaep with
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me two books from the A&H Ir^ss to help remind me of the hills of ho.ae: Professor Jordan's to
put me in touch with the people, and Texas Heartland; A Hill Country Year (photographs by Jim
Bones, Jr., and text by John Graves, published in 1975) to encapsulate some of its natural
beauties. John Graves has quoted a Houston friend as saying, "There isn't a soul in Texas that
wouldn't have been born here in these hills if he could have managed it." It ic an unusually
appealing region in some ways, which accounts for its having become a tourist mecca and the
locus for artists of various sorts. But Professor Jordan writes of a time before this develop
ment sot in and after the romance of pioneers and Indians was already remote. He does not
adopt the sentimentalism of someone trying to recapture a past that antedates his own experi
ence, nor does he have the often grating insistence upon the quaintness of the people and their
customs so often present in the comments of tourists or recent arrivals. That may well be why
a university presspublished Professor Jordan's book. You will have noticed that the word Ger
man is not part of the title.

When one thinks of a German,transplanted or indigenous, it is likely to be a Lutheran or
a Catholic that comes to mind. Professor Jordan (originally pronounced Yor-dahn), product of
a German family that converted to Methodism in Texas, is more "echt" (genuine) than "typisch"
(typical). Where he grew up, going to dances, playing Skat (a complicated card game favored
by German men), and drinking alcoholic beverages were abjured, x,hile camp meetings were an im
portant part of one's social life. As I read Professor Jordan's; account of his youth, I was
struck by the fact that, although we are of different sexes, different generations, totally
different religious backgrounds (my "freethinking" parents sent me to a Catholic elementary
school for six years), and grew up in different geographical areas ~ he in rural Mason County
and I in the comparatively populous area between San Antonio and Austin in a little town —
there was much that made our childhood experiences similar. Heing a late child of my parents,
I am, to be sure, something of a throwback to the preceding generation. But surely the princi
pal reason is that all of us Texas Germans, provided ;;e have made the effort to preserve tradi
tions and some of the language of our ancestors, are to an extent anachronistic. It matters
less that we grew up in different places and times and that our forefathers came from vridely
separated parts of the German-speaking world than it matters that we learned many of the same
verses, proverbs, expressions, and patterns of behavior. HiJden down inside most of us is a
large nineteenth-century German component, so that Professor Jordan v/as able to be representa
tive of us though not typical. I-uch of what he presents from his youth would have applied
well for all rural children of Texas belonging to his generation. Therefore we get from his
book not just a large serving of Texas German culture but in addition a genre picture of life
in rural Texas before World War I. The book deals with everyday matters that professional
historians have a tendency to overlook or to reject.

We should all be grateful to Terry Jordan, the author's son, for Waving urged the elder
Jordan to write this book. (Terry Jordan's own excellent books appear on all recent biblio
graphies of Texana and have received various coveted honors.) VJe cannot judge how much the
quality of the book was influenced by William Owens, whose advice the author acknowledges hav
ing accepted. Owens, long a teacher of creative writing at Columbia University and himself
renowned for such memorable works as This Stubborn Soil and Three Friends (concerning the in
tertwined lives of three eminent Texas personalities, Roy Dcdichck, J. Frank Dobie, and Walter
Prescott Webb), was once Professor Jordan's student. Such a combination of talent is hard to
natch. The result is a work that demonstrates the time-honored objective of entertaining while
teaching. One may occasionally wish for a slightly more graceful translation of a verse or
more frequent departures from the strangely impersonal tone of these reminiscences, but the
text and the editing are hard to fault in any way. I noticed only one printing error, a case
ending on a German word, and for this the author is certainly not responsible. The list price,
v12.95, is modest by present standards, especially considering what one gets in return.

Last of the books to be discussed in this issue is German Culture in Texas; A Free Earth;
Essays from the 1978 Southwest Syinposium, edited by Glen E. J.ich and Dona B. Reeves (Twayne
Publishers, 70 Lincoln St., Boston, lass. 02111; $16.00). The book, as the title indicates,
incorporates papers delivered at Southwest Texas State University at a gathering that an NEH
grant supported. Accompanying the essays is a chronology of events from the history of Germans
in Texas (the work of Lera Patrick Tyler). In addition there are over forty illustrations con
sisting of photographic portraits, copies of various types of amateur and professional graphic
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representations, maps, and charts. Also provided are an identification of the contributors,
an index, and a selected bibliography with twelve subdivisions, the last-mentioned tool being
extremely valuable to those undertaking research. Iiany of the works listed, one should mention,
are not specifically about Texas.

Obviously a column li'.ce this one cannot hope to give adequate attention to all of the
thirteen essays, which are grouped under four headings: Search for the Garden, Civilization
in the Wilderness, The Crisis of Ethnicity, and Current Dimensions. As is the case with such
collections (even the finest Festschriften), the quality of composition and the depth of schol
arship vary greatly from article to article. Lack 'Walker make:; some rather predictable observa
tions about the motivations and expectations of the several waves of Ger. an immigrants. James
Patrick McGuire examines the questions of whether the artists Carl G. Iwonski, Louiso Heuser
Wueste, Richard Petri, and Hermann Lungwitz sirred any unifying feature-, and whctl er — like
more famous painters such as Carl iodner and Albert iierstaclt — they played a role in the in
cubation of the American myth. The first he answers by .saying that any underlying principle
uniting these artists may be considered as traceable to their all, or almost all, having been
trained in the Northern Romantic tradition, one the; never abandoned. Though thr three men
are known to have been acquainted in Texas (Petri's sister was the wife of Lungwitz, in fact),
conditions in Texas were not conducive to the formation •f art societies until later. By the
turn of the century few outside- the artists' families recalled the painters or their works, a
loss rectified in recent years by exhibits and publications. Therein lies the negative answer
to the second question.

Other arts, particularly music and literature, fared better. Crystal. Sasse Ragsdale, who
concentrates upon the problems and interests of the better educated women among the pioneers,
uses a variety of memoirs and accounts to support her argument that art and art objects were
means to "counteract the backwoods cultural climate" here, a circumstance that led to the addi
tion of the alliterative Kultur to the prescribed Kin 'er, Kirche, and Kuche. In Texas the
function of German literature, according to Hubert li. iieinon, was to act as sustenance, a way
to nourish one's ideals that wcro apt to waver amidst duties that made taxing demands on one's
time and energy. Heinen stresses that a pioneer either brought with him an already-developed
interest in literature or did not i'ind it practical to cultivate the taste in his new homeland.
Occasionally literature became a retreat for one who could not adapt, and therefore was looked
upon as perhaps also the cause of the failure. Indications are that those still identifying
themselves as ethnically German feel a connection with the literary tradition of German in only
very rare instances. Instead, according to A. Leslie "./illson, the myth of Texas is gaining
ground in contemporary German \Titing, as can be illustrated in the works of authors whom
'..'illson cites. Other examples are drawn from Uillson's personal experience with visiting
lecturers at The University of Texas at Austin, some of whom have become quite nostalgic about
Texas after returning to their careers as writers in Germany. It is quite startling to contrast
what they found especially fascinating or admirable about Texas and Texans with the observations
or expectations of earlier Germans whom Glen E. Lich calls to mind. In the first half of the
nineteenth century, the intellectual German considered America in the light of a utcpian fan
tasy. Interest was more likel\ to focus upon political and scientific ideas then than now,
quite obviously. Some thinkers of that tine, however, rejected America as being too utilitar
ian in its thinking. The contemporary German, on the other hand, is struck with wonder at the
"rawness of nature" and the patience of drivers stuck in a traffic jam, Willson shows.

Terry C. Jordan, a cultural geographer, takes as his central thesis that, far from wishing
to establish a little bit of Germany in Central Texas, the German pioneer, to judge from his
houses, intended above all else to assimilate. The traditional Hessian and Saxon flooiplans
were discarded from the start, and several American styles were adopted in their place. Types
of wall construction too were rapidly adopted from neighboring Anglo-Americans and occasionally
from Mexicans, though some characteristic methods such as half-timbering were applied as well.
At a later date the Te<as German introduced a kind of stone house now considered to be the pre
dominant style in the Hill Country because it is so distinctive. This type of house, Jordan
contends, has no clearly traceable antecedent. Deyond this there are discussions of roof con
structions, methods of heating, and styles and placements of windows, doors, and stain-rays.

A German geographer who came to Texas, where he became a factor in antebellum politics
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BI-POCAL Minetta Goyne

and, among other occupations, a hydrotherapist, vas Dr. Ernst Kapp, subject of a stimulating
article by Hans-Martin Sass. The discussion of Kapp's "philosophy of technology and environ
ment" leads Sass to the statement that, "It was not the fulfillment of fictitious alms of so-
called world history but the cultivation and spiritualization of the soil by means of human
labor that Kapp saw as the challenge for mankind."- Kapp Cct.»e to Texas because of having pub
lished a plea for liberty in which he equated Prussian bureaucratic control with "megamachines
dominating people and finally making them parts of a machine,too." One wonders whether Kapp
and John Ruskin were drawing ideas from the same source or happened upo.i the same idea at
about the same time by chance. At Sisterdale, where he brought his family after being de
prived of his job as teacher of geography, Kapp developed tools for both agricultural and wood
working purposes. Later he returned to Germany, ostensibly for his health, but actually be
cause of disappointment over the outcome of the War Between the States.

It was with a meeting in San Antonio in 185Ij that Texas Gorman politics bogan, and no one
was more responsible than Ernst Kapp that the immigrants were politicized. As Joe B. Frantz
sees it, the Germans were essentially a solid Democratic voting block until the blacks were
disenfranchized, after which they became the backbone of the Republican Party. Though of
German extraction and a long-time Texas resident (quite a distinguished one), Frantz is in
some passages of his essay too uncritical of Texas Germans, treating them as though they were
somehow more enlichtoned than Texans in general, a point of view it would be impossible to
support statistically. Francis E. Abernethy, in discussing Texas-Gerrian folklore, inclines in
the same direction. However, one cannot resist beinjj swept along by the almost childlike en
thusiasm Abernethy shows in discussing the customs of the Texas Germans. Obviously not of that
ethnic group himself, he is charmingly full of delight, particularly vihen he states that, the
antagonisms of the two global wars behind us, the German can once more b-3 proud of his heritage.
It is this kind of ethnic pride to which Glenn G. Gilbert also appeals.

Glenn Gilbert, whose study of the German spoken in Texas is the most comprehensive yet pub
lished, would have us think that the widely scattered speakers of Texas German use a sort of
koine, a contention some will dispute. In his essay for the symposium Gilbert poses some in
teresting questions about what he calls the "grammatical dismantlei e::t" of th« standard language
that has come about in Texas and suggests at least four research topics that night bear fruit in
the areas of teacher training, teaching aids and materials, and lobbying before legislatures
and agencies, all with regard to the revival of interest in German instruction where there are
still speakers of the language in Texas. Should Gilbert's optimism be justified, such projects
might best start in the Hill Country, whose German customs Gilbert J. Jordan explores in his
essay, which is adapted fro:i his own book, Yesterday in the Texa3 Hill Country (Texas A&M Uni
versity Press, 1979/.

Every library of consequence and every individual who collects Texana will want to purchase
German Culture in Texas. The book is to be thought of as essential reading by all who are
likely to read this Newsletter. Investing in it is money well spent.

The Society for German-American Studies will hold its
annual symposium on the campus of Fort Hays State
University in Hays, Kansas on April 16 and 17, 1982.
All inquiries and proposals for papers should be
directed to Professor Helmut J. Schmeller, Department,
of History, Port Hays State University, Hays, Kansas,
67601. The deadline for the submission of papers is
December 1, 1981.
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DEUTSCHES ERSTES LESEBUCH, Gilbert J. Jordan •W-

During the latter part of the 19th century and the early part of the 20th,
German was taught in the public schools in many German-American cities and
settlements. Some schools had highly developed bilingual programs, as for ex
ample Cincinnati and Milwaukee. Also in Texas similar programs were establish
ed throughout the German Belt.

For these German classes several interesting old text books were published
at this time, such as the Welck and Grebner series: Die deutsche, Flbel and
Deutsches Erstes, Zweltes. Dritteg Lesebuoh (Amer. Book Co., 1886), Fiok's
Hin"und Her (Also Amer. Book Co., 1913)i and the Paul V. Bacon books: Tm
Vaterland and Vorwarts (Both by Allyn and Bacon, 1910 ff.). These charming old
books are for the most part electic readers, combined with grammar lessons and
composition and translation exercises. For the purpose of the present paper,
the Deutsches Erstes Lesebuch was selected to be discussed here.

ECLMCT1C GERMAN PIKST x:iADt a

Peuffdies

ftrftea fefebud)

£&ur ammftantfdle Sdmfen.

ID. £). IDdcf Uno £. (Srelnier.

fttra 2)orf •:• Cincinnati •:• Chicago
Wmcrican ©oof (Sompang.

poems, which appear in Roman type

This little first reader has
112 pages and it contains 32
poems, 10 with illustrations,
e. g. "Haschen sa0 lm grunen
Gras," (Rabbit sat in the green,
green^grass), "Frisch ans V/erk
und saume nlcht," (Quick to work
and don't delay), even a few
literary gems, e. g. Goethe's
"Gefunden," (Found). Below will
be given one of these poems:
"Mein Mutterlein" (My Mother,
dear.)

The fifty-three short prose
sketches take up most of the
space. The titles show a
typical 19th oentury flavor:
"Kindesliebe" (A Child's Love),
"Die Schule" (School), "Kind und
Schmetterling" (Child and Butter
fly), . "Reinlichkeit"(Clean
liness), and "Die guten Kinder"
(The Good Children). The last
three stories will appear below.

In addition to these prose
selections and the above-mention
ed poems, there are four hand
written letters In German script,
16 illustrations, some riddles,
and proverbs. Sore- of the
stories have poems Interspersed
In the prose.

The text, beginning with the
first page, is in German type,
except one prose sketch and six

In the back of the book are 18 pages of Sprachubung (Grammar explanations
and exercises) and 10 pages of English to German translations. The grammar
topics include: nouns, gender, articles, plurals, pronouns, adjectives, and
verbs. All the explanations are in German, with an occasional English word.
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gjlfin 9R!itfrr(ein.

STOein sDiiitterlcin, roic lieb id) bicf)
9?oit gaitjem .vScrjcn inniglidi!
Unb ift mein $er£ and) nod) fo flcin,
£o nabju idi bid) bod) ganj fjineiu,

D aKuttcrlein!

2Bic id) io ftcin je^t oor bir ftefj'
lino btr in bcine 2lugcn feb',
2)a bcnfe id): 23arft bit nid)t mcin,
80 tbnnte id) aud) nid)t mefjr fcin ;

SDtein SRfitterbht!

;}nniglid), fondly; nafjm, took.

2)tr flutcit ftinbcr.

T)rci Heine ©efdjrciftcr [tanbcn bcifammcn unb
rcbctcn oon SPatcr unb Gutter. I^ebcS crjcibite, rote
gut bie (Sltcrn fcien, unb lueldjc ©cfdjcnfe c3 jum
©cburtStage befommen Ijabc. SDann fprad)en fte
00m fttnbe bc3 SRadjbavd, bcm bic SDhittcr geftorbcn
roar. 2)o fagte ba<3 ©djroefterlein : „llnferc Gutter
barf nid)t ftcrben !"

2>ie .tfinbcr gingen oalb in ba$ £auS unb
fdjmiegtcu fid) an SBatet unb Gutter; unb [ie roaren
nirgenbs fo gem iuie bci ben ©Item.

SBeifammen, together; rebcten, talked; erjafjlte, told;
fdnniegtcn fid), nestled; nirgenbS, nowhere; roaren gcrnc,
liked it.

ftinb unb Sdjmrtlcrlinfl.

flinb: ©djmettcrimg, flcincS Sing, fage roouon
bu tebft, bap bu nur ftets in ben Suften fdjroebft?

<5d)in.: SBtumenbuft, Sonncufcbcin, ba$ ift bte
Wafjrung mein'

2)a3 ftinbtein, ba§ rootft' ifjn faugcu, ba bat er
mit bittern unb iflangen: ffSicbe$ .CEinblcin, t&u' es
nid)t, lafj mid) fpielcu im Sonncntidjt; cb/ ocrgeljt
ba3 Slbenbrot, lieg' id; bod) fdjon fait unb tot."

Sdjroebft, hovers; Sittern, trembling; iiangen. fear; H)'-
before; cergeljt, passes away.

~V5-

MiiUQttlt.

#/<PauI, fteb* auf," rief bic Gutter, „e$ ift 3eit!"
©ogtcid) ftanb ^aut auf unb roufd) unb fdmmtc
fid). &\\t fd)lug c$ ficben llfjr. „Gi," fagte er,
„ba fann id) ja mcinc $adc unb SKufce nod) biirften
unb mcinc ©ticfcl pufcen." Wad) bem tyrubjturf
nat)m $aut nod) cinmat fcin $8ud) jur £anb. Urn
l)alb ncun madjtc er fid) auf nad) bcr <2d)iile.

§urra ! roie gefjt e<3 auf bcr (Strafje burd) 2)id
unb SDunn! ^aut tauft unb Ijupft unb fpringt
aud), roic bie anbercn Shtabcn; abcr cr rocidjt bcm
tfote auS. ©einen Sian^en legt cr nic auf ben
SBoben, urn mit ©teinen ju rocrfen, ober urn fid) ju
fdjlagcn. ©arum fommt er aud) fauber unb nett
in bie <5d)ulc. 2Iud) fcine §cftc unb 93ud)cr ftnb
rein. SDer Seljrcr ift mit ibm jufricben.
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King William resident
preserves old customs

-Ulc-

The North San AntonioTimes—Thursday, December 18,1980—11

By Mary M. Fisher

She just turned 30 but she's
" eady an old-timer.

'I'm the last remnant of the old
settlers in King William."

says pert, dark haired Maria
Watson, who lives at 315 Adams St.
in the KingWilliamhistoricdistrict,
not far from the home at 213
Washington St. where she grew up.

Not to worry. She has no intention
of abandoning the environs her
German immigrant maternal great
grandfather Carl Groos settled in
exactly 100 years ago at a homeon
335 King William St.
.' And she has every intention of
'continuing the old-time family
Christmas customs.

"We always have a big cedar
tree," says Maria, who pronounces
her first name with a long "I." "The
ceilings at the Washington Street
home are 13 feet so we can't go much
taller than that," she says, a twinkle
"in her darkly-browed blue-green
eyes.

Ornaments used at the
Washington Street homeof Maria's
father, William Watson, and his
wife, Conoly Cullum Watson
(Maria's mother diedsix years ago)
range from century-old German,
blown glass ornaments to simple
paper ones made by the family
during World War I to the"old kind
that hold the candles.

"We don't use candles," says

Maria. "It's too risky. We still have
the gas lights and we'll turn on the
gas chandeliers. And well decorate
the home with cedar garlands."

The elder Watsons will observe
Christmas night with Maria and
Conoly's son, jazz trumpeter Jimmy
Cullum, his wife Blanquita and small
daughter.

A number of Groos family dishes
handed down from generation to
generation and taught to Maria by
her mother will be on hand,
including several varieties of
German cookies and Herring Salad.

Arms crossed, Maria reminisces:
"I remember Mother would make
Christmas cookies starting about
this time and put them away in
stoneware crocks and let them age a
few weeks.

"Herring Salad is a tradition that
goes back to the old home at 335
King William. The various relatives
would get together about a week
before and chop the herring. Mother
always said, 'They set it out on the
back porch to rot for a few days,'"
says Maria, referring to the aging
process.

"Last year was the first year I
hadn't done ' it," she continues,
"because I was too busy. This year
I'm going to make it and distribute
it to the family. I'm going to ask
Aunt Hallie Groos if she's up to it-
she just turned 90.

"We'd always eat roast the night
before," recalls Maria. "My mother
would cook it the next day, as all the

German aunts couldn't stand rare
meat in the salad."

Maria also plans this Christmas to
bake Molasses Cookies ("They were
a mainstay. If you made nothing else
you make molasses cookies"),
Pfaffenbrod, a very rich sweet bread
and two other family favorites not of
German origin: Mrs. Rote's Cookies
and Picadillo.

Gluwein, a spiced hot wine drink,
is the specialty of the Jockusch
branch of the Groos family,
according to Maria. Two other old
family cookie recipes she shares are
Springerle and Speculazi.

San Antonio-born, Maria attended
St. Anthony's School, graduated
from Incarnate Word High School,
did undergraduate work at Sophie
Newcomb College and completed a
degree in political science at The
University of Texas at Austin.

Returning to San Antonio in 1971.
she began work as a research
assistant on the San Antonio
Historical Survey for an
architectural firm, a job that lasted
almost two years.

"I was doing an inventory of
buildings that were significant in
the city's history," says Maria who
cites four "orphans" as her
favorites: the Sullivan Carriage
House, the old Alamo National Bank
Building, the Texas Theater and the
Embassy Bar on the south side of
Military Plaza, her "all-tin^e
favorite."

After completing the survey.

Herring Salad (Herlags Salat)
15 to 20 milcher herring
2 to 3 (3 ox.) jars capers
114 to 2 (2 lb.) jars beets
1V4 to 2 (1 qt) jars sour pickles
About 1 dozen hardboOedeggs
About 1 dozen winesap apples
About a 5 ib. rump roast
Red wine
Vinegar
1 small bottle olive oil
Potato and onion (optional)

Skin and bone herring and cut into
small pieces. Reserve, milch. Chop
beets, apples (peeled), pickles and
eggs into small pieces. Cook roast to
well done and cool. Cut into small
pieces. Combine all the above and
add capers. Cream herring milch
through a sieve with red wine andLa
little vinegar. Pour this mixture and
olive oil over the salad and mix well
Refrigerate for several days before
serving. Add chopped, cooked
potato and raw onion before serving,
if desired.

Maria joined the Witte Museum
staffas membership secretary fora
year and a half, then spent five years
as assistant librarian at the
Daughters oftheRepublic ofTexas
library at the Alamo, a jobshe quit
last summer.

This fall, ahe began work on a
master's degree in urbanstudies at
Trinity University, being the first
recipient of VIA's McEnery
scholarship. "I'll serve my
internship with VIA." says Maria.

"I'm sure I'll do something with
historical preservation when I m
through school." she says, referring
to her interest in that area which
began through hermother. #
"She used to give speecnes on

growing up in King William," says
Maria. "I wasn't thrilled when I was
little but at some point I overcame
that and found it was very special."

A board member of the San
Antonio Conservation Society for
the past five years, Maria has served
as president of the San Antonio
Historical Commission, board
member of the Junior League of San
Antonio and now sits on the boards
of the Friends of the Parks and the
King William Association.

The future?
"Staying in the King William for a

while longer.
"I'll eventually live in 213

Washington Street," she says,
adding dryly: "I'll have to hand-pick
a husband like my mother did who
won't mind living in an old house."
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VkA
If

PjU, Uj&w>&Ja+<U>1 AisruL A&&/L AlAim, JU^tdp

AoiJi^ot OA&^tbTU fio* &Svyi Xft'Alfa JtwtMs, tyvuHXMAi,^ li&fcj*

cuu4 ^uCf&VL-tf, ^Jeisbotrf, Ae^vcuUe^u ortuJh wudfa /Q^A&n. &£yt&yL ctictke/fr
Jbjd!ctlywfa£ Jtfrfnw Ida* dbvi wwiAiAjwM&ta^ Qh&butwi M<fa A*&h
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cttAjpA*1' Mwd£i> (hiLicLi*t> dM AWL* di^L tiMyitsti/j!u<wiy&ut /mh*xw, faHi-
A/rtuL /yuvt cjud jLhXaJlfoyv* JUce, TvU^/how Ad $Amawic& iot/yuHJt aau
A&JL&rH, AsAstUM^udPilt&bi'i fywtcwut VtAaMc/yv. B<X'/y\<(>uJi <nt&*t Ajhuc •*
syvbn, mJ&l JUjl <Us«JiMijb<<<syi4 Mid ^J->iJuL> U)w sn^Ou da^ J4m/u£i<i 4*1$;
MHXA JU^LL dfr&U>Lf ivdiJtM ^d-AHskA 4A^tAu£Myl tyU*UfAl*LJM* OydJj^

Owl u£ia^yyi.ti^K^yL aXuJL dsit VM&al£>yiA44t.vo^Ji^ && -f^h^t,
^j^ii/uLfcu&n, sheetch-xJajl i&^^'^^^d^^^p^ aM JLu aM&« *UU~

'A'UsddsWiAjtsyt'/ VJMMtJLjliXi- ^ d. .isy, A^uid 60m, QUA, ^OuG£^/H^tytMyi^'^^

a^ZOit, M£ cLus lafasGuAz, deify .nyux^yv i^v fa&dw&iin, wyvd audits

UMtvu a^JL/JAytcJd:, 'U/yui die. ctuttd-c&l ^joJicuJu sti£ cI&cJLa& dUtf-

U^k AtxAt sj-U£ $tXihw (Wmum, /And wkM, adk/L ^iw /u&Asok J^Jl
'yvLdd/iytA/UMAn'' $/tA /via,<u^c *yy^3£^s^ ~fcias<cuyv

M>ru, BM&dUut :VUk/l SwHAttUn- lUm, usytf/ (>£aAJU<ft^M£aw yd/
4t<^^J^ai^v> }}1<wlskatU.usruoj&5$4,tsti, dJ&aiKsOtfsfatoW/<Jt£,da^yt^

tt^Wytty^t' M<vid Uvuo cLU, %iA*£id^usyi6% 0U1, A}^^ycJu^ul4^n^t*i/

\)xdiA-a4t onvcw'LesK BxaucA d>t- ditaOtc^i %Ci^yruti la^u^L (bU4.<u,*

&J!u4yuisf cdUx-A* <xtto /yptuA tuuJi, /ntuJL owusyUA. d'OApuici^ JLcW/ Jcnd,
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GERMAN TEXANS' GENEALOGY SECTION

Theresa Gold, Genealogy Editor
106 Ranchland, San Antonio TX 78213

One of the genealogical publications recently questioned if interest in genealogy
is on the decline since "Roots" and the Bicentennial are long gone. Judging from
the letters reaching this editor,.the answer would have to be a resounding "NOJ"—
at least among the segment of the populace identified as German Texans.

We had a successful program at our last GTHS meeting in September in San Antonio.
The panel of knowledgeable speakers brought us information on what records are
available and how to obtain them to assist in our family research. Speaking on
public records were Bob Green and Guadalupe Gonzales from the Bexar County Clerk's
office and Michael Dabrisus from the State Archives in Austin. Filling us in on
Catholic, Methodist, and Lutheran church records were Msgr. Charles Grahmann, Vicar
General of the San Antonio Archdiocese; Lois Boles, archivist of Travis Park United
Methodist Church; and Del Rose Cearley, business manager of St. John's Evangelical
Lutheran Church. Our own GTHS special consultant Robert Robinson-Zwahr gave tips
on writing to Germany for records. Shirley Scheiss, head librarian at San Antonids
Latter Day Saints library, gave an introduction to the use of Mormon records in re
search. Each of these speakers could have devoted an entire session, or a whole
day, to each topic, so we appreciate their coming to stimulate our members to seek
out ancestors' records. We heartily thank all of the speakers!

Special note; Bob Robinson has offered the remaining handouts from his presentation
to those not able to attend the meeting. This is a one-page annotated bibliography
of publications that would aid those corresponding with agencies in Germany. Please
send a SASE (Self-Addressed-Stamped-Envelope), not to Bob, but to your Genealogy
Editor, address above, for a copy.

As we ever look forward, plans are being made for the next GTHS meeting, September
12 and 13» at Winedale. Since we feel we may have many attending a GTHS meeting
for the first time, it has been suggested that the genealogy segment of the program
deal with "the basics" of family research. Your ideas and suggestions are appreci
ated. Write to your Genealogy Editor, but early enough to allow for proper plans.

****************************************************************

BOOKS DONATED TO GTHS

The GTHS maintains a library collection housed in the library at Southwest Texas
State University. Two authors have donated three books to the collection that
bear special mention as they pertain to genealogy of German Texans.

Author Juanita Daniel Zachry has donated two of her books to our GTHS collection.
The first, History of Rural Taylor County, is a large (9" x 12") hardback book of
268 pages, including a full-name index." Although Abilene is the seat of Taylor
County, this work concentrates, as the name implies, on the rural areas of the
county rather than on Abilene itself. Created in I858 and organized twenty years
later, Taylor County was seen as a Utopia of abundant grasses, plentiful wildlife,
fish-filled streams, and fertile productive soils. As the land was surveyed and
settlers came, the county seat was located at Buffalo Gap. But not without con-
troversey. Which was the true site of Buffalo Gap? The advent of the railroad to
Abilene brought also a petition for an election to move the county seat there. This
book includes chapters on the early day ranchers, cattle trails and trail drivers,
buffalo and Indians, agriculture, and the days up to the Great Depression. A
second section tells of some fifty communities within the county in more or less de
tail. The third section, nearly half of the book, consists of stories of 4l fami
lies of the county, chosen for their prominence and the diversity of their locale.
Although most were not, some families were of German heritage. In this section, as
throughout the entire book, are clear, well-chosen black and white photographs.
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Nearly every section is documented with published materials and names of those in
terviewed. Maps, vintage photos, and direct quotations add to the value of this
work. It is a must for the bookshelf of anyone with family connections into Taylor
County. Order from the publisher, Eakin publications, Box 178, Burnet TX 78611.
Pricet $25.00, plus $1.25 tax (Tex. residents), plus $1.25 postage.

Mrs. Zachry has also donated her book This Man David, a Southern planter, the bio
graphy of David Rumph, born in South .Carolina or German-Swiss extraction. As a
young man, he went to Georgia where he aquired land and became a well-to-do mer
chant and plantation owner. Because of the Civil War and its aftermath, he lost
nearly everything. In I869, the family, David and wife Mary, and the youngest four
of their nine children, departed for Texas by wagon, a two-month trip. The family
stopped in Hunt County, Texas, then went to Fannin County, to Red River, and to
Grayson County, seeking suitable land for agriculture. In I876, at age 70, David
moved his family to the Jim Ned community in Taylor County. Within a year, he was
dead of pneumonia. Of his five sons, three became pioneer physicians in Taylor
County; nine grandsons followed in their footsteps—a total of twenty descendants
have followed the medical profession in various parts of Texas. The first part of
this 242-page book consists of the story of David Rumph and his family, narrated in
a readable style, with details enhancing the dramatic value. Yet it is fully
documented from records, letters, and informants. The next section lists the des
cendants of the family, including dates, occupations, education, religion, member
ships, cause of death, and so on, as one would extract the information furnished on
Family Group Sheets. Family photographs are consolidated in one section toward the
back, along with reprints of documents and maps, followed by the indexes and bib
liography. Even though one may not have a direct interest in this particular family,
the book is recommended to our members interested in writing their own family his
tories as an example of family history come alive in the telling. This shows that
the "stories" need not be dry and scholarly while holding to the necessity of docu
mentation. It also answers the question of how to get the information from the many
individual sheets into print in an organized manner. Although the book was pub
lished by Quality Printing Co., it must be ordered directly from the author at
502 E.N. loth, Abilene TX 769OI. Costi $10.00, includes tax and postage.

GTHS member Arliss Treybig has donated a copy of her book German Roots—Texas
Growth (Love that title!), the statistical history of the descendants or William
Henry Treybig and Lena Marx, which includes references to the Heine, Knebel, Marx,
and Treybig families in Texas. Whereas Mrs. Zachry's This Man David is an excellent
example of a professionally published hardback book, Miss Treybig's is an equally
excellent example of the do-it-yourself type of book many of our members are anx
ious to publish themselves. This is a 77-page book, mimeographed on one side of
the page, on 8£" x 11" paper, softbound. A high school teacher, Miss Treybig not
only did the research and writing, she mimeographed and collated the book herself,
with only professional aid in the binding process. Her book begins with the back
ground of the German immigrant movement to Texas and goes into the ancestral his
tory of the Treybig family, with family tree charts. Nicholas and Mary (Plonne)
Treybig were among the passengers of the ill-fated Nahant shipwrecked off the coast
of England in 1845 enroute to Texas. Two months later, the passengers were boarded
on the Timoleon and arrived at Galveston in 1846. Although owners of a Fisher-
Miller Grant, the family settled first at either Skull creek or Spring Branch. By
1850, they were in Austin County. In searching early records, Miss Treybig encoun
tered many discrepencies, and she deals with these reasonably. A chapter on Nichol
as's son Bernhard brings in information on his wife's family, the Heines. Bernhard
and Elise (Heine) were the parents of William Henry Treybig. Another section de
tails the history, ancestors, and family tree of William Henry's wife Lena Marx,
with several generations into Germany, including her mother's family, the Knebels.
A brief history of W. H. and Lena Treybig and family brings us to a listing of the
descendants of the family, in strict outline form, followed by the "statistical
history" of the descendants. This gives more detailed information on each person,
the date and place of birth and marriage, education, occupation, religion, town of
residence, and so on, the kind of information that would be extracted from family
group sheets. Interspersed are stories of the old days, business beginnings, and
honors ranging from rodeo queens to fourth-grade awards, the details that enhance
any family record. Grouped toward the back of the book are maps and selected family
portraits1 as these pages were Xeroxed rather than mimeographed. The full-name in-
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dex includes not only the family names but also a brief index of all others men-"^"
tioned in the book. The first printing included only enough copies for family mem
bers and some libraries, but Miss Treybig will reprint if there is sufficient in
terest. Inquire as to availability at 122 W. Norris, El Campo TX 77^37.

******************************************

OTHER PUBLICATIONS OF INTEREST. . .

. .-.SOME GENEALOGY, SOME NOT

The second printing of Fayette County; Past and Present is now available, origin
ally published in 1976, this is a collection or biographical and historical papers
by the students of La Grange High School and edited by GTHS member Marjorie Wil
liams. Order from Mrs. Williams at 3^1 N. Monroe, La Grange TX 78945. Price; $1500
plus .75 tax (Tex. residents), plus .92 postage; total, $16.67.

***

Not included on Bob Robinson's annotated bibliography of books recommended as guide
lines for research in Germany is Larry D. Jensen's A Genealogical Handbook of Ger
man Research. This is a guide for using L.D.S. sources to locate the place or an
ancestor's origin in the old country and for finding record depositories in Germany.
It also contains guides to common symbols and words used in German documents, helps
in reading German script, letters in German for use in writing for records, and
addresses of agencies that may be helpful. Order from Everton Publishers, Inc.,
Box 368, Logan UT 84321. price; $11.50.

***

We have located a source to purchase back copies of the New-Braunfelser Zeitung
Jahrbuch. Write to; Frederick S. White, Books, Box 3698, Bryan TX 77001. Although
he had quite a supply, one of our members has already discovered them and diminished
the supply, so now available are books for 1912, 1930, 1932, 1939t and 1940. They
are $7.50 each. Mr. White published an annual list of available books that will
interest our German Texans. He deals exclusively in Texana, primarily non-fiction,
much history, particularly hard-to-find county and church histories. Many of the
books he carries are out-of-print or privately printed and unavailable elsewhere.
In his words, he seeks "the uncommon and unknown." If interested, write for a book
list (free), or inquire about the Jahrbuchs. He will also look for specific titles
to fit your needs.

***

Robert J. Koenig, 420 Sunrise Ave., Giddings TX 789^2 has written and published
Except the Corn Die, a historical novel of the German Lutherans who immigrated from
Saxony to Wittenberg, Missouri, in I838 to search for religious freedom. Their
struggles to practice their religion in the old country and to cope with the reali
zation that their religious and temporal leader was actually a man of questionable
character makes for quite a story. German settlers of Lee county, Texas, came from
the same general vicinity as these perry County, Missouri, settlers, and there is a
remarkable similarity of family names in the two areas. This novel is required
reading for classes in the history of Lutheranism in America at the Concordia Theo
logical Seminary in Fort Wayne, Indiana. Mr. Koenig*s manuscript had been declined
by nine publishers, so he published it himself, with the pages reproduced from his
own typing. It is softcover, 6" x 9"i ^7^ pages. Order from the author for $4.75,
plus .96 for postage.

***

Those who know of the Westphalia ladies' reputation for fine cooking will be
pleased to know also that they have published a cookbook! You will find, not the
old pioneer recipes, but recipes for everyday—and fancy—cooking, especially the
main dishes and the cakes and cookies. How about some of the "other» recipes—for
400 servings of chili, 25 pounds of slaw, and 300 servings of potato salad! The
ladies' group, with GTHS member Doris Voltin as president, has already sold over
4,000 copies, with the proceeds going toward refurbishing the pews in their 84-
year-old church. Order from Geraldine Hoelscher, Rt 4, Box 116, Temple TX 76501.
Price; $5.00, plus ,75 postage.

******************************************

FOR YOUR USE; Robert Robinson-Zwahr and Christine Knox Wood have prepared a set of
blank forms for use in extracting data from microfilmed church records. You may
copy these in any quanity. Bob is our GTS special consultant, and Christine is
co-editor of Stirpes, The Texas State Genealogical Quarterly. See next 4 pages.
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BIRTHS / CHRISTENINGS
SURNAME

microf11m #_

roll title
parish / congregation

page # date read

year of record number of christening'

surname given name(s) legitimate yes/no/not given

day month time of day a.m. / p.m.

birth date christening date

minister / priest
PARENTS:

Father

•

BIRTHPLACE OCCUPATION (in german)

Birth date

son of

occupation (english translation}

Mother:

birth placeBirth date

daughter of:

SPONSORS 1.

Res. & occupation^

2.

Res. & occupation_

3.

Res. & occupation^

4.

Res. & occupation^

5-

Res. & occupation^

6.

Res. & occupation
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CONFIRMATION

microfi1m #

Roll title

Date read

year of record

number of record page # of record

number given this individual

surname given name(s)

son/daughter of:_

priest/minister __

date: (pfingstag)

Note others

in class:

-£?-

Surname

parish/congregat ion

age
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MARRIAGE

Surname

Surname

parish/congregat ion

microfilm #

roll title

date read

year of record

Number of record page # of record
Published dates of banns -where published

TIME OF MARRIAGE

GROOM:

surname

day

birth date (or age)

Occupation (german)

Son of:

BRIDE

surname

birth date (or age)

Daughter of

Minister/priest_

Witnesses 1.

May gute.
namtf
occupation, 3<
age and
tiQAldcnct-
on even a *»-
KQjbxtLonhhip
to buidt ok
Qtioom* 5

month

given nameTST

given name1ST

time of day
a.m./p.m.

(legitimate )_
yes/no/not stated

birthplace

Occupation (english)

(Virgin )

birthplace

Legitimate (yes/no/not
stated)
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DEATHS

microfilm #

roll title

date read

page of record

surname

occupation (in german)

occupation (in english)

widow/ widower

son/ daughter of

son/ daughter of

# of record

given name(s)

-Sf-

SURNAME

parish/ congregation

year of record

Age
birthplace years, months, days

date of death

date of burial

Funeral held by

Cause of death (in german)__

Cause of death (in english)

Time

a.m./ p.m.

Cnecfe ent/UeA bz^o^z and afiteA to -aee ii tku> individual ditd in an epidemic.

NOTES:

fon. coordination with, othcn. nccondA'.

I have birth/ christening record

have marriage record
yes no

yes no

I have confirmation record

yes no

not available

not avallable

not available
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KY EARLIEST TEXAS ANCESTOR

Submitted by Mrs. Raymond Harrison Bostick, 6914 Scotsdale Drive, San Antonio, Tx.78209.

My earliest ancestor to come to Navarro County, Texas was my great grandfather, Louis
Jacob Staaden, He was born in Germany, Jan, 9, 1817, On one of his census reports, he gave
Prussia as his birthplace. Enrolled in a German military school, he found the harsh and re
stricted life of the German student intolerable to one who loved freedom. At the age of
nineteen, he left school and home and came to America where he joined his brother, Nicholas in
Chicago.

Louis, Jr.'s. father was a wealthy banker of Frankfort. Details of his birth and marriage
are unavailable. Among his sons were John, Henry, Nicholas and Louis, Jr.

A rather unusual story explains the loss of the family patrimony. Sons John and Henry were
apparently wild and unscrupulous young men. While in the field with their father, they recovered,
unknown to him, a key which had dropped from his pocket—the key to his bank vault. Using the
key, they looted him of the bank's possessions and , gambling, incurred other huge debts. Louis
Senior and his wife, indulgent parents, refused to believe stories of their sons extravagancies.
They awakened, finally, to find their fortune almost gone. The rest vanished because of the
elder Staaden's resolve to make good the banking loss and to pay his son's other obligations.

The fortune might have been restored from that held by the sister of Louis Senior* She,
too, was a person of some wealth. She made a large loan to a small European country. The money
was returned in currency. Louis's sister refused currency, wanting repayment in gold and silver.
The currency was returned to the owing country, but before the exchange could be made, the lady
died. She left no proof of ownership nor of debt. Her heirs could, therefore, collect no
money from the indebted country, and the payment lapsed.

Another son of Louis Staaden, Sr,, Nicholas, had emigrated to America. He eventually en
gaged in the retail and wholesale liquor business in Chicago. The famous Chicago fire destroyed
his premises and stock, but he was heavily insured and collected handsomely from his loss. Re
entering the business, he soon suffered from another fire. The second loss from fire aroused
the suspicion of the authorities, and Nicholas became involved in difficulties. He died of a
heart attack before collecting his insurance.

The years after Louis Jr. came to America are obscure. It is known he came to Texas some
time after his sojourn in Chicago. His first wife died in a yellow fever epidemic in Houston.
Eventually he located at Spring Hill in Navarro Co., Texas.

Louis' character and standing were such that he was able to apply for and receive his
naturalization papers as a citizen of the United States. His citizenship was granted July 27,
1867, The naturalization papers supply documentary evidence that he had at that time resided
in the State of Texas twenty-three years, or since 1844. His civil service to the Republic
of Texas was the basis of his granddaughter, Mrs. Guy Hamilton Bond (Irene Odell) of Groesbeck;
his great granddaughter, Mrs. James Neal Gallemore (Doris Bond) of Houston; Mrs. A. A. Cosby, Jr.
(Mona Bond) of Falfurriasj and Mrs. Raymond Harrison Bostick (Betty Jane Bond) of San Antonio
applications for and approval of membership in the Daughters of the Republic of Texas. At the
time (1952) the Bonds became members of the DRT, his daughter, Mrs. William Louis Odell
(Christina Staaden Odell) was the only real living daughter of the Sterling Robertson Chapter in
Waco.

Louis Staaden, Jr., was an extensive landowner and cultivator, farming acreage in the
vicinity of Spring Hill. So abundant were his holdings that at the time of his death each of his
children received a farm as their inheritance. One of the most valuable holdings from the stand
point of location was on the only road from Corsicana to Waco in the days following the organ
ization of the Republic of Texas. His primary source of revenue, however, was the smithy which
he owned and operated at Spring Hill. Staaden emphasised this occupation during the Civil War.
Part of his war duties consisted of guarding prisoners during periods of transferral. This
strong Lutheran German Blacksmith must have presented quite a contrast to the well-attired
Northern prisoners, dressed as he often was in cold weather in a blanket, part of which was
sewed into a hood over his head, A man of great physical strength and endurance, he was ideally
suited for the smith's occupation. Attesting to his strength is the episode of his carrying,
whether as a wager or as a jest is not revealed, a heavy anvil from Spring Hill to Frost, a
distance of twenty miles.

Long after the death of his first wife, Staaden on Nov. 10, 1848 married again. His second
wife was Christina Hagle. From this union descended the following children: Francis,
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Louesa Anna, Catherine Elizabeth, Margaret, Louis Lee, Christina and Wilhelraina. Christina
Staaden married William Louis Odell January 15, 1885, and is my grandmother.

The death of Louis, at seventy-one, was the result of an unusual accident. While watering
a team of mules, they became frightened and ran away, pulling against each other. Louis was
enmeshed in the reins and harness and was thrown heavily against a tree. Calling on his great
strength, he maddhis way to his home, but internal injuries received were too great at his ad
vanced age, and he died July 26, 1888.

Louis Staaden, Jr., is buried in Spring Hill cemetery. His epitaph, inscribed in German
reads: "Ein aufapferader gatte und vater guten Christ and treurer breund und seddess
vaterlandee." Literally translated, the inscription readst "He was a good father and truly
served Christ and his countrymen."

Mrs. Bostick has also submitted two brief stories of two other German Texan
ancestors, Joseph and Frank Hagle. Members wishing to submit a story of any
length are reminded to check the manuscript specifications printed at the front
of this issue, and to submit them ready to print, as Mrs. Bostick has done.

JOSEPH HAGLE

Joseph Hagle, age 10, and Frank Hagle, age 5, came to America in 1839 accompanied by their
sister, Christina, ca 16 yrs, old. Little is known of their early years.

We do knew Joseph, born 8 Sept. 1829 in Dresden, Germany aided the Confederacy from 1861-
lb64. The Nat'l. Archives sent me sixteen Company Muster Rolls of years 1861-1864, On May 26,
1865 his name appears as a signature to an Oath of Allegiance in Chattanooga, Tenn. The Archives
also sent me a Hospital Muster Roll (Montgomery White Sulphur Springs, Va.) stating he enlisted
July 17, 1861 at Harrisburg, Texas. This Muster Roll was dated Sept. 30, 1864,

He is listed as a member of the Navarro Rifles as of Aug. 8, 1861. A list of the members
appeared inNavarro County History by the Navarro Co. Historical Society, 1975.

Buel Lee Hagle of Dawson, Texas, great grandson of Joseph Hagle, submitted Hagle family
history to be printed in the Navarro County History, Vol. II, published by the Navarro Couty
Historical Society, Pioneer Village, 912 W* Park Ave., Corsicana, Tex. The book was published
in 197b.

He reported that during the Civil War, Joseph Hagle was wounded in Penn. He also reported
that when the war was over, his great grandfather walked most of the way back to Texas.

Buel has a lovely large picture of Joseph Hagle in his Civil War uniform hanging above the
fireplace in the family room at his home in Dawson, Texas. Buel and his wife, Barbara, built
a home and moved back to Dawson in 1976, Their home is on the land settled and worked by his
great grandfather, Joseph Hagle from Germany,

After the Civil War, Joseph married and continued to live at Brushie Prairie. His five
children are Joseph Jr., Elmer, Harve, Johnny and dau. Annie.

He died 29 Aug. 1914 and is buried in the Brushy Prairie Cemetery, Navarro Co., Tex.

FRANK HAGLE

Frank B. Hagle was born 1834 in Dresden, Germany. In 1839 he came to America.Little is
known of his early years, Sometime after 1851, he was living in Navarro County,

He was one of the men instrumental in naming Dresden, Texas after Dresden, Germany, When
the town fathers gathered to name the proposed post office, Frank Hagle and Dr. W. S, Robinson,
who came to Navarro County from Loudon Co,, Tenn., were present. Recognizing Dresden, Germany
as the world's medical Center of that time, they swung the vote to name the post office Dresden.

Frank served in the Confederate Army. His Nat'l Archives service states he was a private
in Capt. B. F. Carroll Reserve Co., Beat No, 6, Navarro Cty, 19th Brig., TM, August 1861,
Navarro, Ellis, Freestone and Limestone counties composed the 19th Brig.

He had two children by his first wife before she died. His second wife died shortly after
their marriage and they had no children. His third marriage was to Sarah Ann Shillings on 26
March 1874 in Navarro Co. Mack (H.M.) Hagle, age 94, is his last and only surviving child.
At this writing (Aug. 1980), Mack is living in a nursing home in Corsicana.

Frank Hagle died 4 Feb. 1914 (age 80} and is buried in the Dresden Cemetery, Navarro Co.
The inscription on his tombstone reads,"Remember friends as you pass by as you are now so once
was I as I am now, so you must be. Prepare for death and follow me."
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NEWS NOTES -&

Marilyn Collins, 500 River Road, Seguin TX 78155 has the complete index to all
issues of the Germanic Genealogist, published by the Augustan Society. She is
willing to search any surname in this index, if you send her a SASE. Marilyn also
notes that most of the families in the publication are located in other parts of
the country, with very few in Texas, and suggests that our German Texans submit
information on their families for publication.

***

Your Genealogy Editor has some news of her own. The Hoelscher Family of Texas,
compiled by GTHS members Theresa Gros Gold and Donald t* Hoelscher, received an
"honorable mention" in the Texas State Genealogical society's annual book awards
contest, family history division. The book also received an "honorable mention"
certificate in the nationwide family book contest sponsored by the Heart of America
Genealogy Society headquartered in St. Louis, Missouri. Copies are available from
Theresa Gold, for $11.00, postpaid.

***

Doris Voltin of Westphalia, Texas, has shared with your Genealogy Editor her typed
transcript of the first 130 marriages performed at Westphalia, at the Church of the
Visitation. The dates are from 1884 to January, 1909» and the records include the
names of the bride, groom, witnesses, and priest, in addition to the dates. Anyone
wanting a copy of the ten pages, please send $1.00 and a SASE (280) to your Genea
logy Editor.

***********************************************************************************

FROM OUR MEMBERS

The following section was compiled by your Genealogy Editor from letters received
from our members. If you have an interest in any of the families names, write
directly to the member. To have your story or query appear in a future issue, write
to your Genealogy Editor, Theresa Gold, 106 Ranchland, san Antonio TX 78213. Items
are published at no charge to our members. For non-members, there is a $3*00
query fee.

***

Dianne Pfeilt Rt 1, Box 5^> Shiner TX 77984 wants to correspond with anyone descen-
ded from the following families: Friederich Pfeil and Hermine Karstedt and their
children Fritz, Louisa Dorothea, Hermine, Carl, and Freida. Friederich*s second
wife was Wilhelmine Karstedt, and their children were Anna, Otto Henry, Herman W«,
Mary, Adolph C, Augusta, and Selma. This Pfeil family immigrated to America in
December, 1879, from Rabshaggen, Brandenburg. She is also researching the Hermann
Woehler and Frederica Krause family and their children Willie, Otto, Arthur, Emilie,
Robert, and Henry. From her mother's side, she is researching the George Huber and
Lena Krizek family. Their children were John, Lena, Edmund Karl, Eugene, Herman,
and Mary. She is also working on the Ferdinand Guettner and Theresia Roeder family
and their children Ferdinand, Frank J., and Mary" After Ferdinand's death, There-
sia's second marriage was to Joseph Raab. Their children were Ed. J., Herbert F.,
Reinholdt, Otto E., Joe C, William, Tillie, and Emma, other families of her in
terest include the Sommerlatte family of Lee and Lavaca Counties.

*♦*

Ted M. Goedeke, 9102 Timberside Dr., Houston TX 77025 is researching the history of
his grandparents, Wilhelm and Rosa Lee Fredeck. They arrived in Texas from Hamburg
either in late 1880 or early 1881. Children accompanying them were Clara, Ernest,
and Albert.

***

Arthur E. Schulze, 8807 Mobud, Houston TX 77036 traveled to Germany in 1979. Since
then, he has been a regular correspondent with several people in northern Germany
concerning immigration from remote rural areas of Germany to Washington and Fayette
Counties in Texas. In October, his collaborators from the Stemwede region of Ger
many were to visit here to study the immigration from stemwede to Washington County
from I860 to 1885. We hope that Mr. Schulze will share more of his findings with
our members. ###

Marilyn Collins, 500 River Road, Seguin TX 78155 is researching three family groups
and would like to correspond with others having information on them. First, the
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From Our Members (continued) _g-o.
Hilge/Hill.1e/Hil3e familyi Justus David Hilge, native of Patersberg, Germany, was
the son ofjohann David and Katharina Elizabeth (Metz) Hilge. His first wife was
Margarete Elisabethe Kramer (I796-I83I,Patersberg). Their four children weret
Katharine Philippine, corn 1822, married 1840 in Houston to Francis Antonio Miller;
Maria Elisabetha, born 1827, married 1848 in Houston to Ephriam Mi1saps1 Johann
Georg, born 1827, married I858 in Grimes Co., to W. Schwalsbei and Anna Eva, born
1829, married 1850 in Houston to John Tuffly. (See next paragraph for more on him—
Anna Eva and John were Marilyns great-greax-grandparants.) Justus David Hilge re
married to Anna Eva Katharine Zimmerman, and they had two children, Johann Peter
(1834) and Johann Philipp (1835), both born in patersberg, as were the others. The
family came to Texas in 1846 on the Gerh. Hermann with seven persons. Mrs. Collins
has found no further trace of Justus David and Anna Eva Katherine or their two sons,
although she has located information on the four children of the first marriage, so
she would like to hear from other Hilge descendants, or those spelled Hillje and
Hilje, to tie things together.

Marilyns second family group are the Tuffly/Tuffli, mentioned above. The family
of Bartholomew Tuffli, all born in Switzerland, were in Highland IL by about 1844.
Bartholomew died in 18391 so it is not known if he emigrated to the US. His wife
was Christine Grass, who remarried a Laubinger. The four Tuffly children werei
Bartholomew, born 10191 Christian, born 18/20J Simon, born 1823, married 1852 in IL
to Anna Magetj Christian, born 1821, married 1844 in IL to Dorothea Werli; Peter,
born 1824, married Caroline (surname unknown), died 1885 in IL; Maria, born 1826;
another Maria, born 1827; Johannes/John, born 1829, married Anna Eva Hilge (see
above); Sebastian, born 1832; and another Johannes, born 1834. Simon and Johannes/
John came to Texas and raised families here. Sebastian was in Texas for a while.
Sons of the other brothers came to Texas after the Civil War. The family has lost
track of Sebastian after I860 and think he died before 1870. His wife was Barbara
Kirri;they married in 1852 in IL. Who were Sebastian and Barbara's children? Could
one have been John Bartlett Tuffly, born in 1854, in IL, but in Texas by 1870?
When did the Tuffly family come to the US, and where? Information on any Tuffly/
Tuffli families would be appreciated, as a descendant in California is compiling a
genealogy.

The third group of interest to Mrs. Collins concern the Brey/Brei and Krumm families
Johann Ludwig Brey was born in 1778 and married in 1805 in Frankfurt am Main to
Margarete Elisabeth Malcomesius. Their son was Philipp Ferdinand, born in 1807.
This son Ferdinand arrived in New Orleans in 1834 aboard the Salem, listed as a
mechanic, age 34, and single. About 1835, Fredinand married Maria Ann Krumm, born
in 1816, in the Duchy of Baden at Bahlingen, Canton Emedingen, Germany. Their
four children were Elisabeth, born 1837, New Orleans; Caroline, born I838, New Or
leans; Johanna, born 1839, New Orleans; and Louise, born 1841, victoria, Texas.
Ferdinand Brey was a member of the Mier Expedition and died on the return in Feb
ruary of 1843. Maria Ann later married John Ferderick Ernst, son of Friedrich and
Louisa (Weber) Ernst. Johanna, the third Brey daughter, married Adolph Carl Lud
wig Groos, and Louise, the youngest, married Carl Vogelsang. The two older girls
must have died before the Breys came to Texas about 1840. Mrs. Collins would like-
more information on this Krumm family. Who were Maria's parents, and what happened
to them? She would also appreciate further leads on the Breys.

**»

Betty Jane Bond Bostick, 6914 Scotsdale Dr., San Antonio TX 78209 is tracing the
Hagle and Staaden families in Navarro County. Although she is busy teaching second
graders at Howard School in Alamo Heights District, she has furnished us some in
teresting stories on her ancestors, which will be found elsewhere in this section.
To further her research, &he is seeking information on the two Hagle brothers, Frank
and Joseph, and their sister Christina, who came to America in 1839. Christina was
19t Joseph was 10, and Frank was 5 years old. Where did they land, and where did
they live before finally settling in Navarro County? There is speculation that
their mother might have also immigrated and married a man named schillings and had
several Schillings sons. The Hagles could have been in the Houston areaT since
Christine met Louis J. Staaden there. They were married in Houston in 1848 and
traveled by wagon to Brushie Prairie in Navarro county. In the Staaden line, the
question also concerns where Louis Jacob Staaden, Jr., landed. He arrived in I836,
and might have gone to Chicago to see a brother, but he was in Texas by 1844. Mrs.
Bostick needs confirmation as to Louis's whereabouts in the intervening eight years.

***
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From Our Members (continued) -/lo-
Richard D. Culbertson, 6428 Arthur Dr., Fort worth TX 76134 is tracing the descen-
dants of the four children of Major Loep of Darmstadt and his wife Johanna Fried-
ericka Maria Rubel Mumm. A daughter by Johanna's first marriage is Emma Mumm who
married Phillip MtllTer. Their descendants are listed in the Bremer family genealogy
by Robert Robinson-Zwahr. The four children of the second marriage include Edward
Loep who married Elise von Dittmar; Angelica Loep who married Karl Kramer and re
sided in New Braunfels; Hugo Loep who married Barbara Fischer; and Pauline Loep who
married Peter Johann Rudolf DuMenil. Descendants married into the following fami
lies of Guadalupe and Comal Count!est Masche, Epple, Bock, Towers, Woerner, Tyler,
Hartmann, Grosgebauer, Schulze, Eikenroht, AIves, Raabe, Marbach, Albrecht, Schlich-
ting, Gl'off, Krieger, Wilke, Neuse, Krueger, KuehnTlfeTdemayer, Timmerman, sTapper.

***

Juanita M. Jones, 3302 80th St., Lubbock TX 79423 is looking for more information on
two families, fhe first is Meyers, with various spellings, Meier, Mier, Myer, Meyer
and possibly others. Her grandfather Charles V. Meyers and two teenaged brothers,
natives of Erfurth, Prussia, left Germany sometime before the Civil War, but the
date is unknown. One brother died during the voyage, and Charles and the other bro
ther became separated after landing in this country. Charles enlisted in the union
Army in St. Louis MO in 1861 under the name Meier. He was mus.tered out at St. Louis
in 1864, lived in Kansas for a while, and eventually came to Texas. Charles worked
as a stonemason on the capitol at Austin, where he lived in the home of Gideon
Chambers and later married his daughter Amanda Chambers. They hanesteaded in Coryell
County and later moved to Scurry County where he died in I892. Suggestions for ad
ditional research on this family will be appreciated.

Mrs. Jones's other family interest in in Lowrance, again various spellings. Her
maternal grandmother was Mary Jane Lowrance, born in Illinois in 1847. Her father
was Jason Lowrance1 the mother's name is unknown. Other children were Robert, Eliz
abeth, William, and Henry. Probably in the mid-1850's, Jason Lowrance moved his
family to Parker county, Texas. It is reported that jason became mentally deranged
and was kept tied, but Mrs. Jones has been unable to verify this story. Most
sources indicate the original family spelling was Lorenz and that the early ones
migrated from the Palatinate area, so Mrs. Jones is looking for more along these

lines- ***
Elizabeth Frick, 212 Redan, Houston TX 77009 has some excellent information on the
Frick family, but at always, some unanswered questions, too. Her father, Hermann
Frick was born in Switzerland in 1884 and came to the US in I907. He married Maud
Price, and it is the Price family that raises the questions. Maud was the daughter
of Benjamin Moore Price and Mollie (Mary?) Earl(e). The Prices were married in
1884 in Waco, where Benjamin worked as a streetcar driver for a while. His usual
occupation was blacksmithing. Maud Price was born in Dallas in I887, and her bro
ther Silas Earle price was born in I89I in Marlin. Falls County documents show
that Mollie left the homestead, so Benjamin was in court three times concerning the
guardianship of the two children. Miss Frick is looking for further information as
to where Mollie Earle Price was born, who her parents were, and where she is buried.

Miss Frick is also looking for information on Marcus Hoerner. His wife was Maria
Emilie Meinecke, who came to Texas at age 10 with her ramiTy in 1847 on the Natchez.
Maria Emilie was the daughter of Friedrich and Sophia Meinecke from Prussia. Mar
cus and Maria Emilie Hoerner's son was William Frederick Hoerner, born in 1874, in
Austin County. Maria Emilie died in I897 and is buried in Austin County, as are her
brother Johann Friederich Meinecke and sister Ida Pauline Meinecke. so far, no
grave has been located for Marcus Hoerner, so Miss Frick would like to know more.

***

Alice W. Specht, Box 237, McMurry station, Abilene TX 79697 is trying to find the
descendants of her husband's family, the Sprechts, formerly of Fredericksburg. An
article about Theodore and Maria Specht in Pioneers in God's Hills reveals that
Theodore was the first postmaster at Fredericksburg and that their children were
Auguste, Frank. Alwine, Adolf, Mathilda, Theodore, and Mina. Mrs. Specht's hus
band is descended from the son Frank/Franz who married Annette Belle Ham(m). She
also has information on Mathilde, who married Daniel Conway1 Alwine, who married
Thomas F. Horton; Mina, who married Simeon 0, Callahant and Theodore, who did not
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From Our Members (continued) - 6(-
marry. Most of these moved to jack County about 1880 and are buried in jacksboro.
In order to complete the family, she is interested in the whereabouts of Auguste
and Adolph and their descendants. She has heard that Auguste was a daughter who
married a man possibly named Balchiet. in the 1900 Census of Gillespie County,
Adolph appears as a widower living with his mother Maria and his son Fritz and
daughter Ella. Mrs. Sprecht would appreciate any further information on the des
cendants of these Sprechts.

***

Wilma Schulze Bilyeu, 12715 Penbroke Ln., Leawood KS 66209 is researching families
surnamed Behrens, Kunkel, Krueger, Werner, Schulze, Hombach, and schorn. To an
swer some family questions, she is looking for the passenger list of a ship arriving
at Galveston on November 10, 1857* This is the arrival date given for Siebelt/
Seebert Behrens. The I860 Census taken at Round Top identifies him as living with
Henry and Tennchin Behrends, but she does not know what relation they were. The
Behren, Gottlieb Kunkel, Augusta Krueger, and Werner families migrated through Aus
tin, Lee, Bastrop, and Fayette Counties. The families of George(?) Schulze, George
Felix Hombach, and Heinrich William Schorn migrated through the New Braunfels area.
According to the 1900 Census, the Schulze family arrived in the US in I883. In 1900,
they were in Bell County, so Mrs. Bilyeu is studying their whereabouts between I883
and 1900, thinking that they may have lived at Walburg in Williamson County.

*#*

Dwayne Blackwell, Box 296, Justin TX 76247 is researching the life of his great-
great-grandfather, Barton Hettich. He has received a record showing the baptism
of a Bernard Hettig, born May 28, I832, in Schonwald, Baden, the son of Josef Hettig
and Mechtilde Dorer. He has very little proof that this record is his ancestor's,
but hopes to prove it in the near future. After landing at New 0rleans(?), Barton
traveled to Wilson County, Tenn., where he married Nancy Reece. From there, they
moved to Johnson County, 111., where their six children were born between i860 and
1877i Samuel, Monroe, John, Melinda, Charles, and Ida. For reasons unknown as yet,
Samuel, Monroe, John, and Charles moved to johnson County, Texas. From there, Nancy
Reece Hettich moved to Concho County with son John and his wife Catherine, it seems
that Nancy died in or near Eden in Concho County. Barton himself ended up at
Stephenville, and it is thought he is buried there. The sons Monroe and Charles are
buried near Conroe. Dwayne is attempting to find out more about Barton's life in
Johnson County, ill., and would appreciate any information that would help him in
his search for the "real" Barton/Bernard Hettich/Hettig.

*#♦

David A. Evans, 2338 Shadowdale, Houston TX 77043 is interested in getting infor-
mation on the migration, German background, and ancestors of his great-great-grand
parents. They were George Pierlam and Maria Snider/schneider, who emigrated from
Darmstadt to Indianola in 1850-52. Both are buried in the Bindewald Cemetery at
Seadrift in Calhoun County. After George's death, Maria married John Adler. The
Dierlam children were John, who married Catherine Coward; Augusta Cora who married
Needham A. Coward (David's great-grandparents); Mary who also married a Coward;
and Christopher who married Frances Alert. Mr. Evans is a past president of Lions
International.

***

Elizabeth Lehmann, 604 Atlow Dr., Brenham TX 77833 is searching for descendants of
Gustav Adolph LeKmann and his wife Mary Klaeden. Both were born in 1827. Gustav
came from Havelberg, Brandenburg, Prussia, to Washington County in December, 1849,
with his parents Ludwig and Caroline (Zeye) Lehmann and three brothers, Carl Ludwig,
(Louis C), Julius Albert, and Hermann August. Mrs. Lehmann has not located a
marriage license for Gustav and Mary in any of the seven nearby counties. It is
thought that she was the daughter of C. W. Klaeden, a merchant in Brenham in the
1860's. This Klaeden family immigrated in 1854 from Havelberg. It is possible that
Gustav and Mary were married before immigration, but no record exists there, either.
In I860,according to the US Census, Gustav and Mary, both age 35, were living in
Washington County with two children, Lisse, age 3, and Gustav Adolph, Jr., age 2.
Gustav, Jr., born in 1858, was baptized in i860 at the Salem Evangelical Lutheran
Church near Brenham. On the same day, two cousins were baptized, the sons of Gus
tav' s brother Julius and his wife Wilhelmine, nee Rosenberg. In April, I860, Gus
tav sold his acreage, with cotton and corn in cultivation, to his brother Julius.
No further land records exist for him. The S0UNDEX of the 1880 Census of Texas re
veals 36 families named Lehmann in 24 counties, but no Gustav and Mary, nor their
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children. What happened to them? Several family legends surround Ludwig's son
Gustav, the brother who left Washington County. Since the family was very close,
it is thought that the events of the outset of the Civil War caused Gustav to leave
the state or the country, as others did. But where did they go? Where *re the
descendants of this branch of the Lehmann family now? A clue may be found in the
family bibles of Julius and Louis C Lehmann, which contain a family history that
is identical to a certain point. It is therefore assumed that Gustav's family
bible would contain a similar story. Where is it? Summarized from the bibles, the
family history goes back to Vienna, Austria, where Gabriel Lehmann was a wealthy
silk manufacturer. He and his wife Anna Maria had a son Michael Adolph, who was
baptized in the Catholic Church in 1772. (Havelberg records give his date of birth
as 1763.) Michael Adolph married Maria Theresa Ludwig, who was born in Moravia in
1776. In 1795i Michael received a call to establish a silk factory in Philadelphia.
On his way to Hamburg, severe winter weather delayed his journey, and the family re
mained in Magdeburg until 1802, when they moved to Havelberg. There, he operated a
Konditori until his death in 1820. The son Ludwig who came to Texas was born in
Vienna in 179^» His wife Caroline Zeye was born in 1802 in Seehausen, daughter of
Johan Friederich and Anna Maria (Genz) Zeye. If anyone could ever locate Gustav
Lehmann's family bible containing a story similar to the one related in the bibles
of his brothers, then perhaps the branches of this family could be reunited.

***

Ella W. Kampe Bowles., 100 Firestone Dr., schertz TX 78154 is looking for more in-
formation on her mother's family. Her mother was Annie Marie Poppers, born in
I863, on the Austro-Hungarian border. What town? She came to the US between I872
and 1875 and arrived at industry to live with her mother's sisters. She lived first
with one aunt until her death and with another aunt, Franska Koch, what was the
first aunt's name; could it have also been Koch? They lived near Industry, but
Annie Marie also mentioned Carmine, New Ulm, Bellville, and Waldeckj possibly she
lived there also. Later Annie Marie lived with a Jewish family named Goldbaum, but
the town is unknown. Annie Marie was married three times. Her first husband was
Raymond Prade of Austin. They had three children, Raymond, Lillian, and Hal; then
they were divorced. She then married Mrs. Bowles's father Charles J. Kampe of Gal
veston, an engineer. The children of this marriage were Ella Wilhelmina and Charles
Gus Kampe. Ella and her half-brother Hal Prade went through the 1900 Galveston
hurricane, taking refuge with their mother in the Denver School House. Ella's
father worked on the mainland and was not at home during the storm. Ella remembers
that everything was lost; not even a board was left where their house stood. About
1914, the Kampes were divorced and Annie Marie moved to San Antonio and married a
Mr. Chimene. This marriage did not last more than two or three years and Annie
Marie remained a divorcee until her death in 1935 in San Antonio. She is buried in
Austin in the Prade family lot under the name Annie Marie Chimene. Ella is partic
ularly interested in more information on her mother's aunts from the industry vicin
ity, the Koch families. When Ella attended the GTHS meeting in San Antonio, she met
for the first time Melton Koch, a cousin that she did not even know about before.
It did not take long for them to compare notes and find that they were related. We
should all be as fortunate as Ella and Melton! Ella is also trying to find what
town her mother came from, and what Annie Marie's mother's maiden name was. She
would, of course, like to find others who are related to this family.

***

Melton Koch, 102 W. Rampart, Q-103, San Antonio TX 78216 is the cousin that Ella
Bowles (above) "found" at our last GTHS meeting. He is working on the family from
the Koch side. His grandfather Heinrich Christian (Henry C.) Koch embarked for
Texas with his parents and two brothers from Hamburg in 1845. Before the ship
reached England, the parents died of yellow fever and were buried at sea; The sons
were sent back to Hamburg and placed in a Lutheran orphanage. They remained there
until they became of age, about 1850-1852, when they came to Texas and settled at
Industry. Henry married Franziska Kopa, a native of Moravia, in I869 and settled
on a farm in the Star Hill community near Industry and New Ulm. The eldest brother,
C. C Koch, also settled in industry and became a well-known merchant. Melton has
no information on the third brother. The three orphaned boys were the sons of Johan
Heinrich Carl Koch and Henrietta Friederike Charlotte Furstenau. on the other side
of his family, Melton's mother, Olga Schmidt Koch, was a great-granddaughter of
Friederich Ernst of Industry. Olga was xne daughter of Maxmillian and Mary (Sieper)
Schmidt. Mary Sieper was the daughter of J. G. and Wilhelmina (Ernst) Sieper.
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From Our Members (continued) -63-
J. G. Seiper was a merchant and the first postmaster at Industry in 1838. Melton
would like to correspond with others interested in the Koch, Kopa, Furstenau, Sieper,
and Schmidt family lines. ###

Mrs. H*F. (Lucille) Smalley, 8611 Morley, Houston TX 77061 is seeking information on
Henriette Caroline SperEerT born May 15, 1835, in prussia. Her parents were deceased
and she came to Texas in 1846 with another family. Who was this family? she is
also looking for more on Wilhelm Frederich Schmidt, born in 1817, in Prussia. He
settled at Cypress Top in Harris County in 1854.

*»#

Sister Mary Elizabeth Jupe, CDP, Our Lady of the Lake Univ., 411 S,W. 24th St., San
Antonio TX 78285 is readying the genealogy and history of her family lines for pub
lication. As her work as a consultant in nutrition permits, she travels to the
locations where her ancestors settled to look for records. To complete her research,
she needs additional information on some twelve families. For readability, these
are given in list form below. Additional surnames in her research appear in the
"GTHS Members' Genealogical Exchange" section.

W.S. Gindorff and Minna Boessling, married 1881, Washington County.
Dietrich Korthauer and Dorothea Boessling, married 1871, Washington county.
Heinrich Korthauer and Minna Bremer, married 1880, Washington County.
Louis Landua and Margaretha Bremer, married 1874, Washington County.
Paul Landua and Marie Boessling, married I873, Washington County.
Nelsen Larsen and Louise Bremer, married 1881, Washington County.
Martin Lutke and Maria Heine, married 1874, Rehburg, Texas.
Paul Neinast and Louise Boessling, married 1880, Washington County.
Karl Weeren and Doris Bremer, married 1871, Rehburg, Texas.
Heinrich Wilkening and Marie Heine, married 1868, Rehburg T«xas.
Dietrich Brinkman and Marie Heine Wilkening, married I876, Rehburg, Tex(her 2nd marr)
Wilhelm Nienstedt and Marie Bremer, married in the 1870's, Rehburg, Texas.

***

Katharyne Prinz, 4236 Surrey, Fort Worth TX 76133 fell into family research by
chance when it was discovered that she was the only one with any written facts on
the history of her family. A cousin from another branch of the family has under
taken recording the names and dates of all the descendants of the six brothers who
immigrated to Texas, but Katharyne is interested in the past history of the family
to make it a complete story. Her husband's great-grandparents were Christian and
Auguste Prinz, who emigrated from Braesen, Anhalt, Germany, in 1880, and settled
first in the Dessau community in Travis County. They were the parents of nine
children. Six of the sons came to Texas between 1873 and 1881—Carl, Friedrich, Al
bert, Wilhelm, Frank, and Gottlieb. Two sons, August and Hermann, remained in Ger
many. The only daughter was named Fredricka or Caroline. Although family stories
differ, both names could be right. It has been verified that she married Friedrich
Lehmann. An undated letter from the Lehmanns gives Coswig, Anhalt, as their address
The son Hermann lived in that same town in the 1920's. The son Albert was the grand
father of Mrs. Prinz's husband. Albert married Henrietta Lange in 1881 and emi
grated a week after their wedding. Henrietta was the daughter of Gottfried Lange.
An 1882 letter from a Christiana Lange (Who was she? sister? mother?) indicated
that some of that family planned to emigrate soon. Where are they now? Another
sister of Henrietta, Emilie Hoehsee, wrote a letter from Germany as late as 1928.
The maternal family was also from Germany. According to family legend, John (Jonas,
Johnes) Kiphen came to Washington County at the age to two (1866-67) with his par
ents John(?) Louis(?) and Margaret (Schroeder) Kiphen. John's younger brother Val
entin was born here. He later settled in Coryell county. John Kiphen married Mary/
Maria/Marie Engelmohr. She was age 13 when she emigrated with her parents in 1885.
They had settled near Burton in Washington County. It has been verified that she
had a brother named August, but there is little information on another brother,
Theodore, who settled in Pennsylvania. Mrs. Prinz would like to exchange informa
tion on the Prinz, Lehmann, Lange, Kiphen, and Engelmohr lines.

***

Lloyd Dippel, Box 335, La Grange TX 78945 is County Treasurer of Fayette County, and
how"glad we are to have a Fayette County official among our membersI Although he
claims to be a beginner in family researching, he has spent several years and much
effort searching city, county, state, and federal records, old newspapers, and talk
ing to kin and non-kin to learn the death date of Emma Agnes (Marx) Klaeden. No
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From Our Members (continued) _^«.
living descendants know when she died; those who knew are no longer living them
selves; and there seem to be no records. Emma was born in 1848 in Bischofswerder,
Saxony, and came to Texas in 1851 with her parents, Carl Friedrich Ehrgott (Charles
F.) and Agnes Marx, and two brothers. Another brother was born aboard the ship
Herschel; two sisters were born here. (One of these was Lloyd's grandmother Selma
Marx who married Carl/Charles Levien.) Emma married Charles W. Klaeden in 1868 and
lived in Brenham from the time of marriage until 1901 or later. Charles Klaeden
died in 1880, and four of their children preceded Emma in death. The last record
Lloyd can find of Emma is that she was alive in Brenham in 1901. isn't there some
living person who knows what happened to Emma Marx Klaeden?

On his father's side of the family, Lloyd is interested in Johannes Dippel, who
came to Texas in 1846 and had a Fisher-Miller Grant. Johannes, his wife, three sons,
and one daughter settled two miles west of Round Top, between Shaws and Cummins
Creeks, where there were mosquitos galore. Between 1849 and 1851, Johannes, his
wife, and two sons all died of "mosquito fever." The only survivors were Martin
(Lloyd's grandfather), and his sister Amalia Magdalene. Martin was a colorful fig
ure who fathered fifteen (150 children, five by his first wife who died, and ten by
his second wife. He served four years in the Civil War and was in the siege of
Vicksburg, taken prisoner, and later paroled. He kept a diary during the war and
later rewrote it (in German, of course) into a blank book. So many people borrowed
the book to read that it was eventually lost, what a lossl Martin ordered medical
books from Germany and became a "stock doctor" in addition to farming and stock
raising. In emergencies, he worked on humans, setting broken bones, etc. He died
in 1885 at age 49 from long exposure in wet and freezing weather during one of those
"blue northers." His Knights of Honor Lodge was accustomed to playing their brass
band at the funeral of a member, but when Martin died, it was so cold that moisture
from the breath vapor froze the valves of the brass instruments, so they could not
play for him. In this family, Lloyd is trying to learn the birth date and maiden
name of Catherine Elizabeth, wife of Johannes Dippel, plus the birth dates of sons
John and Henry. He has written to Germany twice, but so far has had no reply.

***

Leo Baca, 12220 Westview, Upper Marlboro MD 20870 is primarily interested in Texas-
Czech genealogy, but joined our GTHS because of its Texana focus. For over two
years he has been researching the Baca, Kubena, Hanak, Cocian/Kozian/Kotzian, Sykora,
Lichnovsky, Chudej, Supak, Trlicek, and Havlik families' He has been successful in
conducting genealogical research in Czechoslovakia through the Czech Embassy there in
Washington D.C, and offers to help anyone who wants to pursue that avenue of re
search. He has also done research in the National Archives, the Library of Congress,
and the National Genealogical Society Library, all in Washington. He is particularly
interested in the Galveston ships' passenger lists from 1845 to I87I, and has trans
cribed the list for the Anton Gunther, Bremen to Galveston, December 4, 1866. He
has also used the Library of Congress copies of Lloyd's comprehensive Universal Re
gisters, which provide much data, not only on ships insured by Lloyd's, out also on
any ship that Lloyd's could gather data on. Leo has offered to share this informa-.
tion with our members, but on specific, identified ships, only.

♦**

Peggy Tobin, Box 578, Bandera TX 78003 lives at the family ranch "Las Escaleras."
Her interest in Texas German genealogy is primarily on behalf of present and future
grandchildren, as her children are drawing German Texans into the family through
marriage. Closest to her geographically are daughters-in-law Dianne Lindig Tobin,
of Hye and Stonewall, and Donna Schulte Tobin of Quihi. Donna has done research on
her family using records of the Lutheran church at Quihi and in cemeteries there and
near Hondo. Peggy herself claims German descent on her mother's side. This family
ended up in Kansas, where Peggy was born, after a long odyasey from Pennsylvania to
Ohio and Illinois before going to Kansas in the 1870's. Names in her family lines
include garner, Mohn, Rummell, and Meyers. The Barners are very organized, publish
ing newsletters and compilations of research. They also stage a reunion at Barner
Church, Liverpool PA, each summer and the "Barner Butter Boil" at a family farm in
the fall. Peggy has learned about the Palantine migrations from studying Barner
stories and perhaps some of our members would be interested in hearing from her on
that facet of German-Americana. She is working on a list of the German names found
in the Bandera County Oaths of Allegiance.

***
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Gary S« Stobb, 10130 Hanka, Houston TX 77043 is interested in several family groups,
incluaing xne Domaschk, Biar, and Schubert families from Giddings in Lee County.
Among the other families, he sends these summaries! John and Augusta (Spenberg/
Spreenberg) Stobb(s) arrived about i860 and first settled in DeWitt county. Gary's
grandfather Louis was born in 1874 in Yorktown. This branch of the family later
lived near Sutherland Springs and Floresville. John Stobb died between 1880 and
1900 and is reportedly buried at Sutherland Springs. Augusta died in 1931 and is
buried at Floresville.

The Wenzel family lived at various locations. Reinhold Wenzel married Pauline
Ladusch at Columbus in 1886; later they lived near Cat Spring. By the 1890's, they
were living at Subline in Lavaca County, where Gary's grandmother was born in I890.

Another family group includes Wilhelm Koenning and wife Emilie Fatchke, who were
married in 1897* Emilie was a foster child of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gerloff. The
Koennings lived in Lavaca and Fayette Counties until 1917, when they moved to the
Kasper community near DeWees in Wilson County.

Gary's mother obtained a 5-page family history and a 13-page genealogical listing of
the Berger, Winkler, Ott, and Berner families at a family reunion at String Prairie
between seven and twelve years ago. He has sent us a copy of these documents. The
brief summary that follows does not do justice to the story, as it is full of in
teresting details of family life, so dear to those researching family history—but
must be omitted here because of space. The entire story and family listings may be
obtained from your Genealogy Editor for $2.00 for copying and postage. Frank and
Beata (Ehler) Berger lived in Klein Petersdorf, Silesia/Schlesien (now in Czecho
slovakia; wnere Franz was a bricklayer. Their children were Veronica, Theresa,
Antonia, Franz, Jr., and Josef. After Franz, Sr., died, Beata turned to farming to
make a living for the five children. Veronica married Anton Winkler, a cabinetmaker
of the same village. Beata's wealthy and childless uncle adopted Franz, Jr. Due
to an ice skating injury, Josef had a chronically crippled leg and was apprenticed
to a tailor for a sedentary occupation. Since treatments on Josef's leg did not
improve the condition, the doctors suggested a change of climate might help—so
Beata and the three younger children, Theresa, Josef, and Antonia, came to America
in 1870. They set out for Fayette County, Texas, as friends and former neighbors
had settled there. They landed at Galveston and traveled to the end of the rail
line at Columbus. From there, they went by wagon to High Hill, three miles north
of Schulenburg in Fayette County. At first, the family stayed with the Welhausen
family, where Beata farmed and took in confinement cases. In March, I873, daughter
Veronica, with her husband Anton Winkler and four children Frank, Theresa, Mary, and
Joe, also arrived at High Hill. They, too, lived at the Welhausen Estate for a
month, and Anton continued his trade as a cabinetmaker. Veronica became a well-
known midwife in the community around schulenburg. Beata Berger's daughter Theresa
married Joseph Ott, who had accompanied the Bergers to Texas, as he and Theresa were
sweethearts in the old country. After their marriage, they moved to the "wilder
ness" of Bastrop County. Their children were» Josef, Jr., Charlie, Bail, Annie,
Mary, Theresa, Ella, and Lottie. Annie, Theresa, and Lottie married three Frerich
brothers; Mary married Adolph Waneck/Warneke; and Ella married Joe Ra.be!. Mean-
while, Antonia (Toni) worked for the Seydler family of High Hill. She married
Fritz Berner, who was a frequent visitor to the Seydlers. Fritz was a saddle maker
in Schulenburg and became constable of Fayette County. Beata and son josef moved
into Schulenburg with Fritz and Toni. Josef had a tailor shop there. (Eventually,
his crippled leg was amputated.) Josef was the last to marry. His wife was Louisa
Stanzel, and their children were Charlie, Ed, Willie, and Mary (Mrs. Frank Bohlmann).
While living in Schulenburg, Fritz and Toni had four childreni Robert, Lottie, Fritz
jr., and Emil. Later, they moved to Victoria where Fritz operated a saloon and a
small zoo. He also operated a small paddlewheel pleasure boat on the Guadaupe River,
In Victoria, two more children were born» Felix (Dock), and Ella. Due to financial
reverses, Fritz left Toni and the six children in Victoria and sought work in
Houston at the railroad shop. Upon moving the family to Houston, Toni's mother
Beata joined them. In Houston three more children were borni Richard Franz, Mar-
fuente (Maggie), and Clara Belle. In later years, Beata received a letter from
er son Franz, Jr., who had stayed in Klein Petersdorf, telling of his wife and

family life there. This is where the story ends, but there is much yet to be
written to bring the story up to date. Gleaned from the 12-page listing of
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descendants of this family, the major surnames of later generations includes
___ in, Schenk, Haas, Billeck, Burger, Schindler, Blaschke, Klause __
mann, Leopold. Waneck, French, Rabel, Brandx, Acuff, NicKols, clayT and Lambrecht.
Fiedler, Sheppan, Schenk, Haas, Billeck, Burger, Schindler, Blaschke, Klause, Bohl-
mann, Leopold. Waneck, French, Rabel, Brandx, Acuff, NicEols, ClayT and Lamb
Further down The line, surnames includei Dieringer, Holub, p"eterling, Gabler,
Raabe, Kasper, Herring, Tankersiey, Barton, Mcs:
Mazoch, Brans,
helm, Wunscn, Faus

gyle;
'aust,

Segel, Grohmann, Bartoskew
fadd

xz7

Froehlich, Blocker, Cauthen, Barnes, Ramsey, Johns, Dehnert, Lee, and WarcKesITeT
Anyone with an interest in any of these ramily names should see this lising of the
514 descendants of this family. Your Genealogy Editor has more-up-to-date infor
mation and addresses for some of these descendants, too.

♦•♦♦ft******************************************************************************

GTHS MEMBERS' GENEALOGICAL EXCHANGE

MEMBER

Ernest G Fischer
5666 Rosemary PI
New Orleans LA

70124

Marian H Kelley
7602 Spring Av
Melrose Park PA

19126

RESEARCHING
FAMILIES

COUNTY

SETTLED
(Tex)

Fischer, Heinrich Colorado
Friedrich, Andrew Colorado
Spiegelhauer, Ernest Austin
Dlouhy, Marie Anna Austin

Btichel/Buchel*
Westhoff
Hasdorff/Harsdorff*

Bluntzer/Blunzer»*
Fuchs, Nicholas **
Haller **
Schroder, J.Bernard**
Kuhlman, Katherine

DeWitt,
DeWitt,
DeWitt,

Calhoun
Calhoun
Mason ?

DeWitt
DeWitt
DeWitt
(Hamilton OH)
(KY)

♦Lutheran families ♦♦Catholic families

Carolyn Overstreet Lindemann
Box 125
Hondo TX 78861

Lichtenfeld
Heise
Peters
Lott/Loth
Staudt
Jordan
Metzger

Kendall
Kendall
Kendall
Kendall
Gillespie
Gillespie
Gillespie
Gillespie

Aden, Miller, Baca, Svrcula, Wagneg
_ z, Muehr, Reed, Forge, Mose, wil-

Bergfeldt, Hoelscher, Benrens, Fleming, Glass, Russell, DerrPon,

rt»

REMARKS

1850, Lutheran
1856, Lutheran
1866, Lutheran
1870, Catholic

1845, Creuznach
1848, Hannover
1850, Buehne,

Kreis Halberstadt
1843, Alsace
1858, Alsace
Alsace
Hamburg

Also working with
Ruby Upshaw on
the Kapp, Flach,
Faltin, Ingen-
huett, (von)Rog-
genbucke, and
Schuehase famil's

Sr. M.E. Jupe CDP
411 SW 24th St
San Antonio TX

78285

See also other
names listed 3
page8 back.

Jupe
Rauschuber
Willenborg
Ermler
Heine/Heyne
Tischler
Hruska, Louise
Wilkening
Bremer, Dietrich
Boessling, Christian

McLennan 1874, Silesia
McLennan 1881, Baveria
McLennan 1874, Oldenberg
McLennan 1874, Silesia
Wash'ton, Burleson 1857, Hannover
Wash'ton, Hamilton 1857» Prussia
Washington — Prussia
Washington 1840s, Hannover
Washington 1857i Hannover
Washington 1860s, Hannover
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~fr7-GTHS Members' Genealogical Exchange (continued)

MEMBER RESEARCHING COUNTY REMARKS

FAMILIES SETTLED
(Tex)

Sandra Matthijetz Miertschin
1350 Twin Falls Brabandt

Houston TX 77088 Hottas
t-«
<D

fr. Reichwalde

Tschatschula S

Lehmann (D <D
3

Krautz C

Pampell P CO

Mile/Mila 3 3*
1

Schulze O

Matthijetz <D
4

Jakobeit *1 i
Deo % 3

Kappler (D
<+ H»

Schober/t? ct
CD i

Mitschke
Handrick CO

Matthiez 0
0

Marie A. Neuman Neumann, John & Washington, 1856, Prussia
Rt 1, Box 202 Focht, Caroline Austin, Waller
Brookshire TX

77423 Kobs & Beckendorf Harris 1848, Saxony
Meyer Harris 1848
Matzke & Konetzke Harris 1846, schlesien

Also has un Weikman/Weiman & Pehlehen Harris 1855
identified family Leier/Lear & Matzke Harris 1870, 1873
portraits Rochen & Zernicek Colo, Fayt & Waller I87I, Bohemia

Hayek & Kulhanek Fayette,Colorado 1855-60
Krenek & Machlicek Fayette, Waller 1874, Moravia
Maruna Waller, Bell 1892, Czech.

Evelyn Raabe Raabe* Fayette Prot. & Cath.

Rt 4, Box 83 BOhm/Boehm
Floresville TX Reinhard# Fayette

78114 Nuhs?
Winkler^ Bastrop

♦Has a book on Sheppan/Czepan Fayette Catholic
these families Koether Lavaca Protestant

Harms Lavaca Protestant
Tempke Comal, Bexar Methodist
Hof Comal Protestant
Duelm Comal Protestant

Joan B Keller Burkhardt, Joseph Willaimson, Cooke 1891, Munich
6012 Robin Dr Stahl, Julius Williamson, Cooke Catholic
Watauga TX 76148 Schramm, Caroline Williamson

Guess, Joe & Ed Williamson
Baechtel, Joe Williamson Catholic
Mueller/ Muller Cooke 1910, Catholic
Schmidt, Cooke Catholic
Berscheid Cooke

Steuter Cooke Catholic
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GTHS Members' Genealogical Exchange (continued)

MEMBER RESEARCHING
FAMILIES

Royce Maltsberger Adam, Carl
703 Cobble
San Antonio TX

78216

Wendler, Carl August
Lohmann, Ferdinand
Haufler, Joh.Gottfried
Magers, Louise
Hofheinz, Freiderich
Wilke, Ludwig
Richter, Henry
Voelcker, Eugene
Schmidt, Louise
Stendebach, T.F.

Victor H. Burfeindt Burfeindt
448 Turneur Av Suhr
Bronx NY 10473 Baumgarten

Quandt

Anna Rose

128 Bloomfield
San Antonio TX

78228

Bading
Ploetz

COUNTY

SETTLED
(Tex)

Kendall

Kendall
Kendall
Blanco, Kendall
Blanco, Kendall
Comal
Comal
Kendall
Comal
Comal
Comal

Comal
Comal

REMARKS

3 CD

H-CD
3* CO
© 3

0000
OOVj\
00

-62 -

Lutheran
Lutheran

WHO WAS HE?

From Dorothy L. Miller, 5^0 Solano N.E., Albuquerque NM 87108 comes an interesting
story that could fit in with some family's history. It concerns an unnamed German
boy rescued by Kit Carson. Following is an exerpt from Kit Carson, Pathfinder,
Patriot, and Humanitarian, by Francis T. Cheetham, published in Taos NM in 192b.

"Teresina Bent Scheurich, a daughter of Gov. Bent and a Niece of Carson, had many
stories to tell of him...(including one)of the rescue of a white boy who had been
a captive and slave among the Comanches. She said that her Uncle Kit on hearing
of this, hired two Mexicans who were on friendly terms with the Comanches to go out
and hunt up the particular band of the tribe who held the boy in bondage. He sup
plied them with trinkets and other articles suitable for trade and barter. They
traded for the boy and brought him to Carson's home in Taos. She was living with
her uncle at the time. When the boy was brought in, she could not tell him from
an Indian. Carson had him washed up and provided with clothing. He then tried to
converse with the boy in English, then Spanish, and afterwards in French. The boy
seemed not to understand anything said to him. Carson then called Mr. Scheurich
who spoke German to the boy. The latter immediately began to cry. It was his
mother tongue. Mr. Scheurich learned the boy's name and the place of residence of
his parents. He had been captured in Texas. Carson then hired some men to take
the boy to the home of his relatives, and provided them at his own expense with
supplies and provisions for the journey."

It is apparent that the boy was from a German-Texan family—but who was he? Any
one able to match up this story with family legends, or knowing more about the
incident, please write to Mrs. Miller and/or to your Genealogy Editor. We'll let
all of you know if we hear anything further.

Keep those cards and letters coming. It is only through your input that this
section on genealogy and family history can be compiled. Write to your Genealogy
Editor, Theresa G. Gold, 106 Ranchland, San Antonio TX 78213.
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SACK FAMILY FOUNDATION DESCENDANTS IN TEXAS

By Flora von Roeder

A number of German Texans attempting to trace their ancestry may be unaware of their direct
relation to the Sack Foundation of West Germany. Endowed by Simon Heinrich Sack (1723-1791), the
Sack Foundation is one of the longest lasting family perpetuities of its kind in existence.

A resident of Glogau in Silesia (now in western Poland) and Royal Attorney General, Simon
Sack left no heirs. However, as one of 14 sons and daughters, he was uncle to 58 nieces and neph
ews and left his vast fortune to them in the form of a trust fund. It provided scholarships for
the nephews who studied for the professions (law, medicine, clergy) before they were twenty-one
and doweries for the nieces provided they married nem of nobility or in the professions. It also
provided for orphans and widows.

The Foundation maintained detailed records on all descendants, although many immigrated to
the Americas and to Australia in the Nineteenth Century. In 1900 and in 1926, it- published beauti
fully printed volumes entitled DAS SILBERN BUCH (THE SILVER BOOK), which contained genealogical
charts and essays about various family members, both in Europe and abroad, who had made consider
able accomplishments.

The trust fund grew so large and powerful that the Prussian Government maintained supervision
over it until 1924. During World War I, a large portion of the fund had been confiscated for
military purposes; therefore, in 1924, the Sack Family took over sole administration, voting on
various family members to compose the administrative committee.

The devastating depression of the 1930'a wiped out the fund, and many of the Sack descen
dants on this side of the Atlantic received communications requesting donations to keep the Foun
dation afloat. Then World War II severed all communications between our German cousins and us.

After helping to rebuild their country and to give birth to its current prosperity, various
members of the family found each other and began to restore the Foundation. Through the generosity
of volunteers and donors, a building in Buckeburg near Minden, Westphalia, was purchased which to
day houses the priceless collection of photograph, family portraits, and records miraculously
rescued from the pre-war headquarters In Berlin.

Hans Sack, H.D., born in the Rhineland and now of Peine near the East-West border, served as
the Foundation Chairman until his retirement in 1972. He continues to write and edit a semi-annual
newsletter entitled DIE TAUBE (THE DOVE). Rudolf Sack of Frankfurt was elected his successor.
Through their tireless efforts, they have generated interest in and funding for a new two-volume
edition of THE SILVER BOOK. Tne first volume, the genealogy portion, has just been received. It
is hoped that interest will continue in order that supplements may be published from time to time.

Immigrants to Texas related to the Sack Family were descendants of Simon Sack's youngest
brother, Phillip Wilhelm Sack (1734-1813). These immigrants consisted of four groups:
I. CAROLINE Louise Sack, Phillip Sack's daughter, and her husband, Lt. LUDWIG Siegismund Anton von

Roeder, and all their children left Westphalia in 1834 and settled at Cat Spring (Austin County).
This group is my line, and most names and statistics are fairly current and listed in the new
edition of THE SILVER BOOK.

II. ADOLPHINE Charlotte Ottilie Sack Ploeger (sister to Caroline), and several of her children
left Paderborn, Westphalia, in 1844, and settled at Round Top (Fayette County). Included in
this party:
(a) Ferdinand Friedrich August Ploeger of Round Top (1817-1890)
(b) Auguste Louise Amalie Ploeger (Mrs. A. A. Sarrazin) of Fayetteville (Fayette County) (1819-

1882)
(c) Antonie Therese Emilie Valeska Ploeger (1st husband - Carl Friedrich August Heinrich Pothoff;

second husband - Bruno Willibald Heinrich Schumann) of Austin (Travis County) (1822-1896)
(d) Carl Ludwig Heinrich Ploeger, M.D., of Bastrop (Bastrop County) (1824-1863)

III. Phillip Heinrich Ferdinand Sack, nephew of Caroline and Adolphlne, and his young wife born
Adolphine Auguste THEODORE Ploeger left Bielefeld, Westphalia, in 1840 and settled at Cat Spring.
Their only daughter, ADOLPHINE Charlotte Ottilie (1841-1919), married Thomas Hines Clark of
Victoria County. After the Civil War, the Clarks moved to Agua Dulce (Nueces County) where
some of their descendants now live. Carl Ludwig Ferdinand Sack, medical student, brother of
Phillip Heinrich Ferdinand, 1818-1844, also immigrated to Cat Spring, where he died.

IV. A group of brothers and sisters, nieces and nephews of Caroline and Adolphine and first cousins
of Phillip and Carl Ludwig Sack (see III) left their home in Dusseldorf in 1846. Included were:
(a) Ottilie Elise Adolphine Sack (1820-1870) married her cousin, Ferdinand Friedrich August
Ploeder of Round Top [see II.(a)]
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SACK FAMILY FOUNDATION (continued)
<ho

(b) Elise Ottilie Anna Sack (1820-1870) married Wilhelm Franz Xavier Taentschke of Industry
(Austin County). Sons Friedrich and Maximilian moved later to Nicaragua.
(c) Ernst Friedrich Detlof Sack (1824-1849) chemistry student, Houston.
(d) Mathilde Helene Sack (1826-1876) married Johann Peter Fuchs, M.D., of Chicago. Daughter,
Jenny Mathilde Sabine Fuchs, married Carl J. Fuch3 of Texas. Tueir daughter, Ella Fuchs, mar
ried Paul Heintze of Buckholts (Milam County).
(e) Theodore Anna Henriette Sack (1829~1904) married Carl Eugen von Rosenborg of Hound Top.
Children included Hermann Eugen of 1tound Top, Alexander Eugen of La Orange (Fayette County),
Anna Theodore (Mrs. George Vogelsang) of Shelby (Fayette County), Eugenie Concordia (Mrs. Eiislia
Adams) of Lake Victor (Burnet County), and Clark Antoni« (Mrs. Adolph Kopitch) of Bellville
(Austin County).
(f) Coelestine Auguste Marie Sack (1832-1892) married Jose Marie Salome DeCasis of Warrenton
(Fayette County). Two daughters were Lilia DeCasis, associate professor at The University of
Texas, Austin, and Josephine Ramona DeCasis, teacher in Austin.

Locating the many Texans eligible for listing in THE SILVER BOOK is larger than a one- or
two-person job. However, I would be happy to work with anyone from any of the branches of Sack
descendants who might be interested in gathering their family branches and forwarding the data to
the Sack Foundation. For information about THE SILVER BOOK, write to Mr. Rudolf Sack, Tannenweg 6,
D-6832 Friedrichsdorf 4, Federal Republic of Germany. For information concerning DIE TAUBE, the
semi-annual newsletter, contact Hans Sack, M.D., 3150 Peine, Kanstrasse 18, Federal Republic of
Germany. My address is 2515 Shakespeare, #2, Houston, Texas 77030.

... the city of West Berlin still has
3,783 pigs, 2,570 horses, 1,520 sheep,
702 head of cattle, 104.090 chickens,
2,789 hives of bees and 78 farms?Washington Mitsourian

Historical Brochure oil German

Immigration to This Area Popular7^u
WftSttuifc

A recently-published
historical brochure about
German immigration to the
east central area of Mis
souri in the early HMO's
continues to attract atten
tion even outside; the state.

Letters from Pennsylvania,
California, Ohio, ,the Federal
Republic of Germany, and
elsewhere about the brochure,
"Why" They Left — German
Immigration From Prussia to
Missouri," contain comments
such as these: ':

"What a fascinating chapter
of local history this brochure
tells!"

"Now I understand much
better why our families left
Germany,to immigrate to Mis
souri." '

"It is Interesting to compare
historical events in America
and in Prussia, Germany and
to realise that my great-great
grandfather was packing his
trunk to sail from Bremen to
New Orleans at the same time
that the movement to end slav

ery was just beginning in the
United States."

"The fact that land in
Prussia rarely could be owned
outright by average fanners
explains so much to me about
the love of the land one finds
among their immigrant des
cendants in Missouri today."

And a West German, living
in the area once known as
Prussia, said: "Although we
naturally know the history of
Europe's wars and ups and
downs better than Americans
do, we are happy to see that
Middle West Americans, are
becoming interested in it, too,
and are learning about the
ideas and inspirations our im
migrants brought to their area
of the country. And we, too,
still have much to learn about
how they really lived after
they arrived, for too many of
our impressions of that time
come from Hollywood movies
which glorify the immigration
and frontier experiences.

The author of the booktet,
Anita M. Malliockrodt, a na

... Europe'sonly "genuine" inland
beachisWannsee,West Berlin,where
1.3km of sand are kept in trim for
bathers?

tive of Augusta,- now living in
Washington, D.C., is en
couraged by this response.

"I have been trying to ex
plain the United States to Ger
mans through tnfffintfKt arti
cles and radio programs writ
ten while I lived in the Rhine-
land area of West Germany.
Now it's the other way around;
this booklet Ml" Missottrians
about Germany, the Germany
of the past When my radio
program, "Augusta, Missouri:
A German-American Town,"
wasbroadcast earlythisyear
by station WDR in Cologne, a
resident of Augusta who was
featured in the program,
received 'fan mail' from West
Germany; now American
readers of my booklet tell me
they find its account of past
life in Germany-interesting, as

weu. it's encouraging to see
this interest in Information
back and forth between-and
about West Germans and
Americans since pur two coun
tries today are partners and,
we, therefore, have a special
reason for trying to unders
tand each other."

The brochure, "Why They (
Left," is on sale for $4.00 in '
Washington at The Missourian
office, in Hermann at the Ger
man School, at the Land-
schrank in Dutxow, the
Historical Society In St.
Charles, the Antique Shop in
Femme Osage, in Augusta at
the Mt. Pleasant Wine Co.,
Augusta Antique, and Old Mill
Crafts, and Sunday, October
12, at the annual Emmaus Pall
Bataar, near MartbasvUte,
from lx:S0 p.m. to 8 p.m.

... West Berlin, with two universi
ties, eight university colleges and 181
research facilities, is the largestscien
tific research centre in the Federal
Republic of Germany?
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THREE TEXAS-GERMAtf FOLKLORIC POEWS

By Gilbert J. Jordan

While collecting German heritage material in Texas, I discovered that
only a small amount of indigenous poems can be found here. As expected, most
of them can be traced back to sources in Germany, and there are literally
hundreds of poems of this kind hidden in the hearts and minds of the people
in the Texas-German settlements. In many cases, the German and. the Texas-
German versions are amazingly similar, often identical. In others, however,
the readings vary considerably. This is true of variants found in Texas as
well as those current in Germany. In either case, a comparison between the
different versions is usually very interesting, especially when the basic
purpose and thought remain the same while the phrasings are different.

For the purpose of comparison, I selected three poems or songs and
will present the versions known in Texas and some of those current in Germany.

1. Worm der Schneider re1ten will. I found two similar versions of this
poem in Texas, but the variant is in the third line only. Here is the Texas
version with the variant line added:

Wenn der Schneider reiten will

Und hat keln Pferd,
Dann setzt er sich auf elnen Ziegenbock
(Dann sattelt er sich elnen Ziegenbock)
Und reit't verkehrt.
(Informants: Elisa Weber Kowert and the author)

My translation reads:

When the tailor wants to ride
And has no horse,
He sits upon a billy goat
(He saddles up a billy goat)
And rides in reverse.

(All translations are by the author)

A current German version goes as follows:

Wenn der Schneider reiten will
Und hat keinen Gaul,
Dann setzt er sich auf einen Ziegenbock
Und nlmmt den Schwanz ins Maul.

This reads in translation:

When the tailor wants to ride
And has no nag.
He sits upon a billy goat
And takes the tail in his mouth.

(Oops, no rhyme)

The poem agrees well with the folkloric concept of the tailor as a
ridiculous and light-weight character, as for example in Wilhelm Busch's
Max und Morltz. Episode 3 (Werke. Ill, 29-35)t or with the following non
sensical verse:
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(THREE TEXAS-GERMAIN FOLKLORIC POEWS, page 2)

iJeunundneunzig Schneider
Wiegen hundert Pfund;
Und wenn sie das nicht wiegen,
Slnd sie nicht gesund.
(Informant, Dina Treibs Jordan)

The English comes out as follows:

Ninety-nine tailors
Weigh a hundred pound;
And if they do not weigh that much.
They are not well and sound.)

2. Heile, heile, Se/ren. The second poem I selected for comparison is
a little pain-easing song. When a child gets a slight injury, the mother
takes him in her lap, kisses and blows on the sore spot, and consoles the
child with the song. One Texas version reads:

Heile, heile, Segen,
Drei Tage Regen,
Drei Tage Dreck,
Und jetzt 1st alles wen;.
(Informants: Daniel and Frank Jordan)

The translation goes as follows:

Healing, healing, blessing,
Three days of rain,
Three days of mud.
And now there's no more pain.

Another Texas version is a pleasant and optimistic song:

Heile, heile, Segen,
Drei Tage Regen,
Drei Tage Sonnenschein,
Wird alles wleder heile sein.

(Informant: Dina Treibs Jordan)

In translation it goes like this:

Healing, healing, blessing,
Three days of rain,
Three days of sunshine,
And all is well again.

The song version that is best known in Germany goes as follows:

Heile, heile, Segen,
Morgen gibt es Regen,
Ubermorgen Schnee,
Und jetzt tutfs nicht mehr weh.

In translation it reads:

Healing, healing, blessing,
Tomorrow it will rain,
The next day it will snow,
And now there's no more pain.
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(THREE TEXAS-GERMAN FOLKLORIC POEMS, page 3)

Another version of the poem known in Germany combines elements from the
two poems above:

Heile, heile Segen,
Drei Tage Regen,
Drei Tage Schnee,
Jetzt tut's dem Kind nicht weh.

And now the translation:

Healing, healing, blessing.
Three days of rain.
Three days of snow,
The child has no more pain.

3. Regen. Regentropfen. The several versions of this poem are related
in thought to the English ditty:

What are little girls made of?
Sugar and spice and everything nice.
What are little boys made of?
Snipes and snails and puppy dog tails.
(Informant: Vera Tiller Jordan)

The German-Texan Regentropfen poem that is related in thought to the
above ditty reads:

Regen, Regentropfen,
Die Jungens muss man klopfen;
Die Madchens muss man schonen

Wie die Zitronen.
(Informant: John Henry Kothmann)

My translation is a bit free, but it renders the thought adequately:

Rain and raindrops, fleeting,
The boys will need a beating;
To girls you must be tender,
And they'll be sweet and slender.

A version of this poem known in Germany says:

Regen, Regentropfen,
Die Buben muss man klopfen.
Die Madlein m eln seidnes Bett,
Die Buben in eine Dornenheok'.

This verse can be translated as follows:

Rain and raindrops, fleeting.
The boys will need a beating,
The girls will get a silken bed,
The boys in a thorny hedge are laid.
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(THREE TEXAS-GERMAN FOLKLORIC POEMS, page i()
-?Y

Some of the material presented above appeared in my book YESTERDAY IN
THE TEXAS HILL COUNTRY (College Station: Texas A & M University Press, 1979).
and some will be included in my forthcoming volume GERMAN TEXANA (Burnet:
Eakin Publications, 1980). The poems and translations are reproduced here
with the permission of the publishers of these books.

Jicrrfciilr Bnilv Jimrs

Wednesday, Augusts, 1980
Family

Bank Displays Miniature
BY BEt'LXHSECOR

Kerrville in Miniature" is
on uispia> agdin after an
absence of 24 years.

This time the little town is
making itstemporary home in
the Chas. Schreiner Bank.
Later the exhibit will be
moved to the new museum by
members of the Hill Country
Preservation Society, spon
sors of the project.

This replica of Kerrville in
the l8U0's was first viewed by
the Kerr County public in 1986
during KerrvilUVs centennial
celebration. For the past two
dozen years, the miniature
display has been stored at
various places around town.
Now it has been restored and
refurbished. It has been
dusted, mended, cleaned and
repainted, and it has been
placed on a beautiful new
eight-foot by four-foot table,
covered with a protective
clear plastic shield for easy
viewing.

As you look down into the
small and detailed model, you
will sec that it is bordered on
the west by Clay Street, on the
north side by Main Street, on
the east by Washington Street
and on the south by the
Guadalupe River. Looking at
thelilliputian people, animals,
homes and commercial
buildings, you probably will
wonder who made this small
wonderland.

Mrs. Scott Schreiner and the
late Mr. Schreiner conceived
the idea and sponsored the
construction of the model to be
exhibited at Kerrville's
centennial celebration in 1856.
Patients at the Veterans
Administration Medical
Center created the village
after making a study of the
actual placement of each
building and street.

In 1978 Mr. and Mrs. Her
bert Oehler worked several
weeks in the restoration of the

exhibit. Herbert, a local
historian, checked the facts
while Golda cleaned years of
dust and painted or replaced
other objects.

The Oehlers' dining room
table was home for the early
Kerrville miniature for more
than two months. Then again
the model went into storage
because there was no place to
show it. The museum was not
yet openand the Oehlerswere
about ready to eat at their
dining room table.

Again, help arrived. The
Chas. Schreiner Bank offered
to have a table and a
protective plastic shield
made, and they also offered to
keep the miniature cityuntil it
could be placed in the
museum. .

Jean Sandidge, a local
artist, made the map one can
refer to as he or she views the
model village. Take number
one, for example. Find

number one of Mrs. San-
didge's map.thenfind number
one on the little village. That is
Joshua Brown's log cabin.
Number two is Dr Parson's
home, number three is Par
son's livery stable, and so on
down the line. What a lovely
way to study local historv'.

Herbert Oehler is preparing
a booklet which will tell the
story of those pioneers who
lived in the homes shown, and
who operated the businesses
displayed on the table model.
The booklets will be for sale at
a nominal cost through the
Hill Countr> Preservation
Society.

It is interesting to compare
the 1980 photograph with the
1870 model city. The modern
photograph includes ap
proximately the same area as
the miniature model.

The publicis invited to goby
the Chas. Schreiner bank to
see •Kerrville in Miniature."

This is one of the many things being done to preserve the pioneer heritage in
Kerr County, The booklet mentioned contains the names of only three German-TexanB

Charles Schreiner, Christian Dietert and John Ochse—simply because they were
the only ones living within the narrow boundaries of the miniature at the time. But
many others of German descent lived in other parts of Kerrville or the surrounding
area by the tine of the Civil War as is witnessed by the names of Caspar Real,
Henry J. Schwethelm, Henrietta Eckstein, August Karger, John Leinweber, Fritz and
Gus Tegener.

HERBERT E. OEHLER

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

KERRVILLE. TEXA8 7802B

1601 Susan Dr.
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3801-57th-Street
Lubbock, Texas 79418

fca&lg,, Aa/A/c, r54ot4 J75±
U. da ti^ duftadb^ <icc£c&i Side £**tA*.

f ***? B«*°™t 'd*,A4LCjt*/n, da>U(U cU

I^TtI^^L0^ B™™°™»*'chaft in Deutsche*Mdtn Texas (The Bremen and Their Kin in Germany mdZ
Texas) are designed to compliment each other aTasS?S£dividual volumes tWore cannot to rf? S^ST^

Aufsatz "In welchcm Jahr-
hundert mdchte ich leben?" In
der Regierungsieit von Karl dem
Grossen. Dann briiuchte ich al
les nicht mehr iernen. was nach-
her passierte."

author's discount price per srtTsfiOuoT separately. The
order.* Regular re&£i!£.m.W * ***** °T mOT*

Ol 1 Zeltang umq* ©Otfom mitrad CsteB^Cxfipelraani
fiii.'iu:

• I !«-•»,•

Ill.ll ZCSZ .' '• i , F i IV.3

Olfen. Wenn Marlies und Josef
Nahrmann aus Olfen die Weih-
nachtsgtuBe ihrer Verwandten er-
halten, haben die Biiefe, obwohl sie
in dur Wane von Olfen abgcschickt
wurticn, den weilcn Wcg iiLer den
AUantiL flberwundan. Die Ver
wandten der Eheleute Nahrmann le-
ben niimlich in Texa's, genaucr ge-
saqt in San Antonio, einer Stadt,
die nicht weit von der amerikani-
schen Stadt Olfen entfernt 1st.

Dprt lieB sich im Dezember 1846
der-Olfener Tagelfihner und Bauer
Anton Holscher mit seiner Farnilie

..(osteon
nieder. Gemelnsam rait seiner Frau
Maria Katherina und scinen Sohncn
Anton jr., Josef. Wil'ielm und Bern-
hard war er dem Kuf .Fruchtbarcs
Parodies Nord-Amerika" gefolgt
und hatte die Strapazcn einer lan-
gen Schiffsreisc von 60 Tagen aul
sich genommen, weil er von einer
bessercn Zukunft traumte. Wcstfa-
len, wo die Ertrage der Baucrnhofc
oft nicht ausreichtcn. urn eine Fa
rnilie zu ernahren, hatte Ihm nicht
mehr viol zu bicten. Die Zeitungen,
die damals di<- ijluhendsten Be-
schreibungen von ilcutschen Aus-
wandorern aus Texas vcrdffcntlich-
ten, hatten ihm w.ihrschclnlich Mut
gernacht.

Die hlteste Tochti-r der Familic,
Elisabeth, erreichte erst drei Juhrc
spater, r.ach ihrer I cirat mit Theo-
dor Bv-kemper .mis Sulsen. die
neue Hnimat ilir'-r Eltetn. Dafiir
war abur Elisabeth I.riise, du; Ver-

aeMGOcslhxa QrilBe ays.Olfen
ytawM©in) W<bM dies Atlanfiks
Amerikanische Verwandte suchen regelmaBig Kontakt zur nHeimatstadtM

lobte von Anton HSlscher jr., mit
ihnen ausgewandert. Sie war die
QroDtanle von Johanna Nahrmann,
die heute noch zusammen mit Josef
und Mai lies Nahrmann auf dctu
ehemdligcn Hof Briiso lebt.

Im Jahre 1850 wurden Anion
sen., Anton jr. und Josef jeweils
640 llektar Land zugedachl. Wil
helm, der noch nicht verhciralet
war, erhielt nur 320 Hektar. Auf die-
sem Eoden, auf dem sich neben den
Holschers noch weitere deutsche
Famillen niederlieBen, cntstand
schlieOlich auch die texanische Sladt

Olfen.

Aber Anton Holscher konnte sein
Gliick nicht lange genieOen. Er ist,
laut Chronik der Farnilie Holscher,
zwischen 1856 und 1859 gestorben
und hlnterlioB 40 Enkclkinder, die
Kinder der Familicn Theodor Bux-
kemper, Anion jr., Josef, Wilhelm
und Bernhard Holscher.

Bei dem crstcn Familicnlag der
Familie Holscher am 4. Juli 1954
trafen sich rund 2000 Nachtahrcn
von Anton und Maria Katherina
Holscher in Wcstfalla in Texas. Es
war eines der grdfiten Famillentref-
fen in den USA. Ein Registrierungs-
biiro beschaftigte sich den ganzen
Tag mit der Rcgistricrung der An-
wesenden unci der Ertcilung von
Auskunften. Fur das Mittag- und
Abcndessen wurden 500 flund
Riiulfleisrh honniigt und 1100 Pfurvl
Wurst hcnjcsiclll.

Bei der 14. Wicdervercinigung
der Familic mit dem slacken Zu-

! sammonqehnriiil.fitsqofuhl, am 7.
j und 8. Juni »lii -c". .lahrcs, trat man
I sich in San .'.m.inio zu cinum !•«:-

sondereii Ertignis. Leroy T. Mat-
thtesen, der Urenkel von Elisabeth
Briise, war einige Tage vorher zum
Bischof von Amarillo geweiht wor-
den.

Zwei Jahre vor diesem Ereignis
war er nach Olfen in Westfalen auf
den Hof seiner Urgxofimutter <je-
reist und halie mit seiner Schwe-

ster,. der Benediktiner-Schwesler
Rosaria, seine deutschen Verwand
ten beaucht.' Den. grofiea Wunsch
des jetzigen Bischofs von Amarillo
kann Marlies Nahrmann bis heute
nicht vergessen: Er -wollto unbe-
dingt das Scbild .Olfen gruBt den
Rest der Welt* anit -nach Amwika
nehmen. M *'

Smstag, 27. Dezember 1910
Ganz einfach

"Hah! Auf diesen Stuhl diirfen
Sie sich nicht setzen!" schreil der
Museumswdrter einen Touristen an.
der sich nach drei Schlossern (cas
tles), fiinf Kirchen und zwei Mu-
seen mal kurz ausruhen mdchte.
"Das ist der Stuhl Friedrichs des
Grossen!"
. ."Na und? Wenn er kommt. sleh'
ich halt auf."

Nr. 300 / Ruhr-N«chrlchten

•i \im

InderHdlle

Die Reisegesellschaft stent am
Kraterrand (edge of the crater) des
Vulkans und bliekt in das Feuer
hinab. Melnt ein Amerikaner: "Das
sieht fa wirklich aus wie tn der
Hdlle!"

Stdsst Frau Limke ihren Gotten
an und sagt: "Toll, diese Amerika
ner — die sind tatsdchllch schon
Qberall gewesenl"

Verruclcter Konig
Die Besucher wandern durch

Scktoss Neuschwanstein. "Hier

schjief Ludwig II., Konig von Bay-
ern". erkl&rt der FGhrer (guide),

i"und in dieser Wanne (bathtub) ba-
dete er tdglioh." — "Wieso t&g-
lich?" fliistert Meier. — "Still!"
sagt seine Frau. "er war doch ver-
rUckt (crazy)r
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ABERNETHY 1-30,16
ADAM 1-15
ADAMEK 2-16
ADAMUCH 2-12
ADAMS 2-21

ADRIAN 2-12
ALBERT 1-16
ALBERTHAL 2-39
ALHORN 2-26
ALTGELT 1-19, 2-22,31
ALVES 1-11, 2-36
AMMIN 2-12
ANDERSON 1-6
ANDERTON 2-13
ANDREWS 1-12
ANIOL 2-8
AOUEILLE 1-17
AVINGER 1-11

BAACKE 2-38
BAADE 1-7,17
BABIN 1-35, 2-10
BAERENT 2-51
BALES 2-59
BARANAY 2-37
BARTHOLOMAE 1-11
BARTON 2-19
BARTSCHT 2-28
BASTIAN 2-38
BASTROP von 2-17
BAUDISCH 2-15
BAUER 1-2,1 & 2-20
BAUGHMAN 1-17
BAUSCHINGER 2-60
BECKER 1-6,7,8", 15 & 2-12
BECKER-CANTARINO 1-6,2-28
BEE 2-31
BEHRENS 2-26
BEIMER 2-11
BELLOWS 2-6
BELOW/BELOWSKY 1-15
BELZONG 2-12
BENE 2-36
BENNETT 2-9
BERENDS 1-31, 2-25
BERGMANN 1-1,15,16 & 2-13
BERLINER 2-12

BERNARD 2-51
BERNES 1-15
BERNHARDT 1-5
BERRES 2-51
BEST 1-16, 2-16
BIEBRICHTER 2-10
BIEGERT 1-17
BIERLE 1-13
BILHARTZ 1-6
BILLY THE KID 2-29
BINZ 1-23
BITTER 2-12
BLAKEY 2-25

1980 SURNAME INDEX
By Marilyn Collins

BLAZEK 2-10
BLEZINGER 2-37
BLIEDER 2-16
BOCK 2-15
BOECK 1-11
BOEDER 1-1
BOEER 2-16
BOERNE 1-1
BOESCH 2-13
BOHMPALK 1-6,2-33,13
BOLTON 2-17
BOONE 1-16, 2-59
BORCHARDT l-ll
BORN 2-12
BOSSECKER 2-12
BOURGEOIS 1-17
BOUSKA 1-1,35
BOWDEN 1-11,2-33
BOYER 2-55
BRABAND 2-15
BRACHT 2-32
BRADEN 2-20,11,12,15,51
BRADY 2-55
BRAEUER 1-11
BRAMMER 2-59
BRXUDIGAM 2-36
BRAUN 1-29,12
BRAUTIGAM von 1-15
BREITENKAMP 1-30,2^22,56
BREMER 1-10,11
BREMER 1-6

BRITT"1-19
BRITTON 2-55
BROAD/BROD 2-12
BROCK 2-30
BROWN. 1-1,6,7,12
BRUCKTROPS 1-37
BRUNE 1-6
BRUNETT 1-16
BUCHEIT 2-10,51
BUECHE 1-11
BUECKER 1-6
BUERRO 1-12
BUPPINGTON 2-55
BUNJES 1-6,7
BURCHARDT l-ll
BURGDORP 2-39
BURGER 2-12
BURGES 1-1,6,7,2-6,9
BURKHARDT 1-16
BUROW 1-11
BURRELL 1-11
BURRUS 1-17
BURTSCHELL 2-12
BUSBY 2-15
BUSCHELL 2-36
BUSH 1-6
BUXKEMPER 1-2,2-20,11
BYBEE 1-2,6,7

-#-

CALVERT 1-17
CAMP .2-29
CAMPBELL 1-6
CANNON 2-33,11,16
CAPPELL/KAPPELL 1-15
CARAS 2-17
CARBY 2-15
CARTER 1-2,1,29
CARVAJAL 2-25,51
CASEY 2-8
CASTELL 2-17
CAUTHORN 2-31
CHABOT 2-32
CHALUPKA 1-31
CHRISTENSEN 1-15
CHRISTLEY 2-12
CLAAS 2-36
CLARK 2-33,17
CLAYTON 1-1,25,2-25,28
CLEMMENTS 2-12
COERS 1-11
COLE 1-13,17,2-12
COLLIER 2-51
COLLINS 1-3,1,8
CONNALLY 2-59
CONNER 1-6
COPE 1-3,1,6
COPELAND 1-16
CORD 1-11

CORDELL 2-11,15
CORDER 1-13
CORDES 2-28
CORNELISON 1-6,2-33
CORY 2-59
COULBOURN 1-1
COX 2-30
CRAGER 2-39
CREEKMORE 2-11,12,51
CRENWELGE 1-10
CROMALS 2-12
CROUCHER 1-1
CRUTCHPIELD 2-8
CULBERTSON 1-17
CURTIS 1-17,2-33

DALE 1-37
DALLMEYER 1-7,17,2-9,11
DAMON 1-6
DANEK 2-10

DANNENBERG 1-15
DANZ 2-20

DAVIES 2-8
DECEMBER 1-16
DEDEKE 1-7
DEHNISCH 2-11,12,15,51
DENTLER 2-21,33
DEUTSCH 2-12
DEWITT 2-6
DIAZ 2-31
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DICK 2-38
DIELMANN 1-3,6,2-6,9
DIESSELHORST 2-13
DIETZ 1-11,16
DIPPEL 1-26
DITTMAR 1-6
DIXON 1-17
DOEPPENSCHMIDT 1-17
DOERR 1-11
DOERRIES 2-56,57
DOLLE 1-11
DOLMETSCH 2-53
DONAHUE 2-33
DONNERSMART l-ll
DORAN 1-1,6,7,16,2-17
DOREE 2-12
DORNSTAEDTER 1-39
DOSKOCIL 1-10
DOYLE 2-51
DREDIL 2-11
DRESSEL 2-12
DUDNEY 1-6
DUPP 2-31
DUNHAUER 2-31
DURST 1-6,7,8,10,16,2-16

EASTON 1-15
EBERLE 1-3,6,29,2-6,19
EBINGER 1-11
ECKART 1-11,2-20
ECKERT 1-16
ECKHARDT 1-9
EDWARDS 1-17
EGG 1-17
EIGHMY 2-51
EINSTEIN 2-58
EISMANN 1-11
EL-BEHERI 1-3,1,5,6,7,25,

31,2-5,7,9,23,25,26,
28,53

ELDER 2-33
ELPELD 2-36
ELMENDORP 1-6,18,29
EMIHINGURG/ING 2-12
ENDERS 1-13
ENGELHARDT 1-6,7,8,17
ENGELKE 1-11
ENGLAND 1-16
ENBROCK 2-12
EPPRIGHT/EPPRECHT 2-10
EPPERWRIGHT 2-10
ERBEN 2-31
ERNST l-ll
ERWIN 2-59
ESCHBERGER 2-10
ESTLINBAUNE 2-12
EVANS 1-1,13

PAELLER 2-36
PALTIN 1-3,1,6,16,2-6,33
PARQUHAR 1-6,8
PAUTH 1-16

PECHNER 1-11
FEIST 2-12
PELL 2-38
FELLER 1-10
FERGUSON 2-36
FEST 2-16
PEY 1-11
PICK 1-31
PICKEL 2-39
FIETZAM 2-36
PILINGERI 1-15
FISCHER 1-30
FLACH 1-15
FLUSCHE 1-18,13,2-13
FLUTH 2-39
FOERSTER 1-17,11,2-36,37,

38,39
FOHN 2-17
POLLENIUS 1-25
FORISTER 1-1,8,2-11
PORNELL 2-22

FORREST 2-23
PRANKE 1-31,2-33
PRANZ 2-12
FRANZEN 2-36
PRAZIER 1-15,2-28
FREEMAN 1-3
PREIER 1-31
FRIEDERICH 2-15
FRIESE 2-13
PRIESENHAHN 1-13,11
PRISCH 2-12
FRITSE 1-19
FRITZ 2-12
FRIZZEL 2-36
PROEHLICH 1-22

FROEHNER 1-2,2-13
FRb'SCHLE 2-56
PUCHS. 1-6,2-9,25

GALLATIN 1-11,2-33
GAMBITTA 2-31
GASS 1-15,19
GATES 2-9
GAU 2-26
GAUGLER 1-10
GEISTWEIDT 1-16
GEITMAN 2-12
GELBERG 2-57
GELIN 1-3,1
GERFEN 1-13
GERFERS 1-2,1
GERSTENBERGER 2-16
GEUE 1-17,2-32
GIBSON 1-13
GIESE 1-2
GIESECKE 1-11
GILBERT 1-6
GILL 1-11
GILLON 2-56
GISH 1-1,17
GLAESER 1-28,15

7?
GLASER/GLAESER 1-15
GLASSCOCK 1-18
GLENEWINKEL 1-16,2-17
GLOETZEL 1-29
GLIJ*CK 2-12
GOEBEL 2-39
GOEDEKE 2-29,31
GOEHRING 1-15
GOETH 1-11
GOHLKE 1-2,6,7,8
GOLD 1-2,3,1,9,10,15,17

2-5,6,20,31,17,59
GOLDBECK 1-3,32,2-6
GOLDMANN 2-38
GOLDSTEIN 2-31
GOODWIN 1-8,2-16
GOYNE 1-6,7,30,31,32,33

2-10,22,23
GRAF 2-11
GRAMATKY 1-10
GRANT 1-5,13
GREBE 2-12
GREEN 2-5
GREGORY 1-25,16
GRIDER 1-30
GRIFFIN 1-6,8,2-33
GROOS 2-16
GROTE 2-39
GRUBE 2-38
GRUETZMACHER l-ll
GRUSENDORF 2-39
GRUSSENDORFP l-ll
GUENTHER 1-1,8,11,2-6,9

31,33,12
GUERRA 2-32
GUETHOERLE 1-16
GUTHRIE 1-1,9.17

HAAG 1-11,16,2-17
HAAK 1-17,17
HAAS 1-12
HAECKER 1-11
HAGELSTEIN 2-17
HAGEN 2-13,17
HAGN 1-6,8
HAHN 1-33
HALE 2-51
HALEY 2-6
HALFMAN 1-37
HALLIS/HOLLIS 1-12
HALM 2-36
HAMMOND 2-51
HAMPTON 2-51
HAND 2-33,38
HARPER 1-6,16
HARRELL 1-17,2-30
HARRIS 2-56
HART 2-12,25
HARTMANN 1-13,6
HARTUNG 1-6,7,11,2-39
HASTAY 1-1,6,2-28
HAUER 1-10
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HAUFLER 1-15,16
HAYNES 2-5
HEALIG 1-29
HEGAR 1-6,8
HEHMSOTH 1-1
HEIKEN 2-51
HEIMANN 1-17,2-36
HEIMSATH 1-3
HEIN l-ll
HEINEMANN 2-10
HEINEN 1-6,7,8,1,2-25
HEINSOHN 1-2,15
HEINTZE 1-8
HEISE 1-16
HELD 2-51
HELLER 2-12
HELLNER 1-10
HELPERT 2-11
HENGST 1-1,17
HENKE 2-39
HENNECKE 2-12
HENNEKE 2-12
HENNEMANN 2-10
HENNIG 1-15,2-16
HENNINGER 1-16
HENRY 1-5
HENSON 1-7
HERBRIG 2-15
HERNANDEZ 1-29
HERRMAN 1-1,7,8,11,2-6
HEYE 1-1,7,8,2-9
HEYNE/HEINE 2-12
HILDEBRAND 1-11
HILL 1-2,3
HILLERT 2-17
HILLMAN 1-10
HINES 2-39
HINKEL 1-1
HIRSCH 1-7
HITZFELD 2-39
HOCH 2-33
HOEPELMEYER 2-16
HOEHNE 1-15
HOELSCHER 1-2,12,2-20,59
HOPF 1-9
HOFFMAN 1-16,2-38
HOFHEINZ 1-11
HOPMANN 1-6,8 2-36
HOPNER 2-19
HOHMANN 2-39
HOHMEIER 2-39
HOLCK 1-1
HOLEKAMP 1-19
HOLLIS/HALLIS 1-12
HOLMAN 2-59
HOPP 2-36
HOPH 2-36
HOPPE 1-3,1,7,8,31,2-27
HORNBERGER 1-16
HORNER 2-12
HORNING l-ll
HORTZ 1-12

HOUCK 2-10
HOUGH 1-27
HOUSTON 1-26

HOYT 2-51
HUBER 1-11,2-16
HUFFMAN 2-12
HUFFMEYER 2-12
HUGHES 1-1,6,2-9,29,33,38
HUGO 1-16
HUMMEL 1-18
HUMPHREY 1-37
HUNDHAUSEN 2-36
HUNEVLAGE 2-12

IMHOFP 1-16
IMKEN 2-26
INGENHUETT 1-15,19,2-21
IRWIN 1-7,17

JACHMISEN 2-18
JACOB 1-17
JAHNSEN 1-7
JANKE-REUE 2-16
JAUER 1-11
JEFPERIS 1-25,2-25
JENTACH 1-13
JESSE 2-17
JOH 1-26
JOHNSON 2-17
JONAS 1-11
JORDAN 1-3,1,8,17,25,30,

2-18,21,25,30,36,19,
56,62

JUENGERMANN 1-2

JURGENS 2-16
JUSTMAN 1-38

KABANTSCHUK 1-2

KADLECEK 1-31
KADLICHEK 2-6

KAHL 2-15
KAHLICH 1-1,37,2-11
KAHN 1-1,6,7,21,25,26,27,

28,57,2-5,10,11,21,25
KAISER 2-12
KALLENBERG 1-16
KAMLOCK 2-36
KAMPMANN 2-31,32
KAPP 2-22

KAPP/KAPPELL/CAPPELL 1-15
KARDELL 2-lL»l5
KATTNER 2-39
KAUFHOLD 2-17
KAUPERT 1-13
KAUTZ 1-2,1,15,2-11
KELLER 1-2,10
KEMP 1-6
KERLICK 2-38
KESSLER 2-16
KIEFER l-ll
KIELMANN 2-13
KIMMELL 2-38

1?
KING 1-10
KINKLER 1-1
KIRCHER 1-6,8
KIRSCHKE 1-12,2-15
KLAERNER 2-36
KLAR 1-11
KLAUPHAUS 2-38
KLEBERG 1-9
KLEIN 1-7,8,10,2-12
KLINGELHOEPPER 1-25,16,2-39
KLOPPER 2-10
KLOTZ 2-12
KLUCK 2-12
KNAPE 1-1
KNEBEL 2-12
KNEUPPER 1-23,2-17
KNOPP 1-6,7
KNUTSON 1-1,17
KOEHL 1-17,16
KOEPSEL 1-11
KOGER 1-7,8,15
KOHELEPFEL 2-16
KOKEL 1—7

KOKINDA 1-6,11,23,28,2-5,9,
23,26,50

KOLB 2-39
KORN 2-36,15
KORNMAYER 1-7
KORNRUM l-ll
KORNRUMPF l-ll
KOSTER 2-5
KOSZARSKI 2-51
KOTHMANN 1-3,1,17
KOTT 2-36
KOY 2-12
KRAMM 2-11
KRANNICH 1-16,2-16
KRAUS 2-17
KRAUSE 1-11,16,2-8,17
KRAUSHAAR 1-13
KRAUSKOPP 2-29
KRAUSNICK 1-39
KRAUTER 1-7
KREDIL 2-15
KREITZ 1-11
KRUEGER 1-11,2-15,59
KRUGER 2-11,15
KRUMTHIZ 2-12

KRUSE 1-16
KUEBEL 1-23
KUEHN 1-28,2-15
KUENNE 2-39
KUEMPEL 1-16
KUHLMAN 1-11,2-36
KUHN 1-7,8
KUHN/KRAUS 2-12
KUNKEL l-ll
KUNTZ 1-7
KURTZ 2-12

LAMM 1-19
LAMPE 2-12
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LANG 1-10
LANGE 2-33
LANGNER 1-13
LANGSTON 1-1
LANIER 1-5
LAPHAM 2-51
LAUBACH 1-16
LAUTH 1-37
LAUX 2-12
LEE 1-5
LEHMAN 1-2,1,6,7,16,37,11,

17,2-2,9,11
LEIDING 1-3,1
LEILICH 2-36
LENKE 2-12
LENZ 2-16
LENZEN 2-16
LEYDENDECKER 2-36
LICH 1-8,25,28,30,31,31,36

39,18,2-9,19,25,26,53
LIERMANN 2-12
LIGHT 1-17
LIMMERIN 2-12
LINDEMANN 1-2,1,6,18,15,2-

6,39
LINDNER 1-6,7
LINGNAU 1-37
LINK 1-13
LINSMAYER 2-9,27
LIVINGSTONE 2-29
LOCK 1-7
LORBBER 1-19
LORENS 2-36
LOWDEN 2-10
LOWE 2-10
LU.CKENBACH l-ll
LUDERS 1-15
LUDWIG 2-58
LUECKE 1-22
LUEDECKE 1-7,16
LUERSON 1-13
LUNDAY 1-7,16
LUNDSCHEN 2-38

MAAS 2-12
MACDONALD 1-7,8
MAERZ 2-12
MAGERS 1-16
MAGNUS 1-11
MAHLMANN: 1-16
MAHNCKE 2-13
MAHR 2-36
MALLARD l-ll
MALSCH 1-18
MANNS 1-11,2-10
MANUS 2-1

MARBACH 1-11
MARBURGER 1-27
MARKWORDT 1-31,10
MARSCHALL 1-15
MARTIN/MARTINE 2-38
MARTZDORF 1-15
MARX 2-12

MATHIS 2-31
MATTHIESEN 2-16
MATTHIJETZ 1-6

MAU 1-39
MAUER 1-11
MAVERICK 2-31
MAYER 1-7,8,2-12
MCCLAIN 1-17,2-5,30
MCCOWN 2-33
MCDOUGALL 1-7
MCDOWELL 2-8
MCGILL 2-11,12
MCGILLIN 2-11,51
MCGUIRE 1-1,2-5,9
MCKINLEY 1-5
MCKNIGHT 1-12
MCLAIN 2-13
MEANOR 1-18
MECKEL 1-16
MEERSCHEIDT 1-57
MEHLITZ 2-17
MEHNER 2-57
MEHRWEIN 2-10
MEINARDUS 2-26
MEINLKE 2-11
MEINKE 1-16
MELLENBRUSH 1-1
MELTON 2-28
MENGER 1-5,2-31
MENN 1-13
MERTZ 1-16,2-36
METZGER 1-10
MEYER 2-11
MGEBROFP 1-28
MICHAEL 1-6,25,2-25
MICHAELIS 1-15
MICHEL 1-23
MIDIKE 2-12
MIKESKA 1-31
MILLER 2-12,13,10,12,13
MINNICH 1-16
MITCHELL 2-31,55
MITTANCK 2-33
MITIGE 2-12
MOECKEL 1-11
MOELLER 1-12
MOHR 1-6,2-16,17
MOLTMANN 2-57
MOLTZ 1-11
MOOR/MOORE 2-17
MOOS 1-11,2-36
MOREAU 1-32
MORGAN 2-55
MOSS 1-7,8
MUEGGE 2-10
MUELLER 1-6,18,11,-2-20
MUENCH 1-25,2-17
MUENZLER 1-17,2-13,15
MUESSE 2-12
MUHLENBRUCH 2-13
MULCH 2-11
MILLER 2-10
MUMME 1-8

MJJRRAH 2-30
MUSSE 2-12
MYLER 2-8

<ft

NAEGEL 2-12
NAGEL 1-3,1,7,25,15,2-6
NASH 1-16
NAUMANN 2-15
NAUSCHUTZ 1-7,9
NEESE 2-38
NEFPENDORF 1-16,2-16
NELSON 2-12,59
NEUTZLER 1-16
NEWCOMB 2-56
NEWMAN 2-12,17
NEWTON 1-1,18,11
NEYLAND 1-37
NICEWANDER 2-33
NIEBUHR 1-1
NIMITZ 2-31
NITSCHE 1-13
NOHL 1-32,11
NOLTE 1-16
NORTEMANN 2-10
NUERNBERG 1-15

OBERNDORFER 2-33
OCHS 2-60
OCHSE 1-6,2-17
OEHLER 1-7,8,18,10,2-33
OESTREICH 1-13
OGLETREE 1-1
OHEIM 2-22

O'KEEFE 1-17
OPPERMANN 2-26
ORTMANN 2-11
OTT 1-15
OTTMERS/OTHMERS 2-15
OVERSTREET 1-6

PAETZOLD 1-26,27
PANKRATZ 1-7,8,19
PAPE 1-16,2-17
PARMALEE 1-25,2-25
PARR 1-13
PAULUS 1-17,2-33,10,11,16
PEARCE 2-20

PECKERMAN 1-6
PENN 1-1
PERRY 1-1,17,2-32
PETRI 2-16
PFANNSTIEL 1-23
PFEIL 1-10,2-20,32
PFEFPER 2-33
PFENNIG 2-11

PFENDER 1-29
PFLUGER 2-11,15
PPULLMANN 1-11
PHILLIPS 1-16
PIEPER 2-12,16
PIERCE 1-23
PITCHER 2-58
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PITSCHMANN 2-13
PITTS 1-16
PITZER 2-56
PLACHEK 2-12
PLEHOC 2-36
PLONNE 2-12
PLUENNEKE 2-39
POCHMANN 1-27
POERNER 1-2

POHECHECK 2-12
POLASEK 2-10
POORE 2-56
POWELL 1-7,8
PRESSLER 1-18
PRIESTER 2-10

PULTZ 2-11,12,15,51

QUALEY 1-29
QUAST 2-17

RAABE 1-12
RABENALDT 2-38
RABROKER 1-37,10
RAEKE 1-2,2-12
RAESNER 2-39
RAHM 1-29
RANSLEBAN 2-5
RAPPMUND 2-38
RASCHKE 2-39
RAUSCH 1-16
REAL 1-11
REEH 1-11,2-16
REESE 2-5

REEVES 1-1,6,7,9,25,30,31
18,2-9,23,25,26,33

REHMANN 2-36
REHNER 2-36
REICHERT 1-1,6,8
REINARZ 2-11
REINHARDT 2-11,17
REITZ 2-12
RESPONDEK 2-51
REUDER 2-36
RIBA 1-11
RICHTER 1-1,6,7
RIEKE 1-13
RIPPLEY 2-53
RITTER 2-12
ROBBINS 1-22

ROBERTS 1-1
ROBINSON-ZWAHR 1-3,1,6,7,
25,30,31,32,33,10,11,2-'.
5,9,25

ROCHS 1-29
ROEMER 1-30
ROGGENBUCKE von 1-15
ROHRIG 1-16
ROLL 2-13
ROMBERG 1-13
ROOSEVELT 1-5,2-12,55
ROSENBERG von 1-3,4,6,7,15

16,17,57,2-21 & 1-10

ROTH 1-12,16,2-15
ROTSCHEIDT 1-11
ROUGE l-ll
RUDLOPF 2-11
RUDOLPH 2-36
RUHLEN 2-23
RtlNGER/RUENGER 1-10
RUMMEL 1-2,18
RUNDBERG 1-7,18
RUSSELL l-ll, 2-55
RUX 1-15
RYAN 2-13

SACHS 1-3,1,6,7,2-6,11
SADOVSKY 1-7
SAGE 1-6,7
SAGEBIEL 1-13
SALCHOW 1-15
SAMMAN 1-16

SAMPLER 2-11,12,51
SANA 2-10
SANDERS 2-10
SANTLEBEN 2-32
SARTORIUS 1-25
SASSE 1-15
SAUER 2-20

SAUNDERS 2-13,15
SCHACK 2-11
SCHAEPER 2-33
SCHAPER 1-10
SCHAWE 1-16
SCHEEL 1-23,13,11,2-16
SCHEL/SCHELE/SCHEELE

1-13,11
SCHEIBE 2-56
SCHELLHASE 1-15
SCHERTZ 1-11
SCHIESING 1-17
SCHLAMEUS 1-11
SCHLEYER 1-29
SCHLOSSER 2-36
SCHLOTTMANN 1-18
SCHLUENZ 2-13
SCHMID 1-1
SCHMIDT 1-6,7,9,29,37,12,

16,2-36,li;15
SCHMITT 2-11,12,15,51
SCHNEIDER 1-23,13,2-15,16
SCHNEPPEN 2-9,27
SCHOBEL 2-12
"SCHOLL 2-16
SCHOLZ 2-59
SCHORK 2-38
SCHROEDER l-ll
SCHROETER 1-6,8
SCHUBERT 1-15
SCHUETZ 1-15
SCHULER 1-15,2-36
SCHULTZ 1-15
SCHULTZE 1-11
SCHULZ-BEHREND 1-25,2-25
SCHULZE 2-16

-SO

SCHUMANN 1-1,11,11,17
SCHUNENMANN 2-38,39
SCHUPP 1-16,2-36
SCHURZ 1-30
SCHWAB 1-22,13,2-20,16
SCHWARTZ 1-31,11
SCHWELIEN 1-39
SCHWERDT 1-18
SEELE 2-8,22,36,56
SEIDEL 2-5
SEIDENBERGER 2-16
SEIDENSTICKER 1-3,1
SEILER 1-11
SERVIERS 1-11
SHADDOCK 2-33
SHAW 1-26
SHODROK 1-11
SIEBOLD 1-11
SIERING 2-36
SILKENBAUMER 2-11
SIMON 1-12,2-58
SINNEMA 2-56
SIXBERRY 2-28
SLACK 2-29
SLATON 1-1,7
SLAYDEN 2-31
SMITH 1-7,2-33,12,15
SOEPJE 1-11
SOKOLYK 1-15
SORRELLS 1-6
SPECHT von 1-11
SPEISS 1-17
SPILKER 2-36
SPILLERS 1-1
STAATS 1-11

STADTLER 2-15
STAEHELY 1-32
STAHL 1-16
STARCKE 1-18,16
STEGLICH 1-7
STEHLING 2-36
STEIN 2-12
STEIN von 1-32
STEINBACH 1-18
STEINBECK 2-58
STEINPELDT 2-23
STENGEL 1-1
STERN 2-51
STEVENS 2-55
STEVES 2-22,31
STINDT 1-15
STROMAN 1-11
STORK 1-10
STRICHER 2-12
STRUVE von 1-16
STUESSY 1-2,2-39
STUMPF 1-16
SUHR 1-1,7,8,2-6
SUNDSTROM 1-7
SUSSMANN 2-36
SWAN 1-17
SWANSON 1-31,10,2-39
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SYKARA 2-12
SYRING 1-13

TAFT 1-5
TALLENT 2-12
TAMPKE 1-7
TATSCH 1-6,7,8 (»6
TAUFPENBACH 2-10
TAUSCH 1-7
TAYLOR 2-38
TENGG 2-16
TETLEY 2-11

TETZLAFF 1-3 ,1,16,25,55,
2-6

TEUTSCH 2-12
THEISS 2-36
THIEL 1-11,2-36
THIELE 1-1,7
THOMA 1-18,2-27
THOMAS 2-39
THOMPSON 1-1,3,1,7, $,2-3,,

2,9,55,59
TIEDT 1-8,2-11
TIPS 1-32,11
TOAHE 2-12
TOEPPERWEIN l-ll-
TOLLE 2-13
TOLZMAN 2-56
TOLZMANN 2-17
TUNNIES 2-17
TOSCH 1-11
TRAUGOTT 1-6,13
TREBES 2-17
TRENCKMANN 1-1,6,8
TREYBIG 2-33,12
TRICHWASSER 1-25,2-25
TRUCHARD 2-11,12,51
TUCK 2-55
TURNER 1-1;, 17
TUTTLE 1-1,2-12

UEBERHORST 2-56
UECKER 1-7,8
UHLIG 2-16
ULET 1-13
UMSCHEID 2-12

UPSHAW 1-6,8,15
URBANTKE 2-39

VAIL 1-6
VALTIN 1-10
VARICK 1-7
VEACH 1-33
VELLER 2-13
VETTER 2-39
VIETS 2-16
VIVIAN 1-13
VLEREBOM 2-20

VOEKEL 2-38
VOGES 1-23
VOGT 1-7,8,16,17
VOIGT 1-23,11*2-16

VOLLBRECHT l-ll
VOLTIN 1-18
VORPAHL 2-17
VOTH 1-12

WAGENFUHR 2-11,12,51
WAGNER 2-56
WALDER 2-10
WALKER 2-28
WALTERSDORFP 2-38
WALTHER 2-25
WANDEL 1-30
WANGEMANN l-ll
WARMUTH 2-38
WARREN 1-35,2-33
WASHINGTON 2-58
WATSON 1-3,5,13,2-5,8,

23,32
WATT 2-55
WEAVER 2-30
WEBER 1-16,26,2-28,39
WEDIG 1-33
WEEBER 1-13
WEFING 1-29
WEGNER 1-1
WEHE 2-16
WEHMEYER 2-39
WEHRMEISTER 1-16
WEIDNER 1-11
WEIGAND 1-6,8,18
WEIL 1-11
WEINHEIMER 2-36
WEINSTEIN 2-31
WEISHUHN 2-12
WEISS 2-13
WENDEL 2-12
WENDLER 1-11,2-57
WENZEL 1-23
WERRLA 2-12
WERSICH 1-30
WEST 2-17
WESTMORELAND 2-11,12,51
WETZ 1-11
WEYAND 1-27
WHITTEN 2-59
WIEDEMAN 1-7
WIEDERAENDERS 1-10,13
WIEDERSTEIN 1-11
WEIGAND 1-8
WIESMANN 1-18,12
WIGGINTON 2-59
WILBANKS 1-1,8
WILDE 1-5
WILHELM 1-11
WILKE 1-7,8,16,2-26
WILL 2-19
WILLE 1-15
WILLIAMM 2-12

WILLIAMSON 2-11,12,17
WILLRODT 2-12
WILLIS 1-6,2-33
WILLMAN 1-7

WILLSON 1-30

WILSON 1-1,7,8,19,17,2T5,11
11,25

WIND 1-6
WINDEN 2-5
WINDHAM 2-29
WINFIELD 1-16
WINK 2-12
WISIAN 2-17
WITTE 2-12
WOENNE 2-39
WOERNLE 2-10
WOITENA 1-27
WOLFF 1-25,39,2-25
WOLFSHOHL 1-11
WOLTERS 1-6,8,11
WOOD 2-33,13
WOODRUFF 1-18
WOOLLEY 2-6
WOOLVIN 2-33
WUNDT 2-17
WtJTHRICK 2-11

YAGER 2-12
YODER 2-55
YORK 1-1,6,8,2-11,37,11,12,

15,51

ZEPLIN 1-16
ZGLINICKI 2-56
ZIEHE 1-25,2-25
ZIENTEK 1-37
ZIMMERER 2-13
ZITTEL 1-12
ZUEGLE 2-16
ZWAHR 1-11
ZWERNEMANN 1-26

i5 ouyteCccm-^d Souses'

y\us iuA<& ******* a/ ,
a, va.lu.a6te \rese<u/cA Tcnt>L.

tftrVe, you. ykcntsUr &-6**&'

lil<tL W* MctHes ?aj *"
Vufilfceub'ov? -HuL*Tt>t^

(Je cure oilad tfz> Se.

^TkctMics, Id

M<&*-
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TOPIC INDEX I190

Bars 2 - 12,13

Bethlehem Lutheran Church 1 - 19,20,21,22,23

Boerne, Texas 1-1

The Bremers and Their Kin in Germany and in Texas.
(review; 1 - 31,32,33,3k

Christmas customs 2 - $0

"The Cypress1* and Other Writings of a German Pioneer
in Texas? (review) 2 - 22

Dehnisch, Margarita Braden 2-51

Dehnisch, Robert Carl 2 -51

Documents from Germany 2 - 3l|.,35»36

East German correspondence 1 - 3k

Fayette Heritage Museum and Archives 2-37

Folklore 2 - 18,19

Fredericksburg, Texas J\ - 1

The Galveston Era; The Texas Crescent on the B\te of
Secession! (review; 2-23

German idioms 2-21

German language 2 - 11|.,15>,16

German language instruction 1-35

History of the Scheel' Family in Texas. (aVstract) 1 - U3»W4-
Hoff, Carol (obit.) 1 - 9

Joh, Konrad 1 - 26,27,28

Kruger, Fritz, Sr. (obit.) 2 - Ul|.,i|5

Maifest, Brenham, Texas 2-2

Medieval bowling 2-28

Nazareth, early Catholic German community 2-30

Poems 1 - 15,25,29 ; 2 - U.9,59

Proverbs see Sprichworter

Recipes 1 - 57 ; 2 - 58

Research collections 2-32

Reunions 1 - 2,1|£
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Round Top, Texas 1-26

San Antonio Genealogical and Historical Society Library 2-36

San Antonio Was: Seen through a Magic Lantern, (review) 2-22

Schola Beer Garten (Austin, Texas ) 2-59
Sprichworter 1-3

Texas Lutheran College 1 - 10,11,12,13,Ill-
University of Texas, San Antonio, Special German Research

Collection 2-32

Windham, AT 2-29

NDrnborcor NGcfcrlc'iten
Fou.i;. ::.".-f. .i.^kt.cKj

Foslfaul

\CT03 i.iifnberfl 1

AbschiedvonRoundTop
Von Lisa Kahn

Diese Angst
diese Angst wegzugehenvon der
Statte der Graber und Herzen
diese Angst
dem gewahlten Ruchtort
Kindheit
niebesessenes
immer ersehntes Paradies — oder doch fast Paradies —
der Sonne
der Echsen
deruraltenEichen
deinen Riicken zu kehren
dein eigener Racheengelpe'rtschenknallend
Diese Angst
diese Angst vorderGletscherweltderGroBen
diese Vorahnungen des Bosen:
das an-der-Tagesordnung-sein von List undTuckeund
Vergewaltigungen der Anstandigkeit
das Lauern ninterbraven Masken:
Mach ihnfertigl SchnelliUndgriindlich!
Diese Angst
diese Angstvorder Eiszeit—

Lisa Kohos Oedicht ist in dem Band .Denver im —8,en< imagistische Lyrik neben expressiven Poe-
Friihling"(Stoedner-Verlag, Berlin)erschienea Es mon. volksliedhafte Schfichtheit neben kUhner Me-
leilet den Zyklus .AmerikaEieder* in dtesem Buch taphorik. Der Reichtum ihrer Sprache, tiber den Lisa
ein. Diegeburtige Berlinerinbtieb nach ihremStudi- Kahn so ungezwungen verfugt und die Intensitfit
urninden USA und lehrt seit 1968 als Professorin fur mitdor sie die Dingo sieht und durchschaut, ist be-
Oermanistik an der Texas Southern .University in eindruckend.
Houston. Zu Forschungsarbeiten kommtsie hfiufig
in die Bundesrepublik und fiihlt sich besonders zu .Ich muB schretben. Wie kdnnte ich sonst das Le-
Unterfrankenhingezogen wo die Familie ihresVa- ben bewBltigen?" gibt Lisa Kahn als Motiv filr thr
ters herstammL Auch in thren Gedichten reist sie iiterarisches Schaffen an. Im Gegensatz zu den
stfindig zwischen zwei Welten. In ihrer gleichsam englischen, wissenschaftlichen Ver6ffentlichun-
bewuBten wie empfindsamen Sprache schildert gen, ochreibt sie ihre Gedichte indeutsch. Die Dich-
Usa Kahn die flirrende Hitze der texanischen Wii- terin an der amerikanisch/mexikanlschen Orenze
8te und die dunkle KUhle einer frfinkischenBurgrui- leidet nicht unter Identilfitsproblemen. wie soviele
no.Sie ist keinem Stil verhaftel Indieser Oedicht- deutsche Emigranten inden USA. Wothr•Sprache
sammlung — der dritten, die von ihr erschienen ist ist, da ist auch sie. H. B.
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JOIN THE GERMAN-TEXAN HERITAGE SOCIETY TODAY'.

Fill out this form and mail it tot

Dona Reeves

Rt. 2, Box 239A
Buda, Tx. 78610

Enclosed is my check
for my membership in the
GTHS. I will receive the

previous issue of the
NEWSLETTER and all issues

through next February.
CHECK 0NEt

o
o

o
o

$25.00
$10.00

$5.00
$3.00

Patron

Contributing
Library
Regular
Student

(verified by
teacher)

NAME!

STREETt

CITYi

STATEi

COUNTY1

OCCUPATIONif

ZIP

TELEPHONES

retired.former occ)

SPECIAL PROJECTS1

(relating to German-Texana)

ANY PUBLICATIONSt
(related to German-Texana;

Please check the following interest categories:

I prefer to just read the NEWSLETTER and
learn new things.

I would like to help out with all of the
following categories.
I would like to help out with only the

categories I have checked:
Typing for Newsletter
Writing articles for Newsletter
Transcribing/translating old German

hand-writing
Showing visitors historical sites in my

town/city/area
Doing research in archives,libraries,etc.
Genealogical exchange
Publicizing the Society in my town/city/area
Speaking German
Other?

The German-Texan Heritage Society
was founded in 1978 as a non
profit organization to promote
the revitalization of the German
culture in Texas. An annual

meeting is held the second
week-end of September. A
NEWSLETTER is published in
February and July. The members
come from all over Texas, from
many other states and several
foreign countries.
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GERMAN -TEXAN HERITAGE SOCIETY

THank you for your interest in the German-Texan Heritage Society. We want

this to be truly an organization for its members. We need your help.

1. Would you please fill out and return the enclosed membership form?

2. Would you bring the organization and its objectives to the attention

of your friends who might be interested in it. Or tell your local

newspaper, heritage or conservation society about us. We want to

collaborate with all existing historical preservation organizations.

3. If you would like for us to contact people who might be interested

in our objectives, please write their names and addresses below.

Please send information about the German-Texan Heritage Society and membership

forms to«

NAME ADDRESS

Return to: Dona Reeves

Rt. 2, Box 239A
Buda, Texas 78610

1*
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EDITORIAL BOARD 

GERMAN-TEXAN HERITAGE SOCIETY 

Associate Edit ors 

Topi c Index( Newsletter) 713-836-6505 
Thecla Dallmeyer, 801 So. Park(P .O. Box 381) , Brenham ,Tx . 77833 
Diana Bennett , 1708 S . Park , Brenham , Tx . 77833 713-836-1302 

Field Work Methods 
James Patrick McGuire , 1223 Vi ew Ridge , San Antonio , Tx . 78213 

Art 

51 2-344-1910 

Richard J . Burges ,II, 1701 Bl uff Dr ., Round Rock,Tx . 78664 512-397-1331 

Call igraphy 
Barbara Ann Dielmann , 235 Shannon Lee , San Antonio , Tx , 78218 512- 824-0371 

Preservation of Artifacts 
Julia Mellenbruch, 4102-A Ave . H, Austin , Tx . 78751 512-451-4467 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

1979 - 1981 Tem 
Elizabeth Lehmann, 604 At l ow Dr ., Brenham , Tx . 77833 713- 836-7689 

1979 - 1982 Term 
Irma Gaeth Guenther , 4501 Spanish Oak Trail, Austin ,Tx. 78731 512-454-3343 

1979 ·- 1984 Term 
T. C. Carter , 2716 Jomar St ., San Angelo, Tx. 76901 

NEWSIEITER PRINTER 

Sergei Kabantschuk, 11809 Dove Haven , Austin, Tx . 512-836-4653 

Deutsche Welt - U.S.A. 
Deutsche Welt - U.S.A. - a bilingual 
German-American newspaper · is pub
lished monthly by Liselotte & Robert 
Babin, owners of Leroba Enterprises, 
Inc .; and located at Suite 13, 601 
Westbury Square Building, Houston, 
Texas 77035. 

Business Hours: 
Mon. - Fri., 9:00 a.m. - 11 :00 a.m. 

Telephone Hours: 
Mon. - Fri., 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
(713) 721-7277 

Mailing Address: 
P.O. Box 35831 
Houston, Texas 77035 

Subscription Rate is $10.00 per year 
including postage and handling. 

SI ND SIE DICHTER? 
HABEN SIE SCHON ETWAS 
GEDICHTET? WENDEN SIE 
SICH DOCH AN : 

Zeitschrift FUr Deuts ch
amerikanische Literatur 

herausgegeben vom 
Verbande Deutschsprachiger 
Autoren in Amerika 

Chefredakteur : Don 
Heinrich Tol zmann 
3418 Boudi not Ave . 
Cincinnati , Ohio 45211 

SC HA TZKA!1!1ER 
der deutschen Sprachlehre , 
Di chtung und Geschicht e 
published annually 
Subscription rates : 
$] .50 per year ; $10.00 
for three years ; 
Student , $2 . 50 annuall y. 
The editor is a G.T.H.S. 
member , Duane Keilstrup 
of U' . T., Arlington , 
Send subscription t o: 
Werner Kitzler 
Schatzkammer, Dept. of 
Modern Languages , Uni , 
of South Dakota, 
Vermillion , S .D. 57069 

DIMENSION is a bi-lingual literary journal edited Qy 
G.T.H .S. member A. Lesli e Willson. 
D IMENSION is pu lolished three times >"early at The University of T~xns at 
:\.usti n. Subscription: $H.OO peo> }ear fo o· inuividuoob , $1 Z 1~,. vear f or onst otutoons 
;

11 
the U.S .; $12 per )'Car fur individuals, $ 15 pc r yea r fnr_onsloh ol H>ns elscwher,. 

Sioo!,;le copy $4 in the U.S, ~6 d sewhcre. All "'hscn plo~us sloo n~l he sent _tn 
1)) 1\•IENS LON. The Dcpnroment of Cvrm;o ni (' Language . I .0. llox J~:\9 . Austno. 

T"" " 7H7l2. 
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